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THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE
ROYAL AERO CLUB
By PHllIP WILLS

of us who have been in the
T HOSE
game long enoug)l happily remem-

ber the days when the Royal Aero Club
was situated at 119 Piccadilly, and
through the generosity of Lor·d Londonderry, who left it for a period for the
use of the Aero Club, all the affiliated
bodies had offices round the corner at
Londonderry Hou~ in Park Lane.
This not only meant that we all knew
each other, but we had a most dazzling
suite of ballrooms, with walls covered
with paintings, and one of the great staircases of London with marble statues and
all. Thus, our first annual balls were held
in the most distinguished surroundings.
III 'contrast, the BGA office was in what
used to be the butler's ·pantry.
Council meetings took p'lace at 119,
and we were all in and out of the Aero
C1'ub, for meals and drinks, almost
every day.
When Lady Londonderry died, Londonderry House, one of the grandest houses
in London, was sold, knocked down,
and the site has now been "redeveloped"
as an hotel. The Aero Club left 119 and
became a tenant, first of the Lansdowne
Club, then of the Junior Carlton Club in
Pall Mall. The affiliated bodies dispersed,
some to Artillery Mansions, and the inevitable facts of geography meant that
our parent body, the Royal Aero Club,
became something few of us visited, because we could use it so seldom.
Now all this is about to change. The
Royal Aero Club and the United Service Club have amalgamated themselves and become the United Service
and Royal Aero Club, situate'd in the
historic Nash building at 116 Pall Mall,
the home of the United Service Club
since the beginning of time. A plan is
afoot to raise a large sum of money by
public appeal, and with it 1.0 renovate
the basement of 116 Pall Mall and turn
it into an air.conditioned set of offices to
house the central bodies of all the
affiliated associations, ~Ius a barfelubrOom for the use of a new type of
associate member.

Associated with the change will come
into effect a major re"structurinJ: of all
branches of sporting flying, with the
formation of a General Council of the
Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom. Although there are still lots of
loose en<!s to tie up (including even the
somewhat clumsy name of the body), the
general idea and function is as follows:
The main responsibility of the old
Royal Aero Club was that it is the UK
lJIember of the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale, the central body for the
control of international records and
competitiOns and the award of international medals. Whereas each affiliated
body deals with its own specialist FAI
committee (thus the BGA sends its
representative to the FAI gliding commission, CIVV), only the Aero Club can
represent the United Kingdom at meetings
of the FAI General Council.
So the new General Council of the
RAeC will have On it delegates of each
of its affiliated specialist bodies, who wiJI
retain full autonomy in their own fields,
but also the chairman of the FAI cOmminee who represents it at the FAI
General Council, plus a member of the
Awards committee of the Aero Club. It
will, therefore, look something like this:
Chairman, vice-chairman and treasurer,
plus delegates from the 011mpetiti ons
Committee (power flying), BLAC (light
aviation), BOA (gliding), BBA (ballooning), UFA (ultra-light aircraft), SMAe
(model aircraft), Awards, BPA (parachuting) and the FAI.
The BLAe wit! probably be renamed
the Aero Club Aviation Centre.
The chairman of the General Council
and the chairman of the House Committee will each be a vice-chairman of
the new club, and Prince Philip has
agreed to accel't the Chairmanship of
the entire structure for an initial period.
The General Council will have few
executive powers, but in the main will
act as a co-ordinating body when any
of its members need one on some ))articular subject. But it will, of course, be
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responsible for the Club's FAI policy, and
for administering any funds coming to
it from any source.
These would primarily go to paying
the FAr subscription, and then to reducing the rents of the affiliated bodies
in I 16 Pall Mall.
If all this sounds complicated, it
doesn't sound half as complicated as it
has been in fact, for Peter Masefield
and others have been working at it for

more than three years, and even now it is
not entirely buttoned up. But the goal
is worth working for, because at 116
Pall Mall the new clUb has a 60 year
lease at an extremely low fixed rent, and
if all the bodies controlling all the many
aspects of sporting ftying can get together under one roof in the beart of
the West End at a fixed low rent for the
next 60 years, the benefits that will ftow
from this will be immeasurable.

SOME LONG·TERM EFFECTS OF THE
SELF·LAUNCHING SAILPLANE
By MARTIN SI MONS

OT even excepting the long distance
N
runner, there is probably no sportsman more solitary than the solo glider
pilot, once he has left the ground. He
has, however, always in the past been
dependent on some sort of organisation
to get him 06' and to bring him back.
It is probably because of this that the
gliding movement has always been cluboriented.
A change towards commercial organisation is already apparent, particularly in
the USA, where nearly 100 commercial
gliding schools already exist, though
many of these retain the club atmosphere.
The self-launching sailplane (SLS) seems
likely to change everything completely.
A divergence of interests between gliding
and the SLS movement is not desirable,
and it is not to he supposed that adapting
competition rules to admit the SLS will
be sllfficient to prevent any breach. On
the contrary, such a step is likely to
encourage the development of the SLS,
and more pilots will wish to fly them
if the likely improvement in gliding performance comes about. Where do the
gliding clubs find themselves in this
situation?
It seems very likely indeed that before
long glider pilot training will be done
mainly with motor gliders. The advantages are tremendous, and the transition
to a SLS rather than to an orthodox
glider is clearly a very natural one. The
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newcomer to the sport will Qot fail to
contrast the easy convenience of his
powered training with the fumbling
frustration of the winch or car tow.
He is also likely to quickly realise that
an aero-tow has severe limitations, too,
especially when he finds himself grounded
for lack of a tug pilot, or towed aloft by
someone who cannot recognise a good
thermal and waves him off in sink.
The newcomer wiIJ also be aware that
it costs him valuable time and money
to get to the gliding club, and he may,
when he begins to think of private ownership, realise tba{ there is no need for
him to make this journey at all. He
could buy a SLS and operate it ftom
the ordinary aerodrome or even a big
field nearest to his home. The fact that
here he would be subject to air traffic
rules and restrictions on his soaring
would be of no importance, for with his
motor h~ would be able to fly in any
direction to reach clear airspace and fly
back again in the same way later in the
day. Certainly he might have to buy a
multi-channel radio, but this cost would
be more than met by his saving in
travelling costs. Thus the SLS pilot is
very likely to leave the club that trained
him at th~ very time when his dedication
and enthusiasm for the sport would at
present tend to make him cleave closer
to it. The club might retain the interest
of its older members, imbued with

tradition and surrounded by old friends.
but it would be short-sighted to imagine
that some of these too would not feel
the attraction of the newly forming
syndicates based on city aerodromes, and
drif,t away. This trend, once established.
will continue, and it seems certain that
before long the training activities too
would move towards the ordinary aerodromes.
With a motor glider for training, an
organisation could base itself on an
established airfield: No worries about
leasing the gliding site, no problems
with accommodation, maintenance facili·
ties all to hand, customers living locally
or a bus-ride away, and every chance of
attracting new clients from the power
flying fraternity and their families or
friends.
Meanwhile, 'the old established gliding
clubs, usually in fairly remote places
,because gliders need clear airspace and
open country for out-landings, will be
Una,ble to draw neW trainees and unable
to retain the keen pilots they already
have. What answer ,can such clubs find?
In some ~ases, of course, the city is
already coming to the club. As the

suburbs sprawl ever wider, clubs who,
are at the moment fighting against encroachments all round, and above them,
may eventually, if they can survive the
interim ~iod, discover they can adapt
with perfect ease to the new conditions.
But other clubs. will be forced to move
or face a lingering death at their old sites.
Unquestionably it will be better to move
and adapt than to die.
The first step, it seems, would be
for a club to set up a motorised training
school at an aerodrome close to some
large centre of population. This to begin
with wQuld be a small operation-a
recruiting ~entre and a preliminary training base, the trainees moving out to the
old site when the time came for them to
convert to gliders. But it would be quite
unsurprising to find these same pilots returning quite soon, with their own selflaunching sailplanes, to the aerodrome
where they trained. What had begun as
an annexe of the club would thus grow
until it became the club headquarters.
The transition would hardly be painless
and possibly some "purists" would continue to use the old site for many years.
But the centre of gravity would surely

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED
offers YOU a complete gliding service whether your sailplane is
made of wood, metal or glass-fibr•.
Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments. aero-tow rope, etc. etc.
Send s.a.e. for price list.
Call in, write or phone -

KEN FRIPP,
SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
Telephone: Herriard 359 or 025 683 359

Stockists for all PZL Instruments and Equipment
Agents for Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd.
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shift steadilv citvwards as the proportion
of self-launching sailplanes to gliders increased.
If, however, the clubs cannot or will
not adapt to the SLS, it is impossible to
believe that commercial gliding schools
will fail to do so. In their case the
growth points will be the ~me ge<;>graphically, but, of course, different In
spirit and intention. A pilot who has
been trained commerciallv can feel no
loyalty to a club. and if he' takes up soaring seriously it will seem quite unnecessary
to him that anyone should drive fifty or
a hundred miles to the remote centre
where some traditionalists still launch
themselves by winch or tOw car without
any meaDS of retrieving themselves. He
will form his new group or syndicate in
the suburbs, he will sleep at home
o'nights, and meet the old-style glider
pilots once a year at the annual ball or,
if he is allowed to enter, at the Nationals.
And, since he gets more time in the air.
samples a wider range of conditions, flies
when gliders at remote sites are grounded
by poor local conditions, the chances of
his winning the Nationals are high.
The point of this article will be lost
if anyone supposes that the self-launching

sailplane should be or can be effectively
discouraged or banned by the gliding
movement. The expansion of soaring has
been badly hindered in the past by the
hitherto inevitably slow training methods
and the inherent difficulty of getting off
the ground and home again after a crosscountry flight. In addition, while gliding
clubs are fine places for pilots they are
usually thoroughly deplorable for wives
and families. How many first-rate pilots
have been forcc:d to give up gliding for
these al)d related reasons? The pilot of
an SLS, based at a local airfield, can get
home for tea every evening, he can take
his family out for supper, can live a life
at least as norm.al as the dedicated golfer,
yet he can soar as well. Once the idea
of the home-based SLS catches on there
will be no stopping it and every reason
for encouraging the development of the
new techniques. If for any reason the
present glidin~ movement will not or
cannot adapt (where it should actually be
leading), the new movement will nevertheless continue, a little slower perhaps
because of our lethargy; but in the end
it will come to dominate the sport
whether we like it or noL It is time to
join. (See also letter, 1'222.)

A FUN WEEKEND

This was followed by an "Early bird"
party. I arrived too late to attend this,
so I shall start with breakfast on
Saturday morning.
The dining room was filled with about
200 people, all of whom seemed to have
met at some time and had obviously
been starved of intelligent conversation
ever since that meeting.-I Was confronted
by the faces and voices of pilots, crews,
familiar, remembered and famous, from
all points of the compass. Conversation
at this and all subseQuent meals was
simultaneously impossible, constant and
rapid. It was as though everyone present
was trying to absorb enough of the
soaring atmosphere to last them until the
first cumulus of spring appeared to
destroy the gloom of the long cold winter.
The pilots ranged in age from 16 to
6Q-pJus, flew everything from I-26's to
the Nimbus and had competition experience levels from zero to World
Champion.
The management of the lodge had

By ERICA SCURR
HAVE just returned from the 1971
Symposium on Competitive Soaring,
held in the snowbound heart of
Appalachia. Before someone "over
there" decides to take another swipe at
the serious, computerised, American
competition pilot I thought I would let
you in on what it was really like.
The Byars SnowbaTl Fight, as the
symposium was irreverently titled by a
certain Southern wit who shall remain
nameless, was held on February 13
and 14 at Mont Chateau, a resort
lodge in the mountains of West Virginia,
just eorth of Morgantown and 50 or so
miles south of Pittsburgh.
For those able to take a Friday off,
there was a seminar on "Low speed
aerodynamics as applied to the design of
modern sailplanes", given by Klaus
Holighaus at West Virginia University.

I
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been well briefed on the Soaring
Symposia mania for Pl,lnctuality and
breakfast was long oyer when Ed Byars
introduced the first faculty member at
9am.
I am not going to tell you what George
Moffat said about "Task strateg)"'. 1 just
think that if you don't read it up you
will be sorry, and when you do you will
wonder why all those other pilots are
nor world champions. The way the ideas
were presented' made them seem so
common-sense and obvious that it is
impossible to understand wby we don't
all fly that way.
A. 1. Smith's lecture on "Airmanship
and in-flight d«:isiolls" s,tarted wit'h an
almost Neave-like pl.ea to the pilot to
"have a good look round". Can you
afford to miss the development (If this
theme into information, from one of the
masters, on the making of weather assessments and the evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of flight changes
based on these assessments?
If you are in the habit of extensively
polishing or sanding tile wings of your
glider before a contest you will be
interested in the data collected by Paul

Bikle on the smoothness of wings
measured during recent performance testing experiments. It appears that the
winners of the United States sanding
contest are the wings of Ross Briegleb's
Diamant 18 and Ben Greene's ASW·12.
Mr. Bikle added, however, that he was
still not convinced that the practice
actuaH¥ improved performance-it probably did more for the pilot's soul than
the LID, he said. After listing a number
of other useful sailplane preparation
exercises, Mr. Bikle's lecture concluded:
"Above all, fly".
.
Bearing in mind the limited understanding some of us have of Reynolds
numbers and lift co-efficients, Klaus
Holighaus opened the afternoon's proceedings with an enlightening review of
the criteria, both in terms of thermal
tyl'C and strength, and sailplane requirements, used by the designer to give us
optimum performance in modern competition gliders. The subsequent question
and answer peri od breught forth some
interesting comments on why the Nimbus
works in Texas and the B1-4 does not,
and how Herr Holighaus felt about the
Sigma project: "I do not believe in it."
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Those US' compet,ition pilots (unfortunately a lar~e number in 1970) who
seem bent on the destru(;tion of Klaus's
(;reations were 'Ilso (;atered for. Manfred
(Fred) Jiran, a sort of travelling fairy
godmother wbo will for about $1,000
wave a magk wand over your wounded
bird, gave some general and very
practkal hints on how to assess and
repair damage to glass-fibre sailplanes.
Dr. Byars then introduced the "Ed and
Fred Show", an hour-Jong videotape
showing, in detail, t.be repair of the
bro'ken fuselage of a Kestrel. Wben asked
if he would explain how the damage had
,oc(;urred, Ed Byars gave the ,illuminating
answer, "No".
The after-dinner speaker on Saturday
evening tumed out to be Bill Holbrook,
advantage of a
rare
who tQQk
opportunity to introduce some behindthe-scenes members of the Soaring
Sym,posia team:
Sophie Holbrook,
secretary, treasurer, cQ·ordinator of Ed
and Bill, mediator and receptionist;
Betsy Byars, co-ordinator of the ladies'
p~og~amme and, just by (;oinddence,
winning author of the 1971 Newbery
Medal for children's literature; Dr. Lee
Ransome, general electronic genius and
keeper of the tapes from which the
"Proceedings" are transcribed and Gren
Seil1els, latest addition to the' gallery of
great ~ulhors published by Soaring
SymposIa, who had a few amusing cornm.ents '10 make a"out his publishers.
Pmally, as a balance to the World Height
rC(;ord holder on the faculty, Bill introduceq one of the student body, join'l
World Distan" record holder, Ben
Greene.
The party began to break up when
those of us not staying at the lodge realised tbat a "micro-meteorologkal"
situation had resulted in the accumulation of about eight inches of 'snow. We
had to drive a mile down one mountain·
side and up another to reach the country
club where we were staying,
Getting up at 6..30arn on a cold,
windy, winter Sunday moming in the
mountains of West Virginia may just
seem reasonable if you are wave hunting. It is difficult, hQwever, to convince
yourself of the n.ecessity of a 7am breakfast and a classrOom start at eight.
Nevertheless, I don't think anyone was
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la,te for the panel discussion on "Class
competition", a controversial" subject
c~ose .to the hellrt of every competition
p~lo.t I.n the US. ~ warned: the insularity
ex,hlblted by PreSJ(lenl Nixon in his trade
~nd foreign policies is beginning to show
I~ the .American soaring fraternity. This
diSCUSSion and the following one (centred
aroun.d the ~merican Design Competition
and mcludmg some pleas from Dick
Schreder for a real policy on the
Standard Class) suggested to me that both
pilots and designers are beginning to feel
that it is tim.e that "th.e American way"
stopped trylOg to compromise with
European ideas.
T~e weekend (;O'!clllded with a very
specIal treat, a pnvate showing of a
feature-length colour document;lry starring
Gl~b perujinsky and Ge.orge MafIat
flyl!,g In the 1969 Sugarbush, Vermont,
~eglOnals and the Marfa Nationals. This
IS ce:rtamly a masterpiece as, an ex·
presslon of our sport. However, I am
unab!e to be objective about the commercIal aspects of such a production so
I. can only. suggest that, jf you would
like to see It, someone with in.fluenoe at
the BBC should at least alert their colour
documentary people to the existence of
"Charlie Item and Double X" and its
producer, Bob Drew.
I fully expect t.hat a month or so fro:n
now (February, 1971), you will be able
,to purchase. the "Proceedings of the
1971 S~mposlUm on Competitive Soaring"
for the ~ew pence equivalent of $5.00.
When BIll Holbrook sends you your
copy. yo~ can read, mark, learn and inwardly d,lgest all the weighty information
Imp~rted by this year's faculty. But I'm
afraId you've already missed an the fun!
. S~ring Symp?sia expects the "ProceedII1gs 10 be avatlabJe about mid-summer.

More Lovely Libelles!

Actually, they're the same ones: but seriously we have sold
15 so far this year and have another batch on order for delivery
at Christmas. The market isn't saturated; we can't get enough
.and little wonder, it is already being called the K-6 of the
'glass' era. Order now for early delivery £2,260 (at current rate).

NEW, Thin, Soft back parachutes; enable a 6ft 4in pilot
to comfortably fly the Libelle. £68.

19 METRE KESTREL-New C.I.V.V. World Cup Class glider.
Deliveries from July. Top performance and value at £3,600.
FALKE- The A.R.B. have now approved an A.U.W. for theSlingsby Falke of 1220 Ib: this gives the first five aircraft a
disposable load equal to the Scheibe Falkes and later aircraft
will have this extra load capacity as a bonus. Deliveries for
Falke are now in November-December at £3,940.
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llGHTWEIGHTGLIDERPARACHUTES

TYPE 737

A special Shoulder
Pack Parachute
assembly for those sailplanes
which allow only this type to be
worn. This assembly uses the same
3 point Harness as on our other
Glider Parachute range which this
company designed specially for
comfort during long flights.

TYPE758

This assembly is 3"
shorter than the
Type 719 announced last year.
This reduction in height counters
problems arising from canopy
stiffener bars on Ka 13 sailplanes
and the seat harness arrangement
in many sailplanes.

RUF"O:GR.o.V'LiRMITEO.,
Parachute Sales Division, Godalming, Surrey, England
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MY HORIZONS
By RHODA PARTRIDGE

o DOUBT about it, gliding's
N
widened them (my horizons). Since
1 started gliding 10 years ago
set
I'v~

up a flourishing studio pottery busmess
(to pay for my gliding) with the result
that I'm the ast()l1jshed owner of
Broomstick ("the most beautiful K-6E
the Schleicher works ever turned out").
I've been supersonic (no, you fool, in
a Hunter that was going downhill at the
time). I've been gliding in France and
Italy and Germany. I've met a lot of
really super people (and a few nght
bastards). I've had some remarkable receptions when I've landed out. At the
end of my Silver C distance 1 fell a"?ong
friends and they gave me lots of whls~y,
followed by dinner and lots of wllle
followed by lots of brandy. Bob arrived
with the trailer at 9.30, and when it
came to de-rigging all I could do was
lurch around the glider giggling. In
contrast wasthr:: maddened farm manager
whQ .;ame charging across the recently
cleared hayfield I'd landed in and greeted
me thus: "I don't know how you got
that damn thing in here, but you're not
having it out." He didn't know I could
take my wings off and he was unhappy
about his gateway..
.
This year they got Widened agam (my
horizons). So there 1 was in this Television Studio (wearing an incredibly
cunning make up and false eyelashes)
drooped tenderly over this gorgeous
young man (also beautifully made ul?)
who was seated in the front of thiS
K-13. "If you push it that way," I said
wisely, "that wing goes down," and he
gazed trustingly up at me as though I
know the lot. I was surprised, actually,
that they didn't pick one of our feminine
pundits who really do know the lot, but
it seems that it was the middle-aged
mother-of-five image that they wanted.
I only hope that the result of the programme won't be the saturation of
British gliding facilities by great hoards
of middle-aged mothers of five.
It was a nice programme to do. A chat
about what a glider is (remember when
you didn't know?). A look at the beautiful K-13 Charles Lagus and John
Strugnall had brought over from
Booker. A commentary on some excellent

film of flying in progress at the Mynd,
including a really homesick-making
bungy launch which, 1 was delighted to
see, they showed twice. 1 got my fare to
London and back, a car out to Elstree
and back, twenty pounds and a pair of
false eyelashes, and 1 really enjoyed doing
it.
ATV Studios at Elstree are quite extraordinary: A cross between Hampton
Court maze and a huge school for preoccupied adults. Tbe studio (I'd never
seen one before) struck me as strangely
beautiful. Lofty and shadowed and
enormous like a temple or a cathedral.
Pews for' the congregation (we didn't
have one, of oourse). Lots of softly
moving priests and acolytes and servers,
and an absolutely delightful bishop they
called the floor manager. The god in that
particular studio was Davic\ Foster (an
excellent character who's flown at the
Mynd and understands the blisses of
bungy launches). I think they call him
the tlroduction manager, an~1 when ~e
were doing tlle nm through he diSappeared to somewhere invisible on high
and controlled pf;iests, acolytes, ,etc, by
some magical silent method. One of
them would suddenly get a glazed
listening look (like Joan of Arc), motion
me to shut up, and say "yes David,
but . . .". To my horror, when 1 was
standing on my mark waiting for the
first run through to start, my heart
suddenly began bounding about in my
bosom like a rabbit in a trap. I suppose
they're used to peotlle being scared, but
1 was really impressed by the care and
kindness with which they gentled me
through what could have been an ordeal.
Specially the bishop. I really went for the
bishop.
So what about the programme? How

JSW CALCULATORS
GRUNAU - CIRRUS
(LID range 14:1-40:1)
Knots Or Metric Units

from
WILUAMSON

FIt.Lt. J. S.

R.A.F. Thorney Island,
Emswortn, Hants.
Agencies in U.S.A .• South Africa and Australia
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did it go? I wish I knew. When it was
shown 1 was at Aosta (Italian mountains
near Mont Blanc) flying a dreamy,
borrowed, 'brand new, Open Class
Cirrus and having them widened (my
horizons). So I didn't see it. But I'll tel1
you something a bit odd. Since I've been
home I haven't fo~nd one single person
who did see i~. Do you suppose I dreamed
it all up? One of my WaIter Mitty-style

fantasies ("So there 1 was at 30,OOOft in
Ihis Nimbus, photographing the second
turning point on my two thousand kilometre triangle"). But no, it can't have
been like that. ATV wouldn't have sent
a cheque. We11, anyhow, if you saw it
and I was super, do be a love and tell
me! And if I was quite embarrassingjy
frightful just keep quiet about it. I'd
so much ralher not know.

WAVE. FLIGHTS SURVEY-part 1
feature of our first report
A ofMAJOR
our wave flight collecting scheme
G, April) was the emergence of

WAVE FLIGHTS
Dare

(5 &

two splendid wave days at Portmoak on
March 9 and 10. during which pilots
exceeded 25,OOOft. At the time of going
to press, it appears that Arthur Doughty
made the best height, a figure of over
27,SOOft which constitutes a new site
record, Steve White also exceeded
15,OOOft. There were several other flights
which excee~ed 20,OOOft, including one
by 'tom Bradbury, who has written the
two days up' for us. Notes by several
of the pilots 00 their flights on these
days have been appended to Tom's article.
Although no details are available, it is
understood that Sam St Pierre has once
again suffered the frustration of flying
in wave from Dishforth to Portmoak,
only to arrive five miles east of the site
and unable to see it. He returned, to
acbieve OI'lCC again a 500km out-and-return without a turning point, photograph.
This was ,on April 18.
We were particularly pleased to receive reports of wave flights from
Cam bridge and Booker-sites not normally associated with such conditions,
and here we would like to emphas'ise that
we are interested in details of ,all wave
flights, whatever their magnitude. Both
Paul L<!ewenstein's and 'Graham Saw's
flights proved that it is worth spending
a few bob-if one is still legally permitted to use the term-on a higher tow
to ,contact.
Wave forms are available from the
BGA office.
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Height
wave

Booker
Cambridge
Camphill
Hedley

Mynd
P'ortmoak

contacted
Name of pilot
(jt)
11-4 G. P. Saw
4,030
10-3 P. Loewertstein 2,950
21·3 E. Boyne and
B. Plall
900
28-3 J. Little
2.000
J. WilJiamson
2,000
R. COI'ker
2.000
J. Greenwell
2.000
R. Robson
2.000
M. Halev
2.000
J'. Clark'
2.000
D. Paui,on
2.000
J. Head
850
R. Cawthorn
950
D. Driver
900
17·4 D. Brown
800
18-4 D. Brown
700
2-3 P, D. Boyer
3.370
5-3 P, D. Boyer
5.000
7-3 A. W. Doughty 2.860
9-3 D. W, Evans
l.55O
I" H. Hobday
1.500
A. W. Doughty :1.500
R. J. Buckels
4,000
P, D. Boyer
3.000
T. A. M.

Br.dbury

J. J, ElIi,

10-3

12·3

Shobdon

Usk

B, Ki'by
S. White
I. H. HObday
A, W. Doug!)tv
T.A, M. - .
Bradbury
J. J. Ell is
A. W, DOllghty
J. J. EIJj,
J.O·DonnHI
R. J, Lyndon
J. Atkinson
K. A. Harri'QU
K. A. Harrison

21-3
26·3
16·3
17·)
23-3
24·3 K. A. Harrison
25-3 K. A. Harrison
26·3 K. A. Harrison
12-4 I. H. Sh.ltOCk
17-4 I. H. Shatlock

AbsoIUle

height
(jt)
4,620
4,250
5.500
7.700
3.000
4.500
10.;100
10.500
5.500
9.000
8.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
3.000
8.000
13.520
8.000
4.660
2'2.170
8.800
27.500
14.800
18.650

3.000
1,500
1;950
3.000
1.700
I :SOO

19.000
23.650
13.250
25.300
13.800
16.500

3.000
1.000
1.700
1.500
900
4.000
4.325
4.:500
3 '500
3:000
4.000
5.200
3.200
4,000

23.000
8.500
5.100
12.500
4.000
16.600
8.000
7.500
5.500
3.200
6.100
15,000
4.200
10.800

THOSE PORTMOAK WAVES AGAIN
By TOM BRADBURY

HIS is a brief account of two conT
secutive wave days at Portmoak,
March 9 and 10, 1971. On both days the
waves were soarable above the 5km level
and several people went higb, tbe best
height being about 27,500 feet on the 9th;
this was achieved by Arthur Doughty in
a Skylark 4.
The surface charts for midday on
the 9th and 10th both show high pressure
west of Ireland with a north or northwesterly airflow across Scotland. On the
9th, a cold front moved south across
Portmoak soon after midday. The front
trailed back towards southwest Jceland,
and next day a small wann front wave
developed and ran down over the western
half of Scotland during the afternoon.
Satellite photos showed a considerable
width of cloud associated with these
fronts each day, but the Scottish highlands bore the brunt of the weather and
to the lee of the Grampians there was
always some sort of slot for people to
descend through. At first glance the charts
hardly suggest two such good wave days,
but the front did not in fact change the
essential cha.racter of the air, except in
the lowest 5,000 feet. On both days the

winds and temperatures aloft were fairly
similar. Tbe upper winds were from the
sector 330 to 300 degrees, with speeds
increasing upwards from about 3~
knots at 10,000 to 50 knots at 30,000 feet.
These speeds arc for t~ undisturbed
flow upwind of the mountains. Once the
wave flow developed the wind speed
altered considerably in different parts of
the wave, and the effect was surprising.
More of this later.
On Tuesday the 9th, the best waves
were found in the morning before the
cold front came through. Most of the
climbs were started from above the old
airfield at Balado. Earlier tbat morning
an unknown pilot announced on the
radjo that be was in snow, and it was
blowing at 70kt5. Since it was evidently
fine for miles around Portmoak we
supposed the call came frOm the wilder
parts of the Highlands, and were not
perturbed. However, it was disconcerting
to hear Portmoak radio at 13: 30 saying
that the cloud was on the Ochils and
snow showers were reducing visibility.
Luckily this did not last, but at least one
pilot had an interesting ride home. The
listeners heard how his descent below

M.4RCH JO-ll.CO GMT.
Observed

~';nds ttltereJ~ of-

pressllre le"'els
700 mb approx 10.000/1
500 mb app,ox 18.10011
300 mb approx 30,000/1
variOf.U
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cloud had brought him out over some
(unidentified) town. This was followed
by a rather prolonged and ultimately
triumphant scrape home alonll a lesser
range of hills. It was at times hard to
be sure ,of one's exact position when the
only identifiable landmark was the Firth
of Clyde 30 miles away.
On Wednesday the 10th, there was
much more space between the clouds until late in the afternoon. The cloud
pattern was unhelpful and the waves were
weak in the morning. The surface wind
was back to WSW, nearly at right angles
to the upper winds. Later on, both waves
and clouds developed spectacularly. The
interesting feature which persisted all day
was that the waves had a qUite definite
tilt forward with height. From the
scruffy little bar of cloud marking the
wave to the lee of the Ochils near
Milnathort, to the top of a very slow
climb, we had to move three miles upwind for a gain of only 6,oooft. It
was only after checking the photographs
that I realised just how far forward the
wave sloped.
This tilt to the wave front was so
marked that above 20,OOOft the lift
just ahead of one big lenticular actually
overlapped the low cloud marking the
next upwind wave abeam of Crieff. From
bottom to top the area of lift sloped
forward a good seven miles. No wonder
we find these high lenticulars misleading
when trying to work the wave low down.
These tilted waves seem to be mal'kedly
symmetric. The lift on the upwind siue
[66
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may be greater than the sink on the lee
side, but if so the effect is balanced by
the much greater width of the sink.
Going into wind between West
Lomond and Bridge of Earn the distance
between waves was about seven miJ'es.
For six minutes, the rate of sink was
fairly constant and averaged 8.3kts.
Assuming that the Skylark 4 sinks a1
about Skts at a true airs!>Ced of 801cts,
the air was descending at 3.3kts. Arriving
over the bar of cJoud it was disheartening
to find no lift. As before the lift was
well forward of the low cloud, the best
of it being nearly a mile upwind of the
cloud top. Here there was a relatively
narrow band of air rising at 6kts. After
checking the inflight notes with the
barograph trace I have the impression
that the slope of the wave was steeper
on the windward side than on the lee
side.
I can imagine that going downwind
at a groundspeed of something like
120kts, onc might well miss the relatively
narrow band of lift" especially if it
occurred unexpectedly far from the bar
of clOUd.
Most people are familiar with the
way the wind varies as, it flows through
the wave pattern, with the strongest winds
usually Qver the wave crest and sometimes down over the lee slooes of the
hills as well. If one draws the wave tilted,
as it seemed to be that day, then it may
be that the band of strong winds will
extend much further downwind from
the crest of the wave than if the flow

was perfectly symmetrical. I think I ran
into this near Loch Lomond when trying
to push: forward into wind at a height of
19,OOOft. It took a little while to
appr«iate that I wasn't getting anywhere at an IAS of 80 \cnots, and increasing th.e speed to J 10, which should
have meant about 140 true, did not improve matters. One doesn't expect to
see much progress over the ground, but
when one isn't gaining on the clouds
eit!'ler it becomes disheartening. Both
clear vision panels were open because
the canopy was frosted over, and the only
result of 7,oooft of noisy descent was
to disperse about two square feet of frost.
Forward progress seemed negligible, the
cloud top was ahol!t 12,000, and the control zone not fa.r downwind, so it seemed
wise to crab acroSS wind to the wave I
had left so light heartedly a few minutes
earlier.
.
Even this wave wasn't up to much at
first, but became magnificent further east.
More than one pilot made good speed
along it, with 4 knots up at an IAS of
80 knOts in places. Even including the
fumble at Loch Lomond it still only
took 45 minutes to cover the 105kms to
Leuchars where the wave seemed to be
blocked off by a different line of cloud.
To conclude, I have tried to put all the
features of the waves on March JO.

into a single sketch showing the
apparent flow pattern. These streamlines
also seem to fit some of the features
preViously described by the resident experts at Portmoak. The shape bears some
resemblance to a few of the various
computer drawn streamlines ,in having a
tilted wave front and similar distribution
of horizontal wind speed, but computed
patterns generaUy show the waves becoming more symmetrical further downwind. The ra,ther distorted shape PTobably
only occurs close to the mountains, and
could be due to interference from waves
of different length.
PILOTS' REPORTS-MARCH 9
John Ems, ASW.15, time not recorded.

Initial climb in secondary wave from
hill-soaring Bishop Hill; transferred to
primary at about 10,OOOft. Reached
23,6S0ft. Climb timed at I,OOOfpm between 16,000 and 19,oooft.
P. D. Boyer, K-8B, 10.45 to 14.45.
Picked up from two pUffs of cloud in
likely wave location. Tracking ahead of
this, reached sink and turned to find
large black clo1,ld formed behind. Thermailed up under the centre of this over
Balado airfield, with all the usual if!'
dIcations of a strong thermal. Reached
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THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD -

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Gfider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot'.s Licence
Silver C conversion from £62.
Ncrmal Courses tor Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - R/T
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential COurses available
Licensed Sar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards accepted

C.F.I. Derek Johnson
YATELEY 3747 (Management) 2152 (Operations)

cloud base and tracked to leading edge.
Climbed in secondary wave towards
Falkirk from Ochils to 5,OOOft at 4kts,
then at 6kts to 7,OOOft, in weak lift to
9,OOOft, and finally at 12kts to 14.ooofl,
after which it fell away to ~kt. Rainsqualls closed the airfield below, and the
gap closed in. After making for a landing at Falltirk, picked up wave again,
and soared from Cleish to Portmoak
using wave, thermal and hill lift.
R. J. Buckets, Olympia 460, 15.45 to
17.45. Released in weak wave at 4.000ft
()ver Milnathort and climbed slowly to
15,OOOft around the cloud. Lift increased
to 5kts above cloud and went to IO,300ft.
This appeared to be the limit, so initiated
a move forward to the next bar. which
was reached at 5,300ft at Dunning about
'five miles SW of Perth. This bar appeared
to be just upwind of the edge of the
Ochils, and was assumed to be the
primary wave, the previous one having
been the secondary. Stronger lift (5-6kts)
was worked to 12,OOOft. As this appeared
to be the top, a move WSW along the
wave was initiated, speed being adjusted
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to give zero sink as lift was encountered.
At a position about two miles WSW of
Auchterarder, the bar tended to turn NW,
almost at right angles, for about four
miles before lying once more NE-SW,
about five miles WSW of Crieff. Moved
along this bar in a SW direction until
over the largest strato~u beneath, slowed
from 85kts and climbed at 7-8kts from
11,000 to 14,800ft before leaving wave
(no oxygen), which had deteriorated. 10
Skts.
Berllllrd Kirby, Olympia 460, 9.45 to
12.20. Left Bishop Hill at 2,OOOft anf;!
flew towards bonfire four-five miles upwind of Loch Leven. Zero sink at 1,800ft.
Contacted rotor just north of this; lift
gradually increased to 10kts at to,DOOft,
then died. Moved towards DoUar, contacted 8kts and climbed to 13,250ft before breaking away from 5kts lift (no
oxygen).
lan Hobclay, Std Cirrus, 18.00 to 19.. 15.
Three wavelengths investigated, best lift
2-4kts. wind northerly, absolute altitude
8,8ooft.

David W. Evans, Olympia 463. 9.45 to
15.00. Contacted from creep-out from
Bishop Hill. one or two miles SW of
Balado Bridge airfield. after hearing report from Steve. White_ .Six to 8kts lift
at its best. Ma,omum altItude, 22, 170ft.
Arthur Doagbty, Skylark 4. 10.30 to
13.45. Entered wave about 12.20, discovered on exploratory probe from the
west end of Benarty Hill. Average
strength 4-6kts with short spell at 6-8kts.
One wave system only used; explored to
southwest to Kincardine Bridge. Climb
abandoned at about 27.500ft, when slot
started to close in, although still climbing at 3kts.
Steve Wbite, Std Cirrus, 10.00 to
13.30. The wave was contacted uj:)wind
of Bishop Hill near Balado at 3.000ft as!.
with lift verv weak and broken untIl
6.000ft. There was steady 4 becoming
8kts in the 1O-20,OOOft band. After discontinuing climb three other upwind wave
systems were used. Wavelength about six
miles. Wind relatively light even at height.
MARCH 10
David W. Ev:ms, Olympia 463, time not
recorded. Wave contacted over Glenfarg
from end of cloudstreet, breaking off at
12,350ft because I had no oxygiln. There
was even stronger wave-lift between
Dollar and Kinross. but had to leave it
at l\OOOft.
John Ems, ASW-15. time not recorded.
Weak wave contacted north of Bishop
Hill almost direct from hill lift. Taken
to 5 OOOft in the Balado area, then transferr~ north across the hills to another
system running from seven miles south
of Crieff to Perth. Not particularly strong
lift-maximum 2kts. Best height was
8,500ft.
laD Hobdsy, Std Cirrus. 10.00 to
15.00. Wave marked by smoke from
field fire forming a wedge in the valley
over Kinross. Wave system used from
Dollar to Perth. and climbed to 13,800ft.
Artbur Doupty, Skylark 4, 14.30 to
18.10. Discovered from exploratory
probes from Benarty Hill. Lift variable,
mainly about four to six knots, but a
short spell with needles on stops. Best
height, 16,SOOft.

Steve White, Std Cirrus, 14.30 to
16.30. Together with an Olympia 460 the
north face of Bishop was left at 2.000ft
in zero sink. eventually arriving over the
river Tay. Wave cloud was forming all
around over the Ochils and a climb to
1O.000ft was made where sight of the
Oly was lost. Continuing to 15,OOOft one
could see wave extendi.ng from south
of Dundee in the east to Loch Lomond
and beyond in the west. Trading climb
for speed flying along the edge of the
wave. at times at max permitted without
losing height, Loch Lomond was reached
after 40 minutes, an average of 150km{h.
The wave extended further now in a
SW direction to Macheihaish and on to
Ireland. However, turning south the re·
turn leg was flown along the wave to
Portmoak which was reached at 9,OOOft.
On approaching Loch Leven, the wave
suddenly collapsed within minutes and a
hurried descent with full airbrakes had
to be made before the gap closed in.
This was the largest wave I have ever
used and one that had both north and
south of the wave 8{8SC. The total distance of 20()km was flown in two hours
including the initial climb.
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75 Victoria Street,
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Good News from SCHEMPP·HIRTH!!
OPEN CLASS CIRRUS production restarted
Large price reduction - Seven months delivery
Write for full details

*

SCHEMPP-HIRTH sailplanes set the pace for 1971
Three 500k triangles in one day!
Anne Burns and Alan Purnell in the Open Cirrus
and Steve White in a STANDARD CIRRUS sets
up a new record
The best is always worth waiting for. We can't
get you a STANDARD CIRRUS for this season
but there's still time to order one for 1972

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
For all your glider repairs and maintenance in G.R.P., wood
or metal
Send now for your copy of our sales list of sailplanes and
equipment

Sole U.K. agents for the world's top three sailplanes
Nimbus 2

Open Cirrus

Standard Cirrus

Southern Sailplanes, Thruxton Airfield, Andover, Hants
Telephone: We¥hill 373

The gliding specialists
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500km TRIANGLE SMASHED IN APRIL
HE SOOkm triangle in Britain Was
T
rather like the 4-minute mile. For
many years, it was a becko:ling candle
beyond the reach of the day's last thermal, and it was only in 1968 that the
first one was achieved. by Brennig James
in a Diamant 18. In June last year,
Bernard Fitchett repeated the feat, at a
slightly faster speed, in a Cirrus.
Then, on the last, bracing, Wednesday
in April, three pilots flew SOOkm triangles.
One, airline pilot Steve White, rounded
his S05km course at about 77km/h, a
speed comfortably higher than Bernard
Fitchett's . previous record 6O.9km/h.
Steve's speed, by the way, also exceeds
that of the United Kingdom 300 and
400km triangles. He flew a Std Cirrus
from Booker. The others, Anne Burns and
Alan Purnell, were launched at Lasham,
each in a Cirrus.
The fljghts were a fitting climax to
what was probably one of the most
stimulating Aprils of all time. Saturday,
April 17, provided an inkling of what
was to come. Several pilots from Lasham
(Hugh Hilditch, Alan Pumell, Wally
Kahn and Anne Burns) completed
300km triangles, while Chris Garton
achieved a distance of440km on a
SOOkm triangle attempt. His turning
points were Hereford and Huntiogdon,
and he landed at Henley.
The next "cracker" dawned on TUesday,
April 20. Four pilots from Lasham completed 300km triangles (Guy ButlerMadden, Chris, Lovell, Nigel 'Stevenson
and Barton Docker) while Steve' White
made a nice warm-up flight with a 300km
triangle from Booker which approximately equalled Nick Goodhart's UK
record. The calibre of the day is
emphasised by John Jetfries, who whirled
round a l-OOkm triangle from Dunstable
in 54 minutes (lllkm/h). Jobn would
have taken George BurtoD's record by
more than ISkm/h had he been carrying
a barograph.
His account of the day is interesting,
The 54 minute flight was the second of
three in his ASW-12 round the triangle
Shepherds Furze - Olney - Ounstable. He
flew between 90 and lOOkts throughout
the flight, and only used three thermals:
His initial climb to abou1 4,S'OOft, which
enabled him to round Shepherds Furze

at 2,Sooft, a second climb to a little under
S,OOOft just after the TP, which enabled
him to pass Olney, after which he took a
short climb of 1,OOOft before gliding back
at the placard speed. The thermal strength
according to the averager was about 6kts,
he said.
There was no wind, and about 4/8 to
SI8 shallow eU. These were arranged in
lines, some running east to west and'
others, randomly, north to south. It was
possible to "motor" along the lines as
though they were cloud streets. lohn
thought that it was an unusually good
windless day, and that a SOOkm triangle
would have been possible at a record
speed.
It was eight days later that the record
was smashed.
Mike Garrod described Wednesday,
April 28, as "another classic case of April
snow followed by exceptional soaring
weather within 48 hours.
"On April 26, there had been heavy
snowfall in southern England, the cause
being a small depression moving up the
English channel. This receded south-east,
and an Icelandic high moved down over
the British Isles by the 28th.
"Deep, unstable air came under the influence of the anticyclone, resulting in
the formation of an inversion by Wednesday morning at around 7,OOOft. By
the afternoon, it had lowered to about
S,OOOft. However, with a high lapse rate

April 18. 1971, 116:00 GMT
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Steve's account of his flight is below.
Alan Purnell flew the SIOkm triangle
Culmhead-Bramscote-Lasham in 9 hours
10 minutes, while Anne Burns flew
510km round the course Wrekin-Stamford-Lasham. Hugh Hilditch, in an SHK,
tried a 500km out-and-return to Lake
Ballimore in North Wales, but had to
rum back before the turning point,
although his tOtal distance flown was well
over the 500km mark.
Among other flights were several
300km triangles, including Geoft' King
and Ray Cross from Lasham, Vera Wates
anq Mike Hutchinson ffom Booker and
Stan EastOli from Swanton MOTley. Frank
Pozerskis completeQ a 200km triangle
from Dunstable, just fajling to beat the
existing UK record by the necessary
margin, while Brennig lames, who started
late from Booker, flew four times round
a lOOkm triangle.
It was natural to suppose that after
such splendid April flying, that May-day
would arrive as an anti-climax. N<>t a
bit of it-lustin Wills rook off from
Swanton Morley in his Std Libelle and
flew to Peozance on the heels of a brisk
north-easterly, to cover a distance of
about 540km, the second longest ftight in
Britain.
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Tephigram. April 28, 0/:00 GMT Craw/ey

beneath the inversion and relatively low
surface humidity, c10udbase formed about
3,OOOft Ipid-morning, rising to 6,OOOft in
the afternoon. Cloud base amounts remained 3/8 or less thtoughout the day
and, cOmbined with light winds, made
the ~rfect situation for high speed closed
circuit flying."
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HOW I DUNNIT
By SrfvE WHITE

Date:-Wednesday, April 28
Task:-505km triangle, Yeovil, The Wrekin, Booker
Wind:-Light NE in south and east, light NW in west and central

y RELEASE was at 10.45am and
M
1 crossed the line immediately at
the maximum permitted height of 1,0OOm.
Cumulus. base 3,500asl, were streeting
nicely down the first leg and with my
speed-ta-fly ring set at 3kts I made good
progress, arriving in the Yeovil area at
12.30. Here, however, overdevelopment
made conditions rather poor so that by
the time I had rounded the TP I was
down to 1,000ft. I was confronted by
a Phantom from RN Yeovilton who
took great delight in beating me up in
both vertical and horizontal planes.
My standard of thermalling hit an all
time low, and after what seemed like an
eternity, actually 20 minutes, a rath~r
frightened pilot reached 3,000ft agam
and set course.
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By Bristol I was back in a confident
frame of mind. Although no longer
streeting, cloudbase had risen to 4,OOOft
as!. However, my spirits were soon
damped when I realised that sea air
from the Severn Estuary .had completely
killed convection over a 15-mile gap. I
was forced to skirt up to the East bank
of the Severn to Gloucester from where,
by taking a climb in cloud to 6,OOOft (my
highest .poict of the flight and my only
cloud chmb) I was able to reach Ross-on·
Wy~ beyond whjch conditions irrlproved
agam.
Thetmals Were now rough and broken
but of the order of 4-6kts, with plenty
of ~ink, however, in between.
By 14.30 I was about 15 miles south
of the Wrekin and could see a pro-

grcssiv,.ly thickening layer of cirrus cloud
approaching from the north. A climb t.o
4,OOOft under the last rugged cumulus
saw me set course for the second TP,
which 1 reached at l,ooOft, b:low the level
of the summit. The upper cloud had
obviously damped down all thermal
activity. The wind which was now a very
light NW proved just. sufficient for me
to hill-soar a.nd I soon regained the
height of the hill, took a few hurried
camera shots, and turned downwind towards the chimneys of Coalbrookda.le.
I had expected some turbulence in the
curl-over behind the hill, but, in fact, all
'hell seemed to .have let loose and the
variQ hit 10 down and stayed there. My
courage, already at a low ebb, was further
reduced by a distinct lack of landing
areas among the slag heaps and
chimneys. In fact, there was absolutely
nowhere to land. A hasty call was
answered by No 44 who relayed for me.
Thanks, AIf! I reached the chimneys at
a\)Qut 500ft 'and after a very rough, dirty
and slow climb, I eventually reached
2,OOOft ftom where I set course f'or'
better conditions to the south. From now
on, t.he last leg was an absolute joy, and
despite a number of "blue patches", I
was able to work a height band between
2,500 and c1oudbase, which was now at
5,OOOft, with my speed.to-f1y ring set at
a confident 4kts. I crossed the finish Une

at 17.17 after a well guessed final glide
from Oxford. Yes, my calculator had
ended up under my seat. Elapsed time
was 6hrs 32min.
CONCL\,JSIONS
1. My decision to go downwind on the
first leg proved to be correct, so that

despite a rather low cloudbase I could
still make gpod progress under the streets.
2. I would have done better to have by·
passed Bristol to the ·east and to have
kept further inland over Nympsfield before turning west across the Severn. This
would have kept me out of the influence
of sea air. Even quite large angular
deviations from track give only a small
increase in distance.
3. I was extremely lucky not to have
ended up a wreck among the chimneys of
Coalbrookdale.
4. ay careful planning I slIcceeded in
getting ~ small but significant tailwind
on two legs (the first and the last), and
together with a ruthless disregard for
anything less than 4\(ts I was able to
maintain a good average.
5. Although plentiful, thermals were only
moderate in strength. Cloudbase started
at 3,500 and finished S,OOOft asl.
6. I arrived back at Booker at 11.17.
Gliders were still airborne at 19.00.
1 feel sure I could have started an hour
earlier. A 700km triangle next time?

NATIONALS PREVIEW
Open/Standard Crass-RAF Newton, May 29 to June 6
Sport/Club Class-Husbands Bosworth, June 12 to 20

National Gliding Championships
T B:E'
J 971 are likely to prove one of the

most important of the lasr decade, Not
only will the results of the four classes
ha",e a strong bearing on the selection
, of ll1e British team for the World
~hamP\'?rnships, to be held in Yugoslavia
10 1972, but the eff·orts of two hors ·cOnCOUfS pilots in the Sport and Club >Class
championships will be watched keenly
throughout tbe gliding movement.
The first, lan Straehan, is planning to
fly an SP-27M motor glider hors concO.llrs. He hopes .that experience' of flying
the machine at Husbands Bosworth will
help to provide gUidelines for rules
.governing the future entry of motor

gliders in open competition.
He plans to Qperate the machine in a
self-launching capacity on some days, and
on others will have an ordinary aerotow.
On the self-launching days, he intends to
be witnessed at the dropping zone by
an observer in a tug. Alth?ug~ he .wil!
be able to restart the engme 10 flight,
should he touch tne ignition switch in
flight after he has switched off at the
dropping zone, he will automatically
score no points. If the field in which he
finaIly lands is big enough, he will retrieve himself, but if he wants a re-light
after landing out, he will be retrieved by
road.
On the days when he is aerotowed, he
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will probably put the engine's plugs in
his pocket so that he will not be able to
start the motor in flight. The two
methods, lan says, are designed to see
if he experiences any differences in
mental attitude when fiying in the nonrestartable configuration compared with
the restartable configuration.
lan estimates, from fiying experience
so far, that the SF-27M has a perforrnance similar to that of the metal-spar
Dart I S.
Although John Williamson, last year's
Sport/Standard Class Champion, will
defend his title at RAF Newton, near
Nottingham, this year, he is 'also hoping
to fly the new British designed TQfVa Sport
ISM sailplane hors concours at Husbands
Bosworth. This machine, if it proves
successful, could provide a boost to the
renascence of the British glider manufacturing industry initiated by the reborn
Slingsby Sailplanes.
It must be ernphasised that this year
there are four separate classes; pilots at

RAF Newton are able to fly in the Open
or the Standard class but not both, and
pilots at Husbands Bosworth in the Sport
or Club class but, again, not both. The
Open and the Standard class will both be
scored on a non-handicapped basis (and
may, in fact, be set separate tasks), while
machines in both the Sport and Club
classes will be scored on handicap.
Scores in the Open and Standard classes
will, however, be recalculated on handicap for rating list purposes.
Forty-four pilots have been accepted
for RAF Newton, and 44 for Husbands
&,sworth. The number has been increased
from the original maximum of 40 as a
result of some entries not being received
in time as a result of the recent postal
strike; some pilots whose entries arrived
after the deadline have thus been accommodated.
Apart from the hors concours entries,
there are no new types of glider making
their appearance this year, illthough a
J9m versi{)n of the Kestrel will be fiowll
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by George Burton. Flying in the Open

class, he will renew his battle with
champion John Cardiff, who will again be
flying the ASW-12. 10 all, eight of the nine
leading pilots in last year's Open class will
be competing at RAF Newton. Bernard
Fitchett (Cirrus), Mike Costin, Cirrus)
Frank Pozerskis (Cirrus) and AIf Warminger (Phoebus 17) will be flying unchanged machines in the Open class, while
Ralph Jones (Std Cirrus) and David Ince
(LS-lc) will compete in the Standard.
The three highest-placed pilots in last
year's Sport/Standard class will also fly
at Newton: John WilIiamson (Std
LibeIle) and Mike Garrod (ASW-15) in
the Standard class, and Barrie Goldsborough (Diamant 18) in the Open. Much
speculation will centre on how Barrie,
so successful with the Sky and the Dart
17R, will fare with the Diamant
Con Greaves, a member of the Marfa
team, will be flying the BS- I in the
Open class, while Andy Gough will fly
a Std Cirrus. Nick Goodhart also returns
to the Nationals, flying a Std LibeIle.
Among pilots flying in the Sport and
Club classes at Husbands Bosworth are

Mike Smith (who flew his Dart 17R to
third place in last year's Open class),
Stuart Walker, "Zot" zotov and Steve
White.
Three Women pilots will be competing:
Anne Burns (a former national champion)
in the Open class, and Angela Smith (who
won last year's Booker regionals) and
Pamela Shipton in the Club class.
Most of the machines entered in the
Open class have a handicap of 84, while
those in the Standard class bloc fall into
two groups-gliders like the Std Libelle,
ASW-15, LS-lc and Std Cirrus with a
handicap of 88 and a batch of K-6E'S with
a handicap of 96.
The Sport/Club class at Husbands
Bosworth is perhaps the closest the
British gliding movement has come so far
to a "uniform-performance" Nationals.
The handicap ranges of machines
en tered in the Sport class is from 88 to
90 and in the Club class from 96 to 100,
with one glider al 102.
Birmingham Guild Lld plans to exhibit
the prototype BG-lOO/13.5m (S & G, Feb
71) at Husbands Bosworth at the weekends.
li5

PHILOSOPH MONDIALE
By ANN WELCH

'T'O MANY, the Commission Inter~ nauonale Vol

a

Voile, or CIVV, is
an unknown thing that from time to
time changes the rules of gliding. Sometimes there seem!l to be an unreasonably
long delay before CIVV mak.es up its
mind, as with the Standard Class rules,
and on other occasions it appears to
jump ahead of the overall scene, as with
motor gliders. Since both are still the
subject of strong views it may be worth
looking at how decisi()ns are achieved
in a multi-nation, multi-language, voluntary, organisation.
CIVV is made up of a representative
from each member country of the FAr.
the parent body. Some are officials of
their own national aero clubs and the
rest are glider pilots doing the work in
their spare time. They meet togetber in
Paris, usually in February and November. It is at these two meetings a year
that most of the work is done, and they
control the rate at which it flows through
the system. For example, if an important
paper is circulated before the November
meeting, it would be fully discussed at
that meeting and recommendations
agreed. Delegates then return borne, talk
over the recommendations with their own
national aero clubs, and in February meet
again to consider controversial points and
to take decisions. The time scale to deal
with a single major item covers, therefore, the best part of a year. If, however,
delegates come back with major queries
or disagreements, it may not be possible
to take the final decision until another
round <:If talks back home have been
held, with the result that now about 18
months will have passed. This may appear
to be a long time to decide on changes,
but in fact, it rarely causes difficulty. It
is more important that the matter has
time to be fully considered.
Generally the most critical item. as
regards timing is the World ChampIonships, so that the new organiser will have
as much time as possible to get through
the mammoth amount of work involved.
Perhaps the most difficult problem in
recent years has been the Standard Class
rules, with CIVV being accused of being
unable to make up its mind, making too
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many changes, and, over the flaps issue,
even looking backwards. What has really
been happening is that this class has had
to grow up. Inevitably the first impact
of a new s.et of rules for a new class of
anything-gliders or sail boats-is that
the rules themselves have the immediate
effect of directing development actively
along a particular direction, the outcome
of wbich can only be guessed at. Modifications to the rUles often quite quickly
become necessary.
The first intention of the dive brakes
rule on Standard Class gliders was that
they should be good for both approaches
and cloud flying. This became spelled out
to ensure that the brakes were speed
limiting in a vertical dive, which created
a problem, unforeseeable at the time.
Within a few v,ears some national airworthines~ authorities had re-written their
own requirements. which were then in
conflict with the CIVV rules. The problem did not quickly become' obvious, because checking dive brakes at high speed
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is nota thing which can sensibly be
done bv contest officials at the start of
a championship. In any case, because the
gliders complied with national airworthiness requirements there was little that
anyone could have done.
Unfortunately, the mist which hung
over the airbrakes argument was
thickened by tIle flaps. furore. flaps were
beUer th'an - airbrakes in every possible
way, said the' protagonists, and shol!lld b~
allowed in the Stand!l'!"d Class. But
decidim: whether to allow f1aDs or not
took CIVV all of three years. The problem was not whether flaIls were gOQd or
not, but how to make a rule which
would define them properly and which
could also be checked simply by contest
officials on tbe spot; once bitten, twice
shy.
First, there was the speed limiting
aspect. No one had produced flaps that
could operate as speed limj,ting devices in
a few seconds,. not even with -nonStandard Class aids such as hydraulics.
secondly, no one had succeeded in defining a sim.ple flap which did not open
the flood gates of dever minds to
devel'oping ingenious variable geometry
devices in the Standafd Class, a development 'universally agreed as undesirable.
So the argument swung 1>ack and forth.
CIVV delegates would return home to
recommend to their aero-clubs that flaps
should be banned, and come back to the
next meeting ready to have flaps. By the
end ·of the meeting it would be virtually
agreed to have fla[ls~until the next time
when re-thinkin;g had once again swung
the balance the other wav.
The first break-through came when it
was proposed a.nd agreed to, drop all
ref'erence to speed limitation from the

airbrakes rule, and return this function
to airworthiness authorities, where it
rightfully belonged. This automatically
removed from the chamoionshios rules
any problems over rapid flap-lowering at
high speeds. With tbis out of the way.
the problem was reduced to one of
defining a simple hinged flap. But even
this was not made cast iron without the
addition of drawings (see 1'207) to show
what was permitted. It was not prejudice against flaps which took so much
time to overcome, but the need to ensure
that the Standard Class, which had
achieved so much in the 12 years of
its existence. should not suffer an irreversible change to becoming a poor, but
equally expensive, relation of the Open
'Class, because of an inadequate rule.
When motor gliders came seriously on
the scene a few years ago, the big issue
was Whether, for badges and records, the
flight could .count if the engine was not
restarted in flight, or whether it should
count only if the engine COl/Id not be
restarted. Some countries felt that for
any "glider" flight itsbould not be
possible to restart the engine, others con.sidered that separatism was best and that
motor glider badges should be a different
colour, and a few believed that any flight
should count if tbe engine was not restarted. Again, as with the Standard
Class, there was a swing of opinion at
successive meetings. while more knowledge was gained of the impact of motor
gliders on the gliding scene. Coloured
badges of differet)t colours departed most
quickly because of the complication of
getting, say,. Silver height in a motor
glider and distanee in a glider.
There was prObably always some
acceptance that badges could have
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different standards from records, and
there were several reasons for this. For
example, when a pilot made a badge
claim he would not be taking anything
from anvone else. Further, the argument
that with a motor glider the pilot would
flyover land or water that he might not
venture over in a pure glider was not
very strong, since most badge flights today are done over fairly well trodden
countryside. But perhaps the strongest
reason for allowing motor gliders to be
used as such for badge flights (provided
that the engine was not restarted) was
simply that these would increasingly be
the aircraft that clubs would be using.
If motor gliders were to remain an integral and useful part of gliding it was
essential that thev could be used for
soaring by club members. and badges
obtained on them without the complication and control that would be needed
to ensure that the engine could not be
restarted.
At the last CIVV meeting it was
agreed unanimously tl)at badges' could be
gained on motor gliders provided that
the engine was not restarted during the
flight. Records, it was accepted, were
quite different, and a glider record should
be obtainable only on a pure glider or

a motm glider in which it was not
possible to restart the ·engine after it
had been stopped prior to crossing the
start line. However, it was also agreed to
have a separate record category for motor
gliders which would encourage their
development along glider lines. Such an
extension of the sport was becoming
increasingly necessary as the growth of
controlled airspace reduced the areas
where soaring was free, or even possible.
So this is the situation now. Twenty
to 25 countries, ranging from the large
and hot to the small and damp, have
been represented at CIVV and have taken
the decisions. Individual viewpoints have
been aired, and the inherent unfairness
of life recognised. Under the remarkably
able chairmanship of Pirat Gehriger,
CIVV appreciates the inevitable changes
that are taking place in gliding, the
threats to its gtQwth and in some cases
even to its existence, and its fabl,Jlous
technical progress. It tries to maintain a
rules framework that will work effectively,
without the complications that have bedevilled so many other sports.
Alln We/ch, a Vice-Pusidelll of CIVV,
is the BGA represelllatille to the commission.

MORE ABOUT SPOILERONS
By BILL DANIELS

HE adopti.on of a spoileron (rolIT
_ controlJing spoiler) system by sailplanes of conventional design was
favoured by Humphrey Dimock in a
letter in S & G, Feb 1971, p65. He
referred to an article of mine published
in "Soaring", May 1969, which described
the flight tests of the Marske Pioneer
flying wing which is equipped with
differential spoilers for roH control.
While I generally agree with Mr.
Dimock. I find that my experience with
the. Pioneer has made me aware that the
whQle subject. of spoileron control is
far more complex than I, and 1 suspect
he, tealised. For me, it was a matter of
departing from the conventional and
thereby gaining lily experience a new
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and unique appreciation for the ordinary
way of doing things.
Spoilers, in addition ro the assets
ascribed to them by Mr. Dimock, have
several disadvantages, such as the deadband (Jack of effect a{ small openings),
perfect co-ordination occurring at only
one speed (with skidding turns at higher
speeds and slipping turns at lower
speeds). In even the best designs, they
tend to increase the roughness of the
upper surface of the airfoil.
For those and other reasons, it seems
tbat the simple adoption of spoilers to
replace ailerons is mer·ely to exchange
one set of undesirable side effects for
another without a net gain. However,
since Jim Marske and I are resolved to

the development of flying-wing sailplanes.
we are left with the task of developing
a suitable roll, or, more appropriately,
turning system.
For the past two years, this task has
occupied my mind and I think I am
beginning to reach some conclusions.
With flying-wings. one is forced to
contend with weak or non-existent
directional stability. As a result, any
residual torques applied about the yaw
axis by the roll control system will
immediately become obvious and canoot
be tolerated. With conventional sailplanes, which have a much stronger yaw
stability, these torques are not as noticeable. But they do add to manoeuvring
drag and should, if possible, be
eliminated.
My first thought was to adapt the
aileron plus spoiler system popular with
STOL designers, and which is illustrated
on the VC 10 jetliner alongside Mr.
Dimock's letter. Wind tunnel and flight
test data indicated that if properly
proportioned, almost yaw free control
could be obtained through the CL range
of interest. On further investigation,
however, it appeared that there would
still be enough unwanted yaw torque to
require a rudder of some kind. I wanted
to use onlv aileron to hold off overbanking and not incur s!,oiler drag.
During the flight tests or subsequent
sport flying of the Pioneer, someone who
had just flown the ship remarked that
the spoilers produced an effect not unlike that of a very effective rudder which
produced 11 large yaw-to-roll coupling.
He further suggested that it would feel
more logical if the spoilers were connected to the pedals instead of the stick.
The accuracv of this remark haunted
me_ What the Pioneer reallv had was two
rudder systems. Both prodUe;ed yaw and
roll in the direction of the turn, and
neither system could produce, nor recover from, uncoordinated situations. It
was this that led me to my appreciation
for the ordinary way of doing things.
Could it be, I wondered, that the
adverse vaw that we had set out to
eliminate' was reaUy a necessary effect?
The more I thought about this, the
more convinced I became that this was
the case. When holding off overbanking
with ailerons, the adverse vaw produced
helps to reduce the amou'nt of bottom

rudder required; or, rather, it cancels the
asymetrical drag distribution due to the
different airspeeds each wingtip has in
a turn. When recovering from a slip, the
adverse yaw swings the nose into the
airflow, assisting recovery. In a crosswind
take-off, holding upwind aileron assists
the downwind rudder.
The conventional system of two controls, rudder and aileron, permits the
pilot to contend effectively with any situation as long as he fully understands
how to use them. On the basis of this.
I decided that the Pioneer should be
modified to have small ailerons connected
to the stick in the normal manner and
to connect the spoilers to the pedals,
eliminating the conventional rudder.
This system should behave much like a
conventional system except that the pilot
would rely more on the pedals for roll
at slow speeds. It would be impossible
here to relate all the control movements
for all situations, but suffice it to say
'that they would be of the same magnitude
and in the same direction as those of
a conventional sailplane, e'lcept for
small differences in proportions.
It should be noted that the bulk of
aeronautical experience is with aileroRs
and that they have been subjected to
more research and development than
spoilers. There are both good and bad
spoiler designs, just as there are good
and bad aileron designs, and I am sure
that many of the undesirable effects of
spoilers can be eliminated.

•

•

•

Comments by FRANK IRVING: There is
one further disadvantage of a spoilersonly system. It is inevitable that one
must hold off bank in a turn (due to
the average speed of the outer wing
being greater than that of the inner
Wing). If you hold off bank with spoilers,
that on the outer wing will always be
slightly raised during a turn, producing
undesirable drag. This is, of course, the
source of a yawing motion in the undesired sense, requiring more rudder. It,
therefore, seems pretty essential to have
ailerons as well. arranged so that the
spoilers only start to open when a suit·
able aileron deflection has already
occurred. Holding off bank is then
normally done on ail.erons alone.
Such a system is incorporated in Sigma.
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PICK OF THE FIELDS
By MIKE WILSON

URING .cross-collntry flying, the
D
possibility ,of interfacing with the
buttercups at short notice looms large.
A r.apid and continuous assessment of
the real estate underneath, coupled with
the a.bility to put an expensive sailplane
down in gente.;:1 fashion on a wide variety
of surfaces, must, therefore, be part of
the pilot's stock-in-trade. Gliding across
country these days without formal training is asking for tr(luble: from one's
underwriters, farmers, the CFI and one's
club or syndicat:ecolIeagues.
I am by nature lazy. My 40 hours of
gliding experience had all been centred
on Lasham, to where a sneaky return
was always possible when the weather
began to sag or (more frequently) the
skill ran out. Syndicate ownership of a
Skylark 2 generated a guilt-comp'lex
about the whole thing, like having a tooth
cavity. Something would have to be
done about it.
.
And so ODe Monday morning in early
spring, I found myself at, the ch:lbhouse·
of the Lasham Gliding Society with
three other neophytes, about to embark
on Advanced Gliding Course D. We
were met by the CFI, Derek Piggou,

lately returned from a bout of filming in
Ireland for My Darling Li/i, and handed
over to Jim, the staff instructor who was
to shepherd us through the hazards (If
the week.
Course D began with a, lecture on the
mystique of 'field landings, the techniques
of getting safely into fields, large and
small, and the habits, location and
recognition of cows, trees, slopes and
fences. Outside the rain hammered down
and the hangar strove to maintain its
shape against a wind of horrifying
strength. We cIeady would not fiy that
day. I was secretly relieved; not having
flown since the end of the previous season (six months back), the rust would undOUbtedly show through. The others felt
the same. So when Jim indicated that we
would have a quick circuit apiece with
him after lunch, to see what we were
made of, there was a shocked silence.
We DI'ed the K-13 reserved for the
course and pushed it (or, rather. were
blown) to the launch point. The rain
had lessened, but the wind was still
Strength Bad. Frozen (so much for the
thermal inertia of flesh and the U value
of anoraks) I contemplated the possibility
of gettio.g out of the whole rotten business and returning to the office world of
attractive secretaries, drinkable coffee',
comfortable chairs and warmth. The
others ,seemed no more enthusiastic. Their
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names, since we <Iidn't actually break
any. of Lasham's gliders during the
week, were Mike, Laurie and Brian. The
first two had shares in a Skylark 2 and
3 respectively, so tnere was at least a
theoretical basis of e~pertise among us,
Mike and Jim climbed aboard, towcars moved, cables tightened; the flying
component of Course D unstuck after a
zero-length ground roll and disappeared
immediately into the leaky stratus. By
common consent we wrote the exercise
off.
Day Two dawned. A front, or something, had gone through and the sky was
dear, but the wind continued to rage.
Worse, it had gone round to the north,
which meant changing to the mediumlength runway, still out of wind, however. I skulked behind the K-13's fin and
rudder, the better to observe the fortunes
of othe.rs before my own turn came.
But the plot was, quickly penetrated
and I was commanded aboard. Confidence sank to nought. By what right
did I (or, indeed, the Lasham Gliding
Society) assume that my few solo hours
were sufficient to qualify me for a
course which demanded a fairly high
level of competence for starters? Were
they only after my money? Jirn got in
and we closed the canopy, shutting out
the hateful wind.
We rolled forward, lifted and began to
climb. Despite the wind, the speed
dropped to 45kts and some clumsy wingwaggling didn't restore it. The cable
treacherously back-released at 400ft and
a quick return was dearly desirable. Misapplication of han<l and feet, generating
a volley of slip-balls, got us aligned for
the downwind leg, when a voice broke
through from the back seat. We would,
it said, simulate a field landing by turning on to the base leg very early, crossing
the line of trees which lay parallel with
the operational runway, using OUT newly
acquired knowledge to drop gracefully
out of the sky and land across the
lOOyd-wide grass strip which separated
the trees from the run-way. And in
fact that is what happened. The sequence
-check AS] at 50kt, miss trees by
15ft, brakes open and nose hard down
to nail the speed, round-out and touchdown-was completed in a single movement. We ground ~o a halt two-thirds
the way across the strip. Jim was pleased,
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yes. quite pleased.
The rest of the morning was spent
gettiog acquainted with the K-S. This
sin~le-seat ISm Schleicher product was
desIgned as a replacement for the Grunau
Baby a decade or so ago, and is now
seeping into the British gliding movement in default of any comparable
"home-grown" glider. Lightness and
ease of handling on the ground are
attributes equally applicable in the air,
but the interior appointments are, again,
spartan and, in the particular example
allocated to Course D, a 40kt column
of icy air entering by way of the nosemounted
cable-release,
not
only
pressurised the cockpit, but froze everything within it.
Over lunch Jim disclosed the chef
rloeuvre of the syllabus. We would take
a K-S and tug aircraft to Hattingley, a
few miles from Lasham, where a suitable meadow (placed at the disposal of
the Lasham Gliding Society by a local
farmer) provided a base where genuine
field landin.gs could take place under controlled (sic) conditions.
The glider and Super Cub were
accordingly ferried out. to Hattingley by
Jim and another pilot, while the
element of Course D followed by car,
specifically a white Zephyr, chosen not
by random selection, but with a certain
cunning. Hopefully it would stand out
from the air, providing a landmark in
time of need.
The Field was reassuringly large, long
and narrow, but sloping gently down
and tapering to a gate in one corner.
The wind was strong and, naturally,
across it. We left the car-pointing into
wind, to aid airborne memory and
orientation-and made our wav to the
glider and. tug which were already sitting
on the gr,ass.
Jim was expansive. We could take off
more or less into wind, uphill, or more
or less out of it, downhill; the choice
was ours. We held a rapid conference
and Mike selected the first option. He
was soon airborne, the Cub's sprightly
rate of climb with the lightweight K-S on
tow making any take-off decisions really
immaterial. After casting off, he did one
or two circles as briefed, while Jim in
the Cub hurried downstairs to view the
proceedings from ground level. Mike's
approach and landing, across the field

urr

and into wind, was acceptable. Verdict?
We wanted to watch it, it Was dead easy
to lose the field if wc didn't track the
Cub OIl the way down. The other two
made nearly identical circuits and landed.
Lauric got himself over the downwind
boundary at 500ft, realised he wouldn't
get in, began a leis.urely circle away
from the Field. and was immediately
whisked half a mile downwind. Far from
an overshoot it now became a nearupdershoot. (The bracketing technique
worked" however, and he got it right on
the next flight.) Their advice was unanimous': it was easy to get lost. I'd
better watch: it.
Trundling across the Field on the
ridiculously short take-off run, I reflected
on the joys 'of 3viating fr'OI1'I a nonaerodrome with just a small informal
group of people. Flying must have been
like this In The Beginning. We began
a gentle turn and, glancing back, I
caught sight of the Field, the remnant of
Course D and the white Zephyr. You
couldn't possibly miss them, they stood
out a mile. So much for the airmanship
of the 'others.
Filled with an effervescent feeling of

. . . began
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well-being (generated not by ability. but
merely unaccustomed warmth), I cast off
at 1,200ft, some 300ft below everybody else's height. Disdaining to follow
the tug down, I flew on. lookin~ for
lift and-horrors-ran slap into strong
sink. By the time we had come out the
other side, the altimeter was showing less
than 1,000ft, and that dribbling away
fast. None of the carefully memorised
landmarks were in view. Apprehension
turned to al.arm as the unpleasant truth
percolated through: the Field had disguised itself as a field. Mars itself could
not have presented a more alien aspect
than this 'element of Hampshire, now
panning in. rapidly tQwards us. Standing
the glider on a wing-tip to make a final
despairing survey before abandoning myself to the uncertain fate of a non-Jimapproved meadow, I caught sight of the
Zephyr and the CUb, directly be.low.
Reaction, set in.. It was probably the nrst
time a glider has been vibration-tested in
flight.
But there was no time to lose. or e....en
to be clever and .plan an approach <Iown
the length of the Field, something no-one
else had yet done. A quick turn to get

leisurely circle . . .
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downwind, and then on to finals, the
landing area, seen obliquely, looking very
short indeed. Speed! Heavens, yes, 60 ...
70 ... much too high. Quickly pull back
to 50kt and out with the brakes. Just
time to set up a reasonable approach
path before clearing the wire fence by
a rather well judged Sft (earning Jim's
censure) and touching down.
On the second ftight (we each had
two) I cast off at 1,500ft and kept the
Cub in sight all the way down. All the
landmarks slotted in and there was no
problem. A completely out-of-wind
approach was planned and flown, and
incredible quantities of drift were kicked
off at exactly the right moment to pull
off a greaser, marred only slightly by
the breeze getting under the windward
wing and causing us to ground-loop· in
froRt of the company.
Back at the airfield Jim thought it
would be fun to do some field selection
from the air, a suggestion received without obvious enthusiasm by the-sedentary
creatures of Course D.
We flew round the Hampshire countryside in an Auster viewing it from
2,Oooft, Jim and two students' at a
time, closing the throttle occasionally
and discussing the merits and demerits of
the various bits of patchwork quilt on
the way down to 1,000ft before climbing back up again. Towards. the end of
the flight, we circled a wedge of undistinguished-looking pasture, while Jim
canvassed opinions on its land-ability.
Dulled by fatigue, noise, cold and hunger,
Laurie and I passed it up. Too narrow
in today's wind, and besides, it sloped
rather. Never choose sloping fields, they'd
said. No, a definite thumbs-down on
that one. Pity, said Jim, wasn't it the
one we'd been flying out of all afternoon?
Day Two, for some, finished on a
thoughtful note.

•

•

•

Day Three was scheduled to combine
two more exercises: cloud Bying and
navigation. Clouds, of the puffy cumulus
type, are desirable things to have around
when one is gliding. They mark the tops
of thermals, but their utility goes further.
Because of mysterious phenomena having
to do with latent heats of condensation,
the lift inside them is better than in the
clear air outside, and so' one frequently
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wants to be able to continue the climb
inside the cloud itself. Staying in the
best lift needs quite accurate flying, in
circles too, and hence the need for
tuition.
There were, unfortunately, no clouds
around, or likely to be, because of the
strong inversion. It would have to be
a ~hood" exercise in the two-seater.
With the aid of a bottle of Windolene,
an opaque film was formed on the outside of the K-I3's canopy, obscuring the
rear-occupant's view of the outside
world. To prevent him from looking
forward over the instructor's shoulder
and through the windscreen, a temporary
plywood bulkhead was secured above
the rear instrument panel, snugly fitting
the inside contour of the canopy. I sat
back in this monastic cell while we were
aere-towed to 4,000ft, Jim doing the
flying from the front seat. The tow was
extremely rough (the stick exhibiting
rapid large-amplitude Brownian motion),
and having nothing better to do than
admire the Wagnerian tints of pink and
grey chase themselves around the perspex, I began to feel disturbingly queasy.
Iim finally pulled off at 4,OOOft, I
having remembered to switch on the
turn-and-slip only seconds before . . .
what the medics would call. I suppose,
the under-arousal syndrome.
Straight and level posed no difficulties
on ASI, turn-and-slip and compass (no
horizon was fitted), and neither did
turns, some of them quite steep. I had
previously evolved, armchairwise, a technique for blind tIying which seemed to
work very well, although I hadn't seeD
it explained that way before. This was
to regard oneself as a very loosely
coupled servo, in which strict speed control was not only non-essential, but undesirable. If the stalling speed were
35kt, then One flew at a nominal 50kt
so that the excursions could vary between 40kt and 60kt, say. without
causing any worry. Control of the flight
path could then be achieved in a relaxed
fashion without having to chase every
knot. Hardly good enough for pundittIying, of course, but that wasn't the
purpose anyway.
Stalls and incipient spins were accompanied by an agreeably satisfied voice
from the ff'ont, and in no time at all
we were down to 500ft. The voice

advised a right turn through 70" ... we
were very low now, but the expected
shift of responsibility didn't come:
thinking he had forgotten, I transmitted'
a statUS report on the visibility from the
rear. That's all right, came back cheerfully. lust .'1 shade more right. Flare
gently now . . . more ... more . . . we
rumbled across the' t\lrf.
A second flight lateriJil the day with
a different voice verifiedina most
gratifying malilner the non-singularity of
the first .flight.
A navigation exercise that evenins, in
an Auster,. took us around one of the
standard lOO· kilometre triangle crosscountry courses: Lasham-StockbridgeNewbury-Lasham. We were now in fine
form, and confident enough to pull Jim
up sharply forgetting otIcourse near
Greenham Common.
And that, apart from a trans£er of
£22 10s and a signing of log.books, was
that. Day Three ended, COllrse D disbanded.
A Silver C fligl1it in the syndicate Skylark to RAF Keevil,an allegedly deserted
airfield near Bath. followed a month or
so later. Arrival over the white-crosse<l
runways and a precautionary circuit.
without raising any evident form of life.
was followed' by an explosion of activity
as soon as we arrived on the ground. A
Klaxon blared, a white flare soared into
the sky. It wasn't. possible to do anything
about it (even if I'd remembered WA;!t a
white flare stood for) and a Land Rover

raced towards us at alarming speed. The
duty air traffic control officer wasn't
pleased. Hercules from nearby Lyneham
were due any second to make paradrops.
My glider Was in the centre of the
dropping zone----;;ould I move it, quickly
pleaSe. In that case, I thought (but
celmplying with the command) the glider
was probably safer there than it would
be anywhere. dse on the airfield. Sure
enough, only 9Omin. later, the Heres
hove into v,iew and did their stuff. But
before that time we had been joined by
17-year-old LYon,also from Lash.am
on her first cross-celuntry, who had been
flying two or three thermals behind me.
The plot envisaged an aero-tow retrieve back to Lasham, but the Lyneham
controller put his foot down; movements
from d'eserted airfields were too unsafe
t~ be sanctioned. Syndicate collea,glle
Charles arrived with the trailer just before darkness, and we arrived home at
lam the next morning.
It's all different nowadays. A device
called a Falke (German, of course) has
arrived on the scene. One is wafted
cosily over the countryside, assllTedly
sustained by 26hp's worth of Volkswagen
engine. and simulated or actual landings
can be made into any field at will. On
the way there naVigation and field
selection can be taught. likewise cloud
flying, Landing back at the airfield the
aircraft is taxied-not pushed-tp the
next customer. As I said, the disadvantage
of gliders is t.hat they dOll't have engines.

•.• the disadvantaRe of gliders is
that
they
don't
hare engines

FlYI NG & I NSTRUCTI NG

BGA Safety Panel, concerned
T HE
at the number of accidents involving

necessary to warn visitors to arrive during
the week, when the facilities will not be
stretched.
The way to deal with the problem was
thought to be by education, and the
following article by the National Coach
is the beginning of our approach. Feedback, from CFIs and instructors, particularly from hill and wave sites, would be
appreciated.

visitors to hill sites, asked the Instructors
Committee to look into the problem.
It was generally agreed tbat the main
area for improvement was in the briefing
and supervision of visitors. If a c;lub
accepting visitors IIas a large local
membership, the availability of twoseaters and instructors may be severely
limited. Indeed, it might be- thought

ROGER A. NEAVES
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HILL SITE VISITOR SUPERVISION
SITE BRIEFING

It is evident that one aspect of the
supervision of solo pilots is not being
carried out as well as it might be-that
of visitors to hill sites.
Generally, it might be said that the
onus is on the resident instructor' to give
a site briefing. He may brief the visitor
on what concerns the day's operations,
or he may give a more comprehensive
briefing, in which he tells the visitor
everything about the site relevant to all
wind directions. The danger in the latter
is that the briefing can be too thorough,
particularly if there are ridges which are
soarable in various wind directions. The
result is that the instructor might give
the visiting pilot so much information
that he is saturated and consequently
does not take in the very things which
may be the most important. If the briefing is too long, the vis:tor will get bored.
especially if it happens to be soarable at
the time.
Also, after having given quite a good
briefing, the instructor may fail to
summarise.
The feeling that a comprehensive brief186

ing is essential stems from the system we
use. The visitor at the hill site for a few
days may in fact need several checks if
conditions change. There is probably a
limited two-seater capacity for checking
visiting pilots. If this is so, then I
would ask this: Should pilots be invited
to fly at a site if they cannot be supervised properly?
The ideal approach to the briefing
would be to give enough information to
cover tbe day's operation and to allow
for changing weather, wind direction and
str,ength, cloud amounts, etc. After the
briefing has been given, it should be
summarised cOAcisely. Up to half a dozen
statements clearly written on the blackboard will almost certainly be remembered, whereas an hour's waffling will
not. I will give eJ<;amples of a briefing
at the end of this article.
THE CHECK FLIGHT

There are a number of problems re!atmg to the che<;k flight which the site
mstructor may fall to deal with because
he has fOTl~ouen two things. They are
the dllnculues of carrying out, particu-

larly, winch launches in severe turbulence
(especially if the visitor is used to being
launched by auto-tow or aero-tow) and
certain psychological problems.
The psychological problems are considerable and include flying from a
much smaller field than usual. The implications of this are that he may be
unable to plan his circuit well because
he tends to fly by fixed landmarks. If
there are peculianties or hazards about
the site whicb tend to be avoided by
reference to land marks (sucb as not
going behind the gulley at Sulton Bank
or the wall at Camphill in westerlies).
then the instructor must make sure that
the visitor knows these landmarks.
Some of the many psychological "rob·
lems for the flat-site pilot flying at a
hill site may never be overcome. For
example, flying at 400ft above site and
well beyond normal gliding range. Also
operating at heights which are below
normal circuit height. Both these may
be overcome to some extent by making
the pilot being checked go deliberately
low to gain confidence on tbe hill and
demonstrating how strong the lift is when
'
low.
Many pilots will fail to soar a hill
whi-eh is working quite well because tbey
are In the wrong position, fail to get
close enough or fly too fast. Portmoak
Illustrates ..this point quite well, when
from a winch launch one glides towards
a hiJ~ which is mu~h higher than the
machllie-a lraumabc ex-perience for a
lot of people until they have done the
exercise a number of times. The inst~uctor shon.ld make the visitor practise
thiS several Hmes on a check flight. This
particular situation is probably worst
when the winds are light and the glider
must be positioned close to the hill if
it is to go uo at all.

BRIAN WEARE
Clapper Lane, Honiton

Devon EX 14 800
Phone: Honiton 2940
Glider. Motor Glider. C of A's
and repairs
TRAILERS

The suitability of the hilI lift may
very much on the wind strength.
Thmk back to the days of the Tutor
~hen for months on end the wind wa~
eIther. too strong or too light to allow
th.e pIlot to make his first ridge-soaring
f1~g.ht. If we ta.ke care as much of the
VISitor as w~ did ~f the Tutor pilot, we
would.~ dorng qUIte a good job of solo
supervlSJOn.
de~nd

A HILL SITE DETAILED
I choose, as an example, Sulton Bank
solely became I have more eJiperience

there than at other hill sites, and am
not casting aspersions on the Yorkshire
Gliding Club.
The ridge, which is a cliff in places
offers soaring in wind directions fro~
S to NW. This range of wind directions
only applies to the first bowl; the one,
on which the landing area is situated.
The second bowl and beyond, northwards for about four miles is only
really satisfactory in winds of 20kts or
more. The relationship between wind'
direction and the position of the lift is
too li:ompJex to go into detail. There
are two runways which are very approxima,tely SW-NE and N,S.
. Wh~n the ridge is working in all
directIons exce.pt south, the launch wilt
take place from the SW run and will be
cross.wind. Due to the shape of the hill.
a c.lIff edge, turbulent conditions will
frequently exist in the launch area. The
~aun~h may be low, say 3-400ft, and
11 WIll not always be the "art of the
ridge at the point of release whiCh is
working. The .3-4OOft launch will normally
be adequate 'If the pilot is famil,iar with
t~e ridge and the position of the best
11ft. I.f, however, the glider is allowed
to <lnft due to the crosswjntl on the
launch, Quite a lot of height will be
lo~t in penetTating to the best lift. During
thIS penetratIOn, the speed will be increased with the result that the attempts
t~ soar the hill may be made at too
hl.gh a speed and the glider will not
chmb. Due to the narr0W band of lift
when low down. the turns althe end
of each beat w'iIl be oyl of the lift,
anyhow, and as the glider gels lower,
proximity of the hill will force, the inexperienced hill-soaring pilot to move
further away from the hill. The result,
a landing at the bott""Q.
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IRVIN TYPIIB.B2lIGHTWfIGHT
GllDIR PARACHUTE
ASSfMBlY
Approved by the
AIR REGISTRATION BOARD
(Certificate No. E.9298)

A eompact parachute assembly designed speci: flcally for use by pilots of British and continental
gliders and suitable for canvas or gan type seats.
, The INin EB.52 is equally suitable for installation
I in light aircraft
For full detaiLs write to SERViCe MANAGER,
IRVtN GI'eat Britain Limited

l,etchworth
Tel. 6262
Herts.
Tel~J<

If a bottom "landing is not desired
(either because it costs a fiver or be·
cause the rest of the party won't get a
chance to fly) then for psychological
reasons the pilot will attempt to land
back at the normal landing area instead
of making a crosswind landimg, usually
on the south run.
The briefing and check for Sutton
Bank would, therefore, include the
following points:
Launch
(a) Frequently crosswind and of such
short duration as to allow little time for
correction.
(b) Turbulent, often requiring the pilot
to climb initiallv at a lowish speed.
(c) The visitor may be inclirwd to treat
any launch of less than 500ft as an
emergency and act hurriedly. It should
be stressed that 300ft is good and quite
adequate to establish one in the hill lift.
This will help put him at his ease.
(d) In the- event of a launch failure,
the pilot should be aware that a real
alternative is a landing at the bottom of
the hill, especially if hill soaring el<;'
perience row down is limited. The
188
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location of a suitabl.e. landing field should
be indicated.
Hill lift
(a) The el\tent of the usable hill lift
sholJld be made clear to the visitor before take-off, even if this requires the
instructor to walk the length of the
ridge with him. When low, it will be
better to start a turn to reverse the beat
before flying out of the lift.
(b~ The speed to fly should be adequate for the turbulent conditions. In a
stressed state, however,. the pilot may fly
too fast to actually climb.
(c) If the band of lift is narrow, then
the turns at the end of the beat will
almost certainly pass out of it (the lift)
which may encourage the pilot to
tighten his turn too much, with attendant
hazards.
(d) Due tQ the cliff, there is a marked
cut-off to the lift if the glider is flown
too far back:. If a pilot does drift too
far back at, say, 400ft, then he mav lose
lOO-150ft quite quickly and rush to
make a landing when all he reallv has to
do is move forward into wind. .
(e) Pilots who are orientated towards

thermal soaring are keen to effect the
transition from hjIJ to thermal as quickly
as possible and may start to .circle too
low down. They should be remmded that
the cut-off of the bill lift behind the
ridge frequently applies to the therma\s
and that It will be better to S-turn until
above ridge traffic and then try to find a
thermal upwind of the ridge in lift which
will generally be less broken.
(f) Gaps in the ridge lift exist due to
the different directions in which the
slopes face. Before crossing such a gap,
there should be sufficient height to return in case the next section fails to
work.
(g) The psychological problem of being
beyond gliding range is of some significance to the pjlot with limited hill soaring experience. Only when he has gained
confidence in his own ability to stay up
in the lift will he start to overcome this
problem. As, frequently, the hill will only
be used ,as a stepping stone to other types
of lift, then the pilot must be competent
at coming back to the hill at low level
and re-establishing in the lift.
Approach and landing

(a) The eircuit may be carried out at
a much lower height than usual. It should
be pointed out that there is not only a
smaller circuit, but that a good part
of it may be flown in ridge lift and,
therefore, the height is quite adequate.
(b) In changing conditions the circuit
may be quite different to that anticipated

(or briefed for!) at take-off. If the wind
is stronger, the approach will be steeper;
if lighter, then the landing area may
have to be a different one (ie, the S
run instead of SW).
Summarising, it is important for the
local instructor to realise that the difficulties of his site which have been forgotten by him will be the ones most
critical to the visitor. The visitor must
be briefed for the conditions that exist
at the time and for all foreseeable
changes that may possibly occur during
the flight itself. This briefing must
be given as clearly as possible and
summarised in a way that the pilot will
remember. For example:
Launch: Drift. Turbulence. Poor
height compared with home site, but
adequate.
lAunch failure: Can land at fhe
bottom of the hill as an alternative (indicate location of a suitable field).
Hill soaring: Fly faster lower down,
especially if turbulent (say 45-50kts). If
not climbing and hill known to be
working, try reducing speed a little. Extent of hill lift indicated by reference to
known landmarks. Marked cut-off of
lift behind cliff edge. When more height
is lost in the turns than is regained on
the beat, anticipate landing.
Circuit: Try to avoid having a preconceived idea of tbe circuit; you may
have to make a different one. Do you
know the other alternatives an<! their
BILL SCULL
problems?

RADIO BUYER'S GUIDE FOR GLIDER GUIDERS
By JOHN FIRTH

are a number of VHF aircraft
THERE
radios which are moderately suitable

for use in gliders, and many which are
not. The a,verage pilot is unable to assess
them technically, since he often does not
know what to look for. While a review
of individual sets is out of the question
at this time-and indeed would get me
into hot water with various vendors who
are touting their wares as being the
answer to the glider pilot's prayersthese notes may help the understanding
of which specifications are really im-

portant. A suitable radio should be able
to meet the specifications given below
easily. The items are listed in order of
importance, and do not cover requirements of the licencing regulations.
RECEIVER

Sensitivity ll'v for 10db SIN for 50%
modulation at 1KHz. This determines
the performance at extreme range.
Many multi-channel sets are not usable
at l/Av. A very ~ood receiver will give
lOdb SIN at O.3/AV which, in a low noise
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Navigatoron £2 472 ,_~J}t~~~,
a year by 23/' " - .~
TIme' yoU had a better job?

They don't come better than this.
Obviously, any job that pays this kind of money takes
some doing. I'f you are the' stuff thaJ RAF officers arc made
of, you will welcome this. It will bring out the best in you.
Suppose you are the navigator of a Buccaneer, the
RAF's new long-range allack and-strike aircraft.
It is you who plans the detailed ext:cution of the
mission. You operate the radar navigation
systems and compUJers. Y,ou set and monitor
the viral :mack-sighl. From a number of options••
the weapons ,Ire selected and the mode of attack
decided. If the wea poll is the Mane! missile, •
you guide it to its target through a TV cameTil
in the missile's nose.
Few jobs arc as challenging and responsible
as this. As an RAF na\·ig-.ltor you ue, in the
fullest sense, a trained professional. Your
prospects, your status, and your standard
ofli,-ing all reflect this.

I

A ni_A for

with

~~

To apply, you must ha\-e at
least 5 acceptable O-leveIs,
including English language
and maths; or equi\-alent.
With :\-Ievels or a Degree
you are all the more ~
welcome. :\ge limits. 17 to
26th birthday.
Ask al your nearest RAF
Careers Information Office
- address in phone book or send this coupon. There
is no obligation.
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receiving location, is equivalent to 10
times the transmitter power at the other
end.
Automatic gain control Audio output
should vary less than 6db from signals
of 2p.v to 10mv. This minimises volume
twiddling for transmitters at various
ranges, and the effects of fading while
circling.
Squelch This shouJd be conti~uously
adjustable; It should be POSSI ble to
suppress all. eJlicept very strong signals.
Squelch acllon should be abmlit. a
50'0/0 change in signal at any setting
should be sufficient. A squelch on/off
switch may only be suitable for local
communications.
A /ldio Oltfpll/ All sets normally meet this
requirement easily, for the quiet environment of a glider. Car sets should provide
.at le.ast tw, Modern sets should produce
very little distortion. Test with a known
good transmitter.
Noise !imiter This is essential for use in
a car to minimise ignition noise; do not
confuse this with squelch, which merely
suppresses background noise in the
absence of signa.!.
Drift M(lst sets tllese days ar-e fixed
tuned to the cllannel selected. For those
which have continuous tuning, check
the amount of retuning necessary after
war,ming up, and with changes in
ambient teit1lierature, if possi'ble.
Power consumption Less than looma
at 12v. Sets taking mu.ch in eXcess of this
(and there are several) will need proportionately bigger batteries, if they are
not to need recharging after every time
you fly.
TRANSMITTER

Modulation A listening test on another
good set is tbe crucial test; the transmitter should run into a representative
antenna and the monitoring receiver be
without one. or sufficiently far away to
'prevent overload. A person's voice should
be easiJy recognisable. Full modulation
should be reached when talking in a
normal tone of voice one inch from tbe
microphone. Individual sets of the same
model vary quite widely in their transmission quality. It is no good having. 10
watts output if the signal is badly distorted.
Power output Notice that I have put
this second. More than 200mw is ade-

quate for most purposes; a lower power
transmitter does ensure that you do not
occupy the channel for several hundred
miles around. However, if you are a
cross-country pil,ot who likes to leave
his crew at home on 500km triangles a
fair amount of power is a help. Bew~re
of Specmanship; some broChures quote
PEP (peak effective power) which is
four times the mean carrier po,wer.
Power consumption This is pot normally
a serious problem, except for those
with severe cases of verbal diarrhoea~
However, bear in mind that thpugh the
average power drain may be insignificant,
the load during transmitting will be
heavy. if the transmitter puts out more
than' one watt; the battery must be able
to supply this without serious voltage
drop" or the paper power figure will not
be achieved, and the modulation quality
may suffer.
.
TIPS FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE

The antenna should be properly <:onnected and matched. It should be clear
of metal obcjects except for its own
ground plane. Mounted on the gear door.
it 'Can be arranged to stick straight down
with the undercarriage up. The location
over the wing, which is often seen. is
poor. Car antennae should be on the
roof. and the coaxial cables should be
carefully checked for faults; failure at
the connectors is common.
Power connections These should be
twisted together and go directly to the
car battery. Use heavy gauge wire 10
avoid voltage loss. The car ignition
system should be in good condition;
Corona discharge. from dirty wiring !:an
cause a big rise in backgnJlund hiss.
Maximum range Bot.h car ,and glider will
have peaks in their antenna patterns;
experiments will show the best orientations for each. The car should be
positioned as high as possible, away from
buildings and overhead wires. with an
unobstructed view towards the glider.
Switching off the engine removes ignition
noise and helps enormously at extreme
range. The pilot should transmit at the
top of. his thermal. a brief messalle while
in the optimum orientation. If there i!
no acknowledgement repeat, this once or
twice; it is common for the crew to hear
the g.lider wi.thout the converse.
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-THE SAILPLANE OF TOMORR.·OW?
5 & G recently visited 8ritain's variable geometry sailplane at
Heathrow, as a result of an invitation from the Sigma team. The
following article is compiled from observations made during the
visit, and from a lecture given by Nick Goo<jhart recently to the
South East panel of the Greater London branch of the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers.
HE IDEAL glider, if Father Christmas was to pop one int{) your stockT
ing, wO\:lld have two sets of wings. The
first set would be designed purely for
climbing in thermals, optimised for
squeezing the best out of all therma.Js,
and particularly the last wisp of lift
out of a dying summer's day. The radius
of turn would be small, and by shutting
one's eyes one could imagine the machine
climbing a thread-like core inside a
seagull's'turn.
The glider with this pair of wil'lgs
would have a large span, large wing
area, high lift co-eflicient, low weight and
low drag.
The other set of wings would, by
waggling a magic wand, replace the first
set at tbe top of ,the thermal and whisk
the machine across country at a high air
speed and a low rate of sink. To achieve
this, low drag and the highest possible
wing loading are necessary.
Sigma is, in effect, a glider with two
sets of wings and a very complex magic
wand to achieve the transition from one
to the other in flight.
The two wing sections (illustrated) were
designed for Operation Sigma Lld by
Professor F. X, Wortmann (see S & G.

April !~69, pI34). The upper section,
for crUiSing, has low drag in a range of
CL from 0.1 - 0.8. The lower, forthermalling, is pwduced by the extrusion
of a flap (which increases the wing area
by 35%) and has low drag in fhe
CL range from 1.3 • 1.8. The lower
section is identical to 'the upper save for
the extrndcd flal' and the movement of
a relaliv.ely narrow flexible plate on the
under-surface.
The Sigma project has been in the
pipeline since about 1966, and has surviyed a major catastrophe-the fire at
Shngsbys on November 18, 1968,. which
destroyed drawings and the part'ly completed g.lider. T~e Current prototype is
progressmg steadily towards an inaugural
flight date, set tentatively for Julv.
It must be. eml'hasised that &gma is
~ research am:raft whose main object
IS to p.f'ove the aerodynamic validity of
the va.nab1e geometry concept.
1n Its present form, Sigma makes no
pretense to bein~ a suitable glider for
Ihe club. glider pilot to fly. His feelings
on steppmg from a 'Skylark 3 into Sigma
would compare with those of a Viscount
pilot taking the controls of Con"cordc.
The analogy between Sigrna and Concorde can be extended. Both machines
represent significant advances in their
particular spheres, and both involve
breaking new ground mechanically as
well as aeI'odYJ1lamically.
All clevelopment work is subject to an
undefinable but omnipresent law which
states that a system which should work

on paper does not necessarily work perfectly in practice-in glass-fibre or in
metal. Modifications have to be made,
modifications which take time and cost
money. The inaugural flight dates of
Concorde were postponed aod several
pauses introduced into its test flying programme to enable modifications to be
carried out. It would be unreasonable
to suggest that Sigma is immune to the
same facts of life. Consequently, it
would be unreasonable to su!'pose that
when Sigma flexes its wings in the air,
all the mechanical systems adopted will
be ideaL. Redesign of a particular system
cannot always be undertaken once construc,tion has reached a particular stage,
and one is then committed to making the
best of what one started out with.
The proof of the Sigma pudding will
lie in its performance. Once the validity
of its concepts has been proved, a production aircraft would start with the
benefit of the Sigma team's long experience.
Meanwhile, how has the embryo been
developing, in its eggshell at Heathrow?
To recap, one of the first things the
Sigma team had to do was establish the
characteristics of the thermal around
which to base the climbing ability of
the sailplane. A rather weak thermal was
picked and dubbed the British Standard
Thermal. It had a core which rose at
4.61.;ts and a radius of 600ft. From this,
the team was able to carry out performance studies on a range of possible
designs havin~ varying span, wing area
and weight III order to discover the
combination which would achieve the
best performance.
The calculation of performance of a
glider is more difficult than for a conventional aircraft due to the rapid
variation of drag co-efficient in the Reynolds number regime in which gliders
ope~ate. ~owever, by digitising the wing
seclton wmd tunnel results supplied by
~rofessor Wortmann and putting them
mto a computer store, it was relatively
easy to write a programme which looked
up and interpolated the results for each
performance point. The programme tben
had to calculate the circling performance
a~d compare this witb the assumed distnbution of lift in the British S'tandard
T~ermaI. This gave an achiev-ed rate of
climb. Once this figure was established,

it was possible to calculate the average
cross-country speed in still air and find
tbe maximum.
The studies showed that span was the
most important parameter. As span increased, however, so did tbe optimum
weighL Although there is no immediate
limit to this increase, it becomes, of
course, progressively more difficult to
get an adequate rate of roll with increasing span. Since the chosen configuration itself would have a poor rate
of roll, the Sigma team decided arbitrarily
on a span of 21m.
From the graph. which is based on
a later, more comprehensive set of calculations, it can be seen that an aspect
ratio of about 32.5 wit.h a weight of
1,400lb would have been optimum for
the BST. Sigma, based on earlier calculations, has in fact an aspect ratio
of just over 36 and a weight of 1,550Ib.
It is, therefore, optimised for a stronger
thermal, as shown in the ItoP half of
the graph, although a weight of J ,6501b
would be ide'al for the 6kt thermal.
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The basic feature of the wing design
is, of ~ourse', the :flap. The chord of the
flap is 35% of the basic wing chord. so
that when the flap is out, the wing area
is increased by 35%. The flap lives inside
the wing and emerges tlirough the trailing edge, with a flexible plate on the
underside of the wing to seal the gap.
The flap bears a tab on its trailiog edge.
which has a chord of 10~6 of the basic
w,jng. The tab is divided into two parts.
The part on the outer wing is the
ailerolil alild that on the inner is termed
the camber flap. Both the aileron and
the camber flap can be moved together
to modify the basic wing section in
cruising flight to minimise drag at
differe'nt ~ruising speeds. In addition, the
aileron can be moved with the control
column to provide roll control in the
normal manner.
There are two furtherconlrol surfaces
on the wing, The outer one is the
"aileroJ) spoiler". It has 10% chord and
serves to back up the ailerons when a
high rate of roll is required. The ailerons
themselves are too small to give a
194

sufficielill rate of roll alone. The aileron
spoiler comes into ,operation on the
.dbwngoing wing when more than half
stick movement is used.
The spoiler on the inboard part of
the wing has 20% chord. and is used as
an airbrake. In order to Increase its
effectiveness, the camber ffap goes down
at the same time that the airbrake spoiler
goes up. this has the added advantage of
avoiding ~nose-up pitching movement.
Aerodynamically, the fusela,ge ai.llls
simply to provide the necessary cockpit
volume and tail lever far the mililimum
drag penalty. The front I'art is a
Young's body slightly modified, which
hopes to maintain- laminar flow back to
maximum thickness. It then tapers in
as quickly as possible to' cut down the
wetted surface exposed tQ turbulent floW.
The problem of the wing·fuselage joint
has proved to be a difficult one, an~
despite wind tunnel tests, the team IS
nat confident that it will be aerodynamically satisfactory.
A long undercarriage extension has
been used to facilitate field landings.

T IS, coupled with the fact that putti,ng
out the flap el!ective!y increases. w!ng
incidence by 8 so that .the latldmg
attitude is the same as t~e flIght a.ttltu~~.
made it necessary to .ralse the tall. ThiS
was achieved by puttmg part of the fin
under the fuselage, as shown.
chieving such a sophisticated aerodynamic set-up has meant tbat the 'Sigma
team has had to accept m.echanical complexity and solve .m.any ~1~CUIt problems in the pursuit of mmllDum drag.
The team ex:pects a minimum drag fmm
all sources of ,only 31 or 321,b a,t about
100ft/sec. As an indication of the diffiI:ulty of achieving this level of drag, the
team has even had to give serious
thought to the ventilation of the cabin.
If the machine took in four square
inches of ambient air and substantially
brought it to rest in the cockpit, this
would reduce the performance by 1 %.
MECHANICAL ASPECTS

The major design. fellture is the flap,
and after considering various. methods ,of
op rating it, the team eventually decided
to go for a swinging lever system. In
r trospect, at least SGme memoers of the
team feel that a rail system such as that
used in the South African BJ sailplanes
ould probably have been preferable.

The b.ig problem with the swinging
levers was getting the two axes angled to
the exact degree required. Unless these
are right, the "in" and "out" positions
of the flap cannot botb be right, and
since the exact wing sections have to be
achieved in both cases, it was. necessary
to solve this problem. The kinematics
of the linkage and the drive to it were
straigbtforwar,d on the parallel cbord
centre section, but on the tapered outer
section the' reverse was the case. However,
as the flap is strictly a two-position device
(either "in" Or "out"), it was thought
possible to arrange that the kinematics
are correct in those two positions, and
the team believes that the imperfections
in between will not lead to excess loads
in the operating system. Other problems
include friction and getting 30ft of
hinges in line.
The swinging levers occupy a large
part of th,e volume of the' wing, and,
therefou:, play a significant part in the
design of the wing structure. The glider
,is designed to Sg proof, wi th a fac~or of
1.5 to giye' 7.5g ultimate. Fortunately, a
large part of the gross weight is in the
wing, so the wingroot bending moments
are not impossibly large. Nevertheless,
with a span of 69ft and a span depth of
4.6in, ,consid'erable difficulty has been
experienced with introducing the requir,ed
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highest aspect ratio cantilever wing ever
built) there is usually a problem of
torsional stiffness. Calculations have
showed that in Sigma's case, the unique
structure provides an extremely stiff
wing, and the ieam does not expect to
be in any difficulty with regard to flutter
within the flight envelope.
The next major problem to be overcome was the need for transport joints
between the centre and outer wing
sections. The high bending moment and
the small spar depth led to the use of
the tongue-and-fork type of joint in
which the spars are overlapped and the
load is transferred by horizontally displaced shear pins. It was a heavy, expensive joint to build, but the team could
see no feasible way of joining the curved
upper and lower skins to transfer the
compression and tension loads directly.
It was, of course, very important to
ensure that when building the wing and
the transport joint no twist creeps in.
At first sight, this meant a full span jig,
which was fairly impracticable in any
reasona ble working space. The jig made

Tail. wit" rudder removed.

Photo: A. Coaus

boom material. In order to concentrate
the boom material at maximum spar
depth, the team decided to use thick
skins over as much of the chord as
possible. The size of the flap and the
~eed to keep the shear web forward of
It When housed defined the position of
the shear web. Due to the swinging levers,
It. was not possible to put in spanwise
stJf!'eners. As a result, the wing has skins
wh!ch, at the root, are about Ain thick.
ThJS thickness steps down as one moves
outboard.
The. shear web is made out of a piece
of thick plate' with appropriate holes
for the levers milled out of it and
additional holes to lighten the structure.
<?n a high aspect ratio wing (the team
believes that Sigma's is probably the

Retractable tail wheel showlI ill the up positioll.
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Cenlre sec/ioll. ;)'1lOw;ng Iyolted straps aJld swinging lever. Photo:

is, in fact, a reversible one capable of
building port or starboard wingscom.
plete. As a result, the centre section was
built in two halves which required joining on the centre line. At first glance,
the problem there would be even mote
'severe than the transport joint since .the
bending moments aTe :higher, There are,
however, major easements. ,First, the
joint is a permanent one, and, second,
.it is buried in the fuselage and ca.n,
therefore, be external to the wing surface.
It was, therefore, simple to complete the
joint by means of a series of external
bolt·ed straps, as shown..
The drives for the ailencm and the
camber flap cOlilsist of torsion rods
running inside the flap with an arrangement of universa,) joi nts at the root end
to maintain the' drive in both flap positions. The team would have preferred to
use a push-pull drive system but, without
putting horns to operate the surfaces out
into the airflow, this was impossible to
achieve. Even fitting the torsion bar
drive was difficult as the thickness of
the aileron was 'about {·in and nothing
should stick out from its line.
Two torsion drives to the airbrake
and aileron spoilers were also designed.
Despite the fact that they are on the
fixed parI of the wing, ,they were equally
difficult to introduce, and the team has
had to replace the torque tubes for the
aileron spoiler by a cable-operated
mechanism.
Having got drives to those four sur·
faces and the main flap, the next
problem was connecting the pilot to them.
There are four pilot controls to operate'
the five surfaces. Each control operates
two surfaces save the flap control, which
]98

A.

Coall~s.

operates three. The effects are shown in
the table opposite.
A mixing box of considerable in.genuity was required to achieve -the
desired control movements. It is mounted
over the centre of the wing, .and resembles an enormous parasitic metal
spider. It will, of course, be faired over
with the rest of the wingroot/fuselage
ensemble.
Power for operating the flap mechanism
is provided hydraulically. Maintenance
of the necessary hydraulic pressure is

'TELECOMM' portable vhf
radio-telephone type TRT/2.
Transistorised, weight 4Ibs.,
complete with crystals for
129,9 and 130.4mc., rech;arg,eable battery, fist mike/speaker,
GPO and ARB approved, £ 11 0
each. Charger £ 1 5.
Mobile whip aerial with mag·
netic base and feeder cable.
£7 + P & p 50p. (U.K.)

RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS
CO.,
St. Sampsons, Guernsey, CJ.
TeI: Guernsey (STD 0481) 44666
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achieved by joining tbe hydraulic pump
to the rudder adjustment mechanism.
The pilot pushes both rudder pedals
back and forth with both feet together
to build up pressure. It is stiJI possible to
operate the rudder while pumping, in
the normal manner. About a dozen
pumps every now and thc:n is all that is
required to maintain pressure. A warning

Model of Ihe conlr01 mixer. PhOlo: A. Coales.

light or buzzer will be installed to
indicate when pressure gets too low.
An oxygen cylinder is installed in the
nose of the glider, together with a
battery rack. There is also a battery rack
installed further back. The glider will
carry four batteries weighing a total of
J41b. They can be arranged to adjust the
centre of gravity: All four can be instaIled in the forward or the rear positions or, alternatively, two can be placed
in each position, enabling the C of G
to be adjusted to the same point regardless of pilot weight.
TECHNtCAL DATA
Flaps (in)
Span (m)
Wing section. Special
Wortmann
Aspect ralio
Wing area (m2)
Max take-off weighL (kg)
Wing loading (km 1m2)
Glide raLj~ k"

Flaps (OU/)

21

32.6

12.19

703
47.7

26.8
16.45
42.7

49:1

GA drawing set centre pages.
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SAILPLANE NEWS I
AN AMERICAN GLASS·J;;IBRE
GLIDER

HE prototype of the first AmericanT
built, all glass-fibre production sailplane, the Standard Class C-70, is now
flying, reports Soaring. March 197J. It
is designed by Arthur Zimmermann and
Wolfgang Sehaer, who operate a glider
repair firm, Berkshire Manufa.cturing
Corporation, Lake Swannanoa, New
Jersey. It will be entered in the Sailplane
Design Contest organised bv the Soaring
Society of America.
Designed to provide good climbing
ability with a high LID at fast speeds
(best glide 39: 1 at 62mph), tbe airfoil is
a "relatively thin 14')h modified Eppler
section" claimed to be laminar for 65°h
of chord. The aspect ratio of the ISm
wing is 20. The wing has a constant
chord for the first 10ft of the span, then
tapers at both leading and trailing edges.
The wing area is between 12 and 20ft 2
greater than most other standard class
glass-fibre aircraft at 125ft2 • It has an
all-moving tail, about t of the way up
the fin.
A version with 17m wings is also likely
to be produced, although this may be
increased to the 18m limit for the Open
Class entries in the SSA design contest.
It is made of moulded glass-fibre, and
the fuselage incorporates a tubular-steel
framework which connects the retractable
undercarriage, the wing fittings and a
"space frame" round the pilot. The cockpit is very roomy, Soaring reports. Unlike most glass-fibre machines, which have
a fork-and-tongue rigging arrangement,
the C-70 has overlapping single-spar tongues on each wing.
The price, including basic instruments,
is quoted as $7,495 (about £3,120).
SALTO-35:1 FROM 13"6M

HUtter-IOl
Salto sailplane,
THE
originally designed for her own use

The

ins,,"um~lIt pan~1 Jor
jor easy r~moval

!ii1!ht·te.ffing Sigmu.
and access. it can. be
'lisco1lnected by withdra"'ing a single pin. Th-e
two wltite circles in lIre left Joreground denote
the undercarriage alld low 1t)'dfYJulic pressure
warning buzzer.'i. Photo: A. Coutes.
D~signed
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by Ursula Hanle is ~ing manufactured
by GlasftUgel as an inex~ensive glider for
club use. A report in Lilt/sport, January
1971, describes it as a first step to employ
the new glassfibre techniques to obtain

a price reduction rather than performance
increase.
It has a Std Libelle wing shortened to
IJ 6m and the glide angle is claimed to
be' 34.5 to 35: 1. Fitted with a V-tail, it
is robustly constructed, easily maintained
and has all the advantages of moder/)
glass-ft.bre . sailp,I,anes, LUftsport says. It
is "easily ngged by two people and there
.
are no loosefitlings t,o get lost..
There are no problems flYlngwlse,
although it is better not to ,I~t beginners
practise on It a~ the 'sensltlve contr~ls
are extremely qmck and the outstandmg
speed charact~risti~s require s0l!'e experience. Landing In small fields IS easy,
as the Salto has large flaps, good slip
qualities and a large fixed wheeL
During test flying, Salto reached
330km/h without ,difficulty, and GlasfliigeJ intends to obtain fully aerobatic
approval for it.
.
The first batch should be available by
August, 1971, and tbe price (without
value added tax) is about £2,000.

Well tried. robust and docile
performance two-selller,

K 8B

follow-on t~"ining slngle sellter
w,th crisp handling and excellent
soaring capabiliiy.

K 6E

An ever popular, moderately
prked, h'gh performance Standard Class single-seater.

ASW 1 S 'Glass' standard crass competitive single-seater of proven lop
performance.

13.60

formance competition glider for
those who only want to win.

8.50
22

ASK 14 Single-seater powered sailplane

29.4

170
80
250
35:1/65
250

PILATUS 8-4 TO GO INTO SERIes
PRODUCTION

TJ:lE Swiss Pilatus firm

ASK 13

ASW 1 7 20 metre 'glass' sttper high per-

TECHNICAL DATA
Span (rn)
Wing Section as for Std. LibelJc
Wing area (rn2)
Aspect ratio
Wingloading (kg/m2)
Empty ..'eight (kg)
Pay load (kg)
AUW (kg)
Glide ·ratio at (km/h)
Maximum speed (km/h)

THE A-Z OF GLIDERS
Look at the name and address 01 Alexander
Schleicher below and you willlind only lour
letters of the alphabet missing.
Look at the list 01 Schleicher gliders below
and you will find it equally comprehensive.
From initial training to world class competition flying there is a Schleic.her gilder
for e.ery fecet of your sp.or!.

has, after ,careful world market research, decided to
go into series oroouction of an aU-metal
sJngle-seate:r, the prot0type of which flew
for the first time at the end of 1966, The
prototype was built by Jugo Herbst, Manfred Kuppers and RUdolph Reinke.
The market research showed that
Germany would be a promising market,
which surprised the firm not a little, as
there had been a marked transit:on from
wood to glass-fibr~ sailplanes, says
Aerokurier. April 1971.
Befor'e the work for series oroduct:jon
started, steps had been taken with the
help of Jugp Herbst to get the, glider
approv~d, and its type certificate was
ISSU~ rn November 1970.
~Ila~us is at present working on redeSigning the prototype so that the' flro-

wilh excellent engone-olf glide
performance and outstandong
soaring <billty.

ASK 16

The new side-by-side performence motorized Iwo-sealer for
training or cross-country !lying.

Hire purchase and personal loan scherr.es
may be arranged. Or why not let us quote
a Yery attractiYe leasing system lor your
Schleicherglider or fleet, enabling you to
keep ,right up to date.
Write for

~Ufther

dda ./, w 'thoot obligation to:

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED

c/o J. Jeffrkls. Dunstable Downs.
Sedforclshir.

SoL. age rot, for:

AlEXANDER SCHlEICHER
SEGELFLUGlEUGBAU
D-6416 Poppenhausen on der
Wasserkuppe. West German,y
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B.G.A.General
Regulations:

"The only
acceptable
cameras are
the Kodak
INSTAMATIC
25 and 33
cameras"
The Kodak 'Instamatic' 25 and 33 ,c~meras have been specified by
the British Gliding Association as the cameras to be used in
competition gliding.

This is why.
They're easily loaded. The film is in a cartridge which simply 'drops-in'
to the camera. It only 'drops-in' one way, so you can't misload. There's
no film threading~no fumbling. They have double exposure prevention
devices, so you can't take 'two-on-one: You have a choice of either
black-and-white prints, colour prints or colour slides. Their large eye level
viewfinders let you compose your picture easily, instantly. They're light.
compact and easily stowed away when not in use; a pocket will do.
The 'Instamatic' 25 camera costs,
just £2· 94' The 'I nstamatic' 33
camera costs £4-44'
r

R.ecomme ded reta,l pllce
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Kodak

Kpdak and Instamatic are trade marks

duction machine wiU be improved. The
airbrakes, ailerons, wingtips and fittings,
as well as the transitioc of the wingroot
to fuselage, will receive special attention.
Also. the cockpit will be redesigned.
When all this has been carried out,
the B-4 will again b.e test-flown before
production starts. The first delivery is
scheduled for November.
Details from Pilatus Flugleugwerke
AG, CH-6370 Stans, Switzerland.
TECHNICAL J)ATA
Prolofype

Production

Span (m)
14.8
Wing seclion. NACA 64,618
13.95
Wing area (m 2 )
15.7
Aspect ratio
2.~.1
Wing loading (kg/ m 2)
-mply weigh I (kg)
240
110
I'a\ load (kg)
J 11 up weight
350
Glide ralio al (km/h)
34:1/85
Minimum sink (m/sec)
0.65
al (km/h)
72
Maximum speed (km/h)
180

15.0
14.04
16

2S.0
230
120
350
35:1/85
0.64

n
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A -66C-THE SWISS SIGMA

our last report (S & G,
SINCE
December 1969, p4(6) the completion

f this advanced machine with a variable
area wing has been delayed. This was
artly due to develollment work on the
Elfe 5-4 and AN-I? (S & G, December
1969). but in general the lack of staff
and insecurity of workshop soace have
made things' very difficult for Albert
Neukom, who at present is working
entirely on his own. It is noteworthy that
this man, with very modest means, produces such high-Quality aircraft where
many large firms invest many millions,
states Aera ReVile. March 1971, reviewin/! its proeress.
The variable area wing. produced many
headaches for its designer, but these and
other problems have been solved, some
with the help of Professor Eppler. The
AN-66c "should be ready to fly shortly".
Altt-ough the height of the fuselage is
only 76cm (about 30in) and the width
6Ocm. (about 24 in), the pilot should have
suffiCient room, in a semi-supine position,
to manouevre himself even though the
cockpit is laid out to save space where
ever pOssible.
The instrument panel is in two parts.
The. lower is fixed a'1d houses the radio
equIpment, while the upper half can 'be

swung to the righL This facilitates getting
in, and would also be of advailtage in
the event of having to bale out.
Fitted on the left hand side of the
cockpit is a lever for the Schempp-Hirth
airbrakes as well as the crank handle for
the chain-operated variable wing area
flaps. It is possible to change to the
optimum flap setting at any time.
The undercarriage lever is situated on
"the right hand side. The pilot should.
however, never forget to let the very
large wheel down, as failure to do so
would almost certainly lead to damage
or even a write-off as the wheel-up
clearance is only 42cm (about lIin).
The three-piece wing is constructed
with a rivetted light-alloy double-T spar
with a vacuum-pressed plywood-sandwich
outer shell.
The combina.tion of "Wolb" (camber) and Fowler flaps are described by
Aaa Revue as "sensational". When the
camber flaps are fully extended the
wing area increases by 20%.
Water tanks which can hold 120 litres
are housed in the 6.Sm long <:entrcsection. Thus, the wing loading can range
from 27.6kg/01 2 without ballast and with
extended flaps to 40.6kgfm 2 with full
ballast and flaps retracted.
Minimum sink is estimated to be below
0.45m/sec and the glide angle around
50:!.
Two 60cm (about 24in) cylindrical
bolts fix the 120kg centre-section to the
fuselage. The ailerons and brakes are
push-rod operated. The outer wing panels
(each 8.25m long) are fitted to the centresection with a single pin.
TECHNICAL DATA
Flaps (in)
Span (m)
23
Wing section. l;pJ!ler
Wing area (m2)
16
Aspecl ralio
33.1
Wing loading (kg/m2)
33.1
BalJa't (kg)
120
AUW wilh ballasl (kg)
650
Wing loading Wilh
ballasl (kg / m 2)
40.6
Empty weighl (kg)
420
Payload (kg)
110
All up weight (kg)
530
Maximum speed (km/h)
200

FlapJ (OU/)
23
19.2
27.6
27.6
120
650
33.8
420
110
530

BOOKLET OF SAILPLANES

"PUNFZIG Moderne Segelflugzeu~e,"
published by Waiter Zuerl, 8031
Steinebach/Worthsee. W. Germany, gives
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whole-page photos of 50 modern sailplanes-many of them in flight
ach
facing a page of data, including materials
of construction, with names of designer
and constructor. Among the more interesting ones are:
Finnish 15m PIK-17B Tintti, derived
from the I2-metre 17A Tumppi built of
wood; gliding ratio 34; sink 0.59m/s; a
conventional design by Kurt Hedstrom.
Italian 17.64m Crib EC.4I, developed
from Uribel-C; gliding ratio 38; sink
O.Sm/s; built of wood; designer Edgardo
Ciani.
Polish 14m Kobuz 3, SZD 21-28 midwing; shell-type fuselage covered by plywood and GfK (glass-fibre).
Swiss ISm Alfred Schiller design FS-I;
aspect ratio 20; Wing GfK sandwich;
T-tail;gJiding ratio 40; min sink 0.S7m{s;
max speed 22Skm {h.
Hungarian
ISm
ESltergom E-21
designed by Eno Rubrik. Wing all-metal;
fuselage metal with fabric covering; max
speed 2S0km{h. Intended for traifling.
United States 18.29m Tern If," designed
by Terry Miller of Wanni'nster, Pa.
Shoulder - wing, two - spar, plywoodcovered; fuselage of wood, half-shell;
conventional tail. Gliding ratio 38 at
93Icm{h; min sink 0.63m{s at 75km/h;
max speed 190Icm{h.
FALKES-20 ORDEREb IN UK
FOR 1971

20 of the 36 motor Falkes
A BOUT
scheduled to be produced by

Slingsby Sailplanes in 1971 have been
ordered by customers in the UK. Bill
Slater, general manager, told S & G at
an Open Day on April 3 that there was
a good export potential for the FaJlce.
Scheibe had its hands full producing nine

Falkes a month for the German market
and was leaving the rest to Slingsbys.
If the UK Market t,!pered off, he said,
Slingsby would have to look into pro'
ducing a suitable engine design for the
United States market, where (since most
training was professional) there was a
big potential for motor gliders. The
present YW engine was unacceptable to
the United States.
Both the Falke and the Kestrel 17
were demonstrated at the Open Day,
attended by about 150 people. A special
coach from London had been organised
by Slingsbys and picked up passengers at.
the different MI service stations.
TORVAFJ.IES

HE prototype Torva Sport ISm glider
T
had a successful maiden flight on
was launched from
Saturday, May 8.
It

RAF Driffield, and piloted by Chris
Riddell, director of Torva Ltd_ Derek
Piggolt will be carrying out the test-flying
programme. See back cover for photographs.
FOUR NIMBUS 2 FOR UK

FOUR Nimbus 2 sailplanes, manufactured bv Schempp-Hirth (UK agent,
Southern Sailplanes, Thruxton airfield,
Andover, Hants, telephone Weyhill 373),
have so far been sold in Britain. Purchasers include David Innes (delivery
February{March, 1972), Alan Purnell
(March, 1972) and Anne Burns (May,
1972), the agent says.
CORRECTlONS~ S & G Feb-Mar,
pages 19 and 21. S & G Apr-May, 1971,
page 91. Technical data tables for
ASW·17, Calif. series and Torva should
read-wingloading at max. L{D and not
Max. L{D as stated.

The experimental Slingsb)' Kestrel 19 with carbon-fibre spar~ which flew for the /irst time aboul
May 4. Pilof: George Bur/on. Photo: courtesy 'Daily Express',
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FLAPS FOR STANDARD CLASS
TANDARD Class machines for the
1974 World Championships, and
S
subsequently, may now have as approachcontrol devices, airbrakes or fixed-hinge
flaps, but not both. Any method of
changing the wing profile other than by
the use of fixed-hinge flaps and the
Dormal use of aLlerons is, however, prohibited. There is now no speed-limiting
or minimum opening time requirement.
Details: The glider must be fiUed with
airbrakes or simple fixed-hinge flaps. The
si gle device shall comprise an arrangement of movable surfaces on each wing,
operated by direct linkage, and the design
and construction of the device must be
such that it is capable of continuous
and full movement by manual operation
of a single ·control lever.
Airbrakes may be fitted to project
above the wing surface, or above and
below the surface.
The simple fixed-hinge flap is defined

~inglebra~
I

/

double brake

spoiler brake

as a rigid auxiliary surface directly
attached to the wing structure by hinges
immovably fixed thereto. The hinge line
must run spanwise and be a single (projected, if multi-segment) line concurrent
with the airfoil exterior surfa-ce with the
flaps in any position. The flap shall comprise only a single element in any chordwise section, but may be divided into
two or more sections spanwise. There
may be no other moving/rotating bearings/cams or any such device. The hinge
line must be on the flap surface, ie, no
extended hinge line outside the flap, but
on/in the wing.
The term "fixed-hinge" means that the
hinge line cannot move and there cannot be movement on the hinge line other
than rotational about the a:r;is of the
hinge.
'There can be no connection between
the flap and the aileron.
The drawings shown illustrate acceptable systems. AIr flap designs must be
submitted, for approval by the CJVV,
eight months before a World Standard
Class Championships. Gliders which flew
in the Standard Clus before January 1,
1971, are exempt from this requirement.
Drop parachutes and/or any other
methods of approach control are prohibited.
BRITISH TEAM FOR YUGOSLAVIA
-POSTAL SELECTION

I

/
spoiler brake (dual)

"

~-mounted~

~eflap(to~

A

SINGLE list of pilots in overall
order of merit, rather than the
former two lists (for Open and Standard
classes), will be compiled by postal vote
by the pilots coming in the top quarter
of each of the four Nationals classes in
1971, rounded to the nearest greater
whole number. Any pilot in the top 20
places in the 1971 Nationals Entry list
(S & G, December 1970, p459) not included above and the four 1970 British
team pilots will be added to the selectors.
However, any pilot included above who
has not competed in at least two British
National Championships will be excluded.
The following information will be sent
to each selector together with voting
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papers one week after the conclusion of
the Sport/Club class at Husbands Bosworth-ie, on June :26: The names and
placings of pilots who were placed in
the top eight positions of each Nationals
class in 1%9, 1970 aod 1971 and, if
applicable, the position he achieved in
the World Championshios in 1%8 and
-1970.
Selectors will be free to vote for any
British glider pilot. Each selector will
write down a single list of pilots' names
in what he considers to be merit order,
down to 10. He may not include his own
name on his own list. Votinil papers will
not be signed, and will be seaJed inside an
inner envelope opened only by the
scrutineers, who will be three members of
the Executive Committee, including the
chairman of the Flying Committee (unless he is a selector). Correlation of
envelope numbers with selectors' names
will be known only to the BGA secretary.
The preparation of an overall merit
order list will be carried O\}t by the
scrutineers from the selectors' voting
papers by an agreed method which
follows the principles used for the
selection of British team pilots carried
out in person in 1969.
BOA FLYING TROPHIES-DETAILS

EVERAL of the BGA annual award
S
trophies for flights in 1970 were not
claimed, repeating a situation which has
occurred in past years. Pilots are urged
to notify the BGA of any suitable flights
and not, as the BGA News[eller. October
1970, says, "leave them to someone else
Qr shrug it off with the thought that somebody else has probably done a better
flight".
Flights made between October 1, 1970,
and September 30, 1971, will qualify for
the 1971 awards. The awards are as
follows:
Wakefield Trophy for the longest
flight; Volk Cup for !he longest closed
circuit fiight; Frank Foster Trophy for
the fastest speed round a l00km triangle;
Manio Cup for the fastest speed round
a 300km triangle; De Havilland Cup for
the greatest gain of height; Seager Cup
for the best closed circuit in a twoseater; California in England Trophy
for the longest f1igh.t by a woman; Douglas Trophy to the club aggregating the
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longest distance from three flights and
the ROQert Perfect Trophy to the club with most fully rated instructors per
member.
There are .also two National Ladder
trophies, the L. du "Garde Peach Trophy
for the best performance in club gliders
and the Enigma Trophy for the best
performance in privately owned gliders.
NOTE: Triangle flights for the Frank
Foster Trophy and Manio Cup must
comply with the 28% rule.
BRITISH NATIONAL AND UK
R~CORDS HOMOLOGATED

British National Multi-seaters: Gain of
height, L. S. Hood and M. V. Slater (in
France), 3.2.1970, 6,300m, K-7.
United Kiagdom Multi-seaters: 200km
Goal speed, B. J. Willson and G. H.
Daniels, 11.7.1970, 77.8km/h, Blanik.
ENVIRONMENT MINISTER
REPRIEVES KRONFELD CLUB

R PETER WALKER, Environment
M
Minister, has given
for
the Kronfeld Club to remain at 74
pennis~iQn

EcclestQn Square for a further five years.
He overruled the Westminster City
Council's decision to refuse the club
planning permission to continue using the
premises on the grounds that it should
revert to residential accommodation.
WAVE SITE CF1 AWARDED BEM

KEMP, now
G ERRY
Hambletons Gliding

CFI of the
Club, which
operates from RAF Dishforth, has been
awarded the British Empire Medal for
"long and devoted services given entirely
in his own time since 1%6" to the
RAFGSA Clevelands Gliding Club, of
which he was CFt.
Gerry started gliding with the ATC
at Rufforth in 1957, joined the RAF in
1958, and has served in Cyprus and at
RAF Leeming. He left the RAF in
1970 with the rank. of corporal.
He obtained his Silver C in 1964, and
recently gained his Diamond height in
wave at Dishforth. This site has become
one of the leading wave sites in Britain,
and its success in this expanding area of
British soaring is due in a large measure
to Gerry's efforts.

He is noW associa.ted with Barrie
Goldsborough at Yorkshire Sailplanes,
and glides ~t Olshforth and Sutton Ban~.
The inveStiture, by the Commander In
Chief, Training Command, was held on
April 26.
THIRD LONDON AIRPORT TO BE A'"
F ULNESS

HE Government announcement that
the 'third London airport would be
T
sited at Foulness, on tlie Essex coast
northeast of Southend, has alleviated a
severe long-term airspace threat to
gliding in Britain.
The British Gliding Association has
firmly supported the selection of Foul·
nesS for the third London airport if
one was to be built at all. The Rcskill
Commission in its, report had recommended Cublington, near Aylesbury,
Bucks. If that had been accepted by the
government, it would have meant the
curtailing of the activities of several
clubs to the northwest of London and
severely restricting cross-country activities
in the southern half of England.
AVIATION ART EXHIBl'rJON

first exhibition of the Guild of
THE
Aviation Artists will be held at the

Royal Aeronautical Society, 4 Hamilton
Place, Piccadilly, London WI; from July
I to i. Entitled "Flight through the ages",
it will be open to the public from llam
to 5pm, including Saturday (until 8pm on
J onday, July 5 and Wednesday, July 7).
dmission will ,be by catalogue, price 151'.
Enquiries regarding membership of the
Guild or the exhibition should be sent
to Mrs Yvonne Bonham, 11 Great SpiJman, London, 8E22, telephone 01-693
3033.
REARSBY CLOSED

FIl.M ABOUT MARFA 1970

.
COpy of "Where no birds fly", a
55 minute, 61mm colour film with
sQund of the 1970 World Championships,
has been pur,chased by the BGA. It is
available for hire, at £5 per showing'
(plus poslage) to member clubs ,and £7
to others, from the BGA.
The fiJm follows the course of the
championships from the trailers being
hauled out of the ship's hold (a harrow·
ing sequence) to the final prize-giving.
Although intended for lay audiences (it
was made by a commercial firm based
in Texas), many of the flying sequences
are very fine-GL.

A

EJGA ELECTIONS

F· •

J. BUSTARD was elected and
the following members re-elected
to the Executive Committee of Management at the Annual General Meeting on
March 27: C. R. Simpson (vice-chairman), Joan Cloke, Ann Welch, J. Co
Riddell and J. C. Large. P. A. Wills
was re-elected President of the BGA,
and Air Marshal Sir Theodore McEvoy,
E. J. Furlong, B. A. G. Meads and P. M.
Scott re-elected Vice-Presidents. Dr. A. E.
Slater was elected a Vice-President of the
Association.
Inge Deen, our previous general
secretary, was given a silver salver inscribed with the signatures of Council
members during her term of office in
reeognition of her work for the Association.
NEW AIRSP,ACE CHAIRMAN

DAVID INCE, chairman of the Airspace Committee, has been forced to
resign because of a change of jobs, and
John ElIis has agreed to succeed him.
RADIO CALL SIGNSRECOMMENDATION

airfield, home of the
REARSBY
A
Leicestel'shire Gliding Club, closed
entirely (for both powered aircraft ,and
gliders) from Monday; May 3_ It is
understood that the field, which is to be
us~d for farming purposes, is likely to be
stnp-grazed, with 'electric f.ences.
The future of the Leicestershire Gliding
Club was uncertain at the time of going
to Press.

MEETING of the BGA Executive
Committee decided on April 14 to
recommend that competition numbers
should be used as identification of both
parties loa radio conversation. This
change in the use of Radio Call Signs
was suggested by the Flying Committee,
in the interest of safety, to ease communication with, and identification of,
other airborne gliders within visual range.
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Please send news and excbange copies of journals to the Overseas News Editor's new
address: A. E. SLATER, 7 Highworth Avenue, Cambridge CB4 2BQ, England.

SOARING IN SPAIN
By ANGEL ANGI.AOA
'"rWO civil gliding clubs were started
.1. in Spain in 1965 and aTe still.operating
after much fighting and little flying.
Madrid's club is lD3km from the city
in the small village of Mora de Toledo,
and our Ba~celor:Ia activities are at the
tQwn of Igualada, 60km to tbe northwest
of the city.
In Mora thcy have two SwallowS, one
Pirat, and two Blaniks on order which
were due to arrive from Czechoslovakia
this ·spring. A winch is used, on one or
other of two crossed, mile-long runways.
The site is 740m above sea level in
northern La Mancha, which to my
understanding is one of the best soaring
places we have in EUf0J'lC for closed
circuit flights (SOOkm of course, although
none have been achieved yet due to
our lack of up-to-date penetrating birds).
To give tbe English reader an idea of
the possibilities in central Spain, 300km
triangle flights have been achieved with
modest L-Spatz·55's during the month of
July. A 300km goal-and-return flight was
done in rnid·May, this time with a Foka
4. Excepti,onal days in summer may push
the ceiling to over 3.500m above the
grouncJ, making it possible 10 obtain Gold
C heights. Ceilings of 2,:500m are
standard. It is very dry, and shade
tempemtures are well in the 35 to 4D'C
bracket. Clouds are scarce ,and dry ther·
mals a~e what onc finds most often. Th~e
are very strong indeed (2 to 4m {5ec is
common on a good day, a.lthough I have
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been lifted several times at a steady 5 to
7m{sec.). Downdrafts are also remarkable and sometimes you may not find a
thermal for 15 to 20km.
last July, two German gliding clubs
sent 25 members with four sailplanes.
Some camped on the airfield and others
used Mora's marginal hotel facilities. At
the end of their stay, resu.lts were quite
interesting; Two comp.lete Silver C's,
seven Gold C heights -and several 300
and 500km triangle attempts. Th~y cou.ld
have been better bad it not been for the
bullfights, sightseeing, cheap wine and
late nights.
In Barcelona we have nine gliders and
a 150HP Piper PA-IS towplane. The runway is only 650 metres long with a
diffe-rence in height of 14m between ends,
which requires precise tugging. Some
~km east, !here is a 300m ridg,e which
IS very handy, as it has 1wo slopes, north
and south. Thermals occur m3inly
in spring .and S\lmmc;r, although last
February we had ,a wonderful 'Sunday
with thermals of 2 to 3m/sec. We try
to fly sea breeze fronts, which are very
Cl'lmmon (the sea is only 4Dkmaway), 'but
we truly need ,a lot of teaching and we
always ,end up at the ridge. In winter,
some wave appears over Igualada, but
only up to 2,500m. More is tQ be found
further east, in the Pyrenees, where huge
wave clouds appear when the north wind
blows.
We only fly at weekends and as it
seld0m rains here, we are grounded very
rarely, being able to fly all the year
round. Soaring weather is not as good

as in the centre of Spain, but neve.rthele~s
ery good by European standards. This
spring we started to make 300km 'goaland-return flights northw~t to the
I onegros desert, where conditions are
supposed to be excellent, although return is difficult due to the persistent sea
breeze which can be very strong some·
times.
Let me answer some questions which
will inevitably be put forward: The
place to go is Mo~a de TOled?, where
the really good soaTlng weather IS. There
will be winch facilities all through July.
No sailplanes can be hired there, however, so that if you want to make YO,lJr
"tay profitable, bring your machine with
you. The ferry from Southampton to
Bilbao takes 36 hours and you can drive
in a day down to Mora. Camping is
better than staying in the hotel, as this
is noisy and hot, while under canvass
you will thank the freshness of the La
Mancha nights after a hot and strenuous
day.
It will be hard-going if you plan to
fly long distances, as, facilities are practically non-existent. It is good to have
radios installed in both glider and car.
Navigation is straight forward using
Firestone I :500,000 road maps, since
villages are very far apart and roads
and railway tracks are good "'ids. If you
do not want to walk for hours alone
under the sizzling sun avoid landing in
the open country. Do it always near a

village or. better still, near a· petrol
station on a main road (phoning the airfield will take you several hours). People
will help you very much (sometimes too
much), but be very patient, and when
your crew has come to put the ship on
the trailer, pay your helpers something
for a drink or the petrol cost if trans·
portation has been involved. The inevitable Guardia Civil will come up
taking note of the whole incident; it is
their duty and again be patient. If crop
has been damaged, offer to compensate,
but do not be overgenerous.
Always carry a pullover with you in
the ship, as nights can get very fresh
sometimes. While flying, a hat is neces·
sary, and wear long trousers as well as
long sleeved shirts SeD as to expose as
little as possible of your skin to the
slrong sun. There is a modern and big
swimming pool in Mora, which will be
a relief to crew members. You will <liscover that soaring is scarcely known
here but, nevertheless, I bet thiS will be
one of the most memorable flying
holidays you have had for many years..
With a good ship .and fair training, you
may go back with a thrilling Sookm
triangle in your logbook.
Anybody from the UK wishing to
spend a soaring holiday in Spain can
contact me and I shall try to help as
best I can. The address is Angel Anglada,
layetana
12,
Barcelona, telephone
310.46.10.

CAMERON RETAINS NZ OPEN TITLE
Cameron, flying a Std Libelle,
A LAN
successfully defended his Open

class title at the 8th 'Rothman's Gliding
Championships New Zealand, held at
Wajpukurai in the North Island, from
January 2 to 15. Bruce Drake, a newcomer from Christchurch, came second
In the field of 10, flying an SHK. Several
well-known pilots fared none tOQ wen in
a weather-marred contest in which there
were only seven contest days.
For the first time, the Standard class
was run separately, and had different
tasks to the Open class; pilots could not
enter both classes. Entries for the
Standard and Sports classes numbered 26.

Tony Timmermans of Auckland, flying a
Std Cirrus, won the Standard class, with
Doug Yarrall (Std Cirrus) second, while
Peter Lyons of Hawkes Bay (K-6cR) won
the Sports class, scored on handicap,
with John Sheppard of Auckland (K-6cR)
second.
The first contest day featured a 168km
triangle for the Open class and a 135km
out-and-return for the Standard and
Sports classes. Only four completed the
Open task, with Alan Cameron making
the fastest time at 68.66kmjhr, while
Doug Yarrall won the Standard class
(launched after the Ooen class into
stronger cc;mditiQns) at 77.09km/hr. Dave
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A/an Cameron (L) and Bruce
Drake. Open class winner
and runner-up. PhOIO: R. A.

Mocln/)'re

Wright won the Sports class with a
K-6E.
.
All classes had the same task on the
second day, January 3, twice round a
72km triangle. A1an Cameroe mad.e the
fastest time, 87.3km/hr, while Tony
TImmermanns won the Standard class
with the second fastest time, 84.32km/hr.
John Sheppard won the Sports class.
Cyclone Rosie brought flying to a halt
for the next six days, and the,third contest task was on January 10 with a
l67km triangle for the Open class. Nobody got round due to cloud cover at
WoodviIle, the second TP;
Peter
Heginbotham made tbe best djstance,
117km. The Standard and Sports classes
were set a 146krn triangle with turning
points north of those for the Open class,
and were launched earlier, into better
conditions. Five Standard class pilots
completed the triangle, and the winner
was Tony Fowke (ASW-15) at a speed of
58.06 km/hr. Peter Lyons made the best
distance in the Sports class, 95km.
For the fourth contest day, on January
11, a task consisting of two consecutive
triangles was set for all classes:
Wajpukurau - Otamauri - Takapau •
Waipukurau - Kereru - Takapau - Waipukurau. Conditions were much weaker
than forecast, and the leading pilots in
each class made only about 150 t·o
I 57km. A K-6E made the best distance,
I 57km, piloted by Dave Wright, who
won the Standard class, but onlv came
secOnd in the Sports class, John Slleppard
winning on handicap.
The fifth day, on January 13, was a
202km out-and-return race to Eketahuana
for all competitors. Doug Yarrall made
by far the fastest time (75.69km/hr) to
win the Standard class, while R. Carmichael (Libelle 301) won the Open class
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with 68.6km/hr. A. Stougie, in a K-6BR,
won the Sports class. He was flying the
oldest machine and was competing for
the first time.
The sixth day was a eat's cradle task,
with turning points at Takakau, Tilcokine
Maraekakahoe, Bridge Pa, Puk.ahu, T~
Aute and Waipukurau. P. Gatland, flying
a Cirrus in the Open class, made the
best distance, 181km, while Tony
Timmermans won the Standard class
with J 15krn and A. Stougie the Sports.
The seventh day, on January 15,
featured a short, 87km out-and-return
for all classes. Fastest times: Alan
Cameron, 79.82km/hr, to gain 1,000
points in the Open class and Tony Fowke
(ASW-15), 78.97km/hr, to do the same
in the Standard class. Peter Lyons won
the Sports class, to make him overall
winner in the class and win for his club
the Rothman's prize of a $2,500 interestfree loan.
Final results
. OPEN CLASS: I, Alan Cameron, Std
Llbelle, 5,048; 2, Bruce Drake, SHK,
4,559; 3, Ross Carmichael and R.
Gordon. Libelle 301, 4,167.
STANDARD CLASS: I, Tony Timmermans.. Std Cirrus, 5,878; 2, Doug Yarrall,
Std Cirrus, 5,716; 3, Tony Fowke, ASW15, 5,501.
SPORTS CLASS: I, Peter Lyons, K -6cR,
5,003; 2, John Sheppard K-6cR 4939'
3, J. and G. White, K-6E, 4,761.' ,
,
Footnote: The weather improved after
the championships, and on January 17,
Frank Gatland flew his Cirrus 275 miles
from Ardmore to Masterton, almost the
length of North Island-the first time
this flight has been done. He WOn a
special prize of $600 from Rothmans for
his club and a gold cup.
R. A. MAcINTYRE

ARCTIC WAVE CAMP

HE annual wave camp of the Kiruna

Flying Club in Arctic Swc:den over
T
Easter produ.ced a superb mIxture. of

tourist sunshme and good wave f1ymg
conditions.
Seventeen ghders from
Sweden and Finland took part, flying a
total of 540 hours .from 610 launches: On
six of the 16 f1ymg days, every smgle
tli'oht contacted wave of some kind and
re~ulted in a flight of at least an hour:
The best height was to 7,500m (24,600ft)
bv Robin King, an Englishman living in
FInland, and there were 19, other flights
above 5,OOOm (16,4ooft), 20 between
4.000 and 5,000m, and 37 between
3.000 and 4,000.
. Among the 5,OOOm flights was one of
5.300m in the Kiruna 'Club's two-seater
Bergfalke by Anita Fransson and Kerstin EricssoD. This is being submitted for
the woman's Swedish two-seater altitude
record.
For his part, your corr,espondent too~
off for a quick evening flight an hour
and a quarter before the airfield was due
to close, made it up to 5,6oom above the
field and back again with a couple of
minutes to spare and a bar,ograph trace
that looks like a fake.
Most of the high flights came on three
days when the north-west wind rolled
over the 2,000m summit of Kebnekaise,
the highest mountain in Sweden; but
on the other days also, the gentlest
zephyrs over the north and' south ridges
near the aifield seemed capable of producing wave conditions sufficient for
endless gentlemanly beats along the
valleys at one or two thousand metres.
When this p~lled, we went ski.ing in
!he hills, or skated along the club's ,unique
Ice airstrip.
Less fortunately, because of the mild
weather and lack of snow this year, the
runway was so slippery that it caused the
meeting s only mishap. The best towplane at the c",mp, ,a P1K IS "Himl",
Own~d by the Technical University of
HelSInki, was taking off with a glider
belonging to the same University, which
had not been properly aligned on the
runway. The glider pulled .the tug's ,tail
round on the slippery surface so that it
dug its nose into the piled snow at the
SIde of the runway. The glider, quite
'inable to stop ~r turn, then cannoned

into the Hmu and tipped .it on its bac~
with lots of expensive tinkles. No hL!man
damage, other than the pride of the
World War lIpilot of the tug.
But that sort of damage was bad luck
'and is vary rare. For the rest, the camp,
was all unusual and unforgettable experience. Why not try it? There's
diamonds in them iliar hills.
A. C. STUART.
MOTOR GLIDERS - TECHNICAL
CONTEST AT SURG FEUERSTEIN
~ECENT co.nference of the Techmcal Com01!tteeof the German
Aem Club showed the rapid development
of the motor glider. The 1970 figures
showed 356 currently certificated ill
West Germany (see p214).
The manufactllJers Want to bring to
the fore this "typical German postwar
development" with a trade fair to be
held in conjunction with the motor glider
competitions at Burg Feuerstein, from
June 6 to 13, where they intend' to show
empanages, engines, propellers, accessories, etc.
At the conference. the criteria for
performance assessment were discussed so
that it will be possible t-o get an unequivocal level of evaluation.
A technical contest will be organised
under Hans acher,. The object is to increase, through technical measures, the
operational use of the motor glider as a
training, perfOrmance and cross-eountry
machine as well as to increase flying
safety.
There will be two classes: one for
private builders and the other for tbe
industry. Evaluati0l1 will be given to
constructive ideas, which should be Presented together with practical technical
solut,ions. These will be divided into
groups as follows;
1. Noise level damping; both inside and
outside noise will be measured.
2. Improving starter characteristics,
especially taking into account the
operational reliability with a cold and
a warm engine.
3. Improvement of the power unit
vis a vi.ll operational safety, to reduce
costs and maintenance, and to increase
the power performance with the propeller
(with reference to the aerodynamic
situation both with motor on and off).
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4. Convenience of nggmg and derigging, to reduce hangar space and for
ease of retrieves.
5. Improvements to one-off types to
increase Qperational safety, management,
performance and efficiency.
6. Improvement and simplification of
fuel storage indications and fuel level
presentation both in the air and on the
ground.
7. Improvement of the registry of
exact and reliable engine-on time_ The
on I off time together with related height.
Suitability as standard equipment for
competition purposes is to be borne in
mind, together with cost and space
saving.
The three or four judges will be invited
by the Chairman of the Technical Committee, and their decisions will be final.
Apart tram special prizes, there will be
money prizes depending on how much
is raised from donations.
All memberS of the German Aero
Club and those associated with it are
eligible for entry, as are
German
manufactu.rers and development firms.
Guests may be invited in special cases
.
by the Technical Committee.

an

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE,
CHESHIRE.
postccde: SK6 7JW

GERMAN MQTOR GLlDERS44% INCREASe

were 356 motor gliders in
T HERE
West Germany as at the end of last

year, cQJTlpared with 247 a year earli.er.
Of these, 132 are sing1e-seaters and 224
two-seaters. But these figures include the
Fournier RF types 3, 40 and 5,
numbering 35 single-seaters and 53 twoseaters (it is noteworthy that the Fournier
two-seaters have increased by 34 a year,
but their single-seaters by only one).
A table published by the German Aero
club shows 17 different types: their
horse powers range from 8 for the K-6CR
and 8B to 40 for the SF-25B Falke and
68 for the RF-5, both two-seaters. Only
the K-6 and K-8 motors cannot be selfstarted.
Total motor-driven aircraft in West
Germany number 3,793, including the
above plus 126 helicopters and onc airship. There were 2,703 gliders in 1969, the
latest figure available.
Daily weather forecasts for German
sailplane pilots started as usual on
April t, given out by Stidfunk 2, but this
year they will be broadcast at '7.30am
instead of 8.30 as hitherto.

A complete service to Glider
and Light Aircraft Owners

REPAIRS
OVERHAULS
MODIFICATIONS
Trailers for all types
Fully qualified staff with years
of experience
A.R.B. B.G.A. P.F.A. Approved

Telephone: 061-427 2488
2)4

Reasonable prices, efficient
service, and first class work

The decrease in winch launching in
favour of self-launching is shown clearly
in the statistics for the Bayern Region
where winch Iauncbes. decreased from
57,000 (1969) to .51.000 (1970)_ Motor
"jider launches trebled over the same
period from 4.000 (1969) to 12,400 (1970).
If one assumes that the. same'has
happened in other. regions the ~o~or
glider has .proved Itself as a tralllIng
device and IS here to stay.
Der Ad/er and Aerokurier
AWARDS FOR SOUTH AFRICANS

UGH Keartland. manager of the
South African team at last year's
World Cbampionships in Texas, has been
awarded the Paul Tissandier Diploma
of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale. Owner of a printing business
group with a RIOmturnover, he financed
the building of the BJ-4 and also bought
the Standard C~rrus and ASW-15 which
the South African tearn took to -Texas.
Now aged 52, he started gliding in
1936, joined the RAF in the war and
was early sh01 down over Diisseldorf. He
took up gliding again in the 1960's.
Another award for services, to gliding
is the South African Aero Club's Gold
Medal to Leopold "Ted" Rudnick, of
Johannesburg, chairman of the Club's
gliding sub-<:ommittee. He was manager
of the South African te.am at the 1965
World Championships in Britain.
Eastern P,rovinces Sailplane Club at
Uitenhage has now completely -recovered
from the disaster a year ago when "an
tntruder wellt berserk wi,th a truck in
the clUb hangar" and badly damaged all
the aircraft. There are now five c1ubowned sailplanes (two of them twoseaters) and two privately owned
machines.-Wings over Africa.
CANADIAN'S 24,OOOft IN
TERTIARY WAVE

RO~
Helm, a former employee of
Shngsby's and now with Canadair in

~~ontreal. deScribes in Free Flight how,
afler repeated expediti,ons over the
Border. in attempts to get his Diamond
height In the Mount Washi.ngton wave in
New Hampshire (ISO miles nortb I,)f
Boston), he finally succeeded last

CROSSFELL ELECTRIC
AUDIO
VARlOMETERS

FAST
COMPACT
EfFICIENT
Electric Variometers
proved over ten years.
Available with or without
Audio.
Agents throughQut tM World.

Cross.fell Variometers
8 Fraser Qose.
Malv'ern. Won:s..
England.
Oc;tober without using the primary wave.
Towed off in his SHK from North
COhway airfield, which is just south of
the mountain massif and level with the
secondary wave, he encountered turbulence 'at 100ft which got worse until at
4,5OOft he got out of position and had
to cast off. He climbed to 6,500ft in
the secondary wave. but 'became disorientated among the newly-forming
clouds at its windward border, so made
off down wind to the tertiary wave, in
which he climbed from 4,200 to 22,OOOft
at a rate which increased from 400 to
800ft I min, TIlen he fe.lI OU'! of the lift
but. being uncertain whether he had
achieved a 16,404ft Oiamond climb.
went back to the secondary wave, this
time far above its clOUd. Here, baving
rea<:hed 24,OOOft, still climbing, he
deCided to land and give his partner,
Kurt Kovacs, a chance to get his
Diamond. which he did. On the same
day, Bob Gairns reacheo 22,OOOft in his
Libelle H-301, but had a faulty barograph.
Canada's National Championships will
be held at Pendl'eton frOm July 6 to 16
the hosts being Gatincau Gliding Club:
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Canada, with a population of just over
20 million, has 36 gliding ·clubs-Free
Flight.
RIZZI WINS AGAIN IN ARGENTINA

HE 1971 Argentine National ChamT
pionships were held during the last
fortnight of January at Pehuajo, 250
miles west of Buenos Aires, to avoid the
aerial congestion nearer the capital. Jean
Dazin of France, who took part with a
K-6 which he managed to borrow
two days before the meeting, describes
it in Aviasport.
About 50 pilots took part with a great
variety of sailplanes, but poor weather
allowed only three successful tasks to
be flown, so no National Champion
could be declared.
The first task was set on Wednesday,
January 21: a 181km out-and-return to
the north west, but an increasingly
strong north wind forced pilots to land
between six aJ:ld 30km south' of course
on the outward leg.
Next day, a 115km triangle to the
west proved too difficult, with a ceiling
at 2,500ft and thermals at I to Hm/see,
The day after, a 150km triang1e proved
even more difficult, with a lower ceiling
though with 2 to 2tm/sec thermals; most
people came down on the first leg.
More strong winds, low ceilings and
feeble thermals prev~nted any more
tasks being given until the final day,
January 30, when a IlSkm triangle was
set, with a ceiling at 4,300ft. thermals of
I-} to 3m I sec, and a 19mph north east
wind against the competitors on the last
leg. Jean Dazin landed only one kilometre short of the airfield.
At a late banquet and prizegiving that
night, Robetto Rizzi, who won the previous Nationals, was again declared the
winner-Aviasport.
FRENCH WAVE ANALVSIS

N ANALYSIS by J. C. Bisconte of
A
99 occurrences of lee waves at
Pezenas, of which 67 were actually used
by the Beziers and Pezenas clubs, and
32 certainly usable, during the year
November 1969 to October 1970, showed
that February was by far the most favourable month with 24 occurrences. Decem216

ber came next with 13. The worst mo.nths
were September with two and November
with tnree; other months varied between
four and nine. Another analysis over a
five-year period showed December to
April as the best period of the year, with
December and February again outstanding.
Attained altitudes between 2 and 6km
(6,600 to 19,700ft) were much the most
frequent. Above that height band,
occurrences dropped off sharply up to
Ilkm (36, I OOft). Most of the altitudes
above 7km were attained more than
50km from the site.
An analysis of the frequency of consecutive wave days shows that 15%
occurred on single days, 18% on two
consecutive days, 9% on three days, and
26% on four, fiv~ and six consecutive
days, while 20% of wave days were in
groups of two, three or four separated
by a single non-wave day-Aviasporl.
NEWS AAOMSWEDEN

A-

TOTAL of 28,468 hours were flown
in Sweden in 65,854 flights in 1970
-a decrease on 1969 due to poor
weather. One Diamond badge, two Gold
badges, 40 Silver badges, 32.1. privllte
pilot glider licenses and 620 C·badges
were obtained. The sailplane fleet now
numbers about 250 (all built after 1955),
120 of which are two-seaters. Only about
10% are owned by individuals.
Three new national records were set
up in 1970: Speed over lOOkm triangle,
June 18, Goran Andersson, 101.30km/hr,
Phoebus C; speed over 300km triangle,
June 24, Goran Andersson, 92.54km/hr,
Phoebus C; speed over SOOkm triangle,
Bjorn Carlsson, June 14, 80.46km Ihr,
Std Cirrus.
Friedhelm Stiiven won the decentralised competition, similar to the National
Ladder, which has been operated by
the Swedish Aero Club since 1946. The
winning club was Vasteras Flygklubb.
The Open and Standard classes of the
Swedish National Championships will be
held in Eskilstuna in June. A "Sports"
class championships will be introduced in
the 1972 Nationals, in which gliders with
a performance up to and including the
K-6cR will be be permitted. None of t.hese
competitions will be handicapped.
~

AKE PETIERSSOS

WORLD CHAMPION FOR
A1.PINE SCHOOL

ARRO Wodl, Open Class Champion
1968, is to move fr·om his job
high-performan~ instructor althe
Great Weste~n SC!ai'lng School .at Pe~r
blossom, CahfOi'ma, back to his n.allve
Austria to tak~ over the n~wly est~bhsh~d
"Alpine SoarIng School at Algen In
Ennstal, where specia.l attenti0!l will be
given to distance flYing technique over
the Alps. The gliding pioneer Peter Van
Husen (Silver C No 13 in the international tin, dated July 17, 1933), who
has been in charge at Aigen and is
specially . interested in Alpine soaring,
will remain at the school-LlIjtsporl.

Hs in

YUGOSLAV CHAMPIONSHIPS

V

RSAC, the site of next year's World
Cham,pionships, was also the site of
last year's Yugoslav Nationals, held
from August 22 t,o September 5. Five
tasks were flown: two .triangles of 100plus km and I 98.5k;m, two out.aQd·~e
tu.rns of 120 and 159km, and one djstance flight along a prescribed course.

SAILPLANE AND ENGINEERING
'SERVICES LIMITED
Holmfield Road, Buxton
Derbyshire
Adjoining A53

Ring B'uxton' 4365 NOW
C'S of A

REPAIRS
TRAILERS. STEEL TUBE
AND WOODEN FRAME.
COVERED PLY OR ALUMINIUM
NEW, OPEN TUBULAR STEEL
MULTI-PURPOSE TRAILER TO
FIT ASK 13, K.8 AND SWALLOW
COIL SPRING IND. SUSPENSION,
LIGHTS AND FITTINGS

Ivanus Dusan won with 4,843 points and
became Yuooslav Champion; nex.t came
two Polish °visitors, Stanislav Kluk wiJh
4,294 and Rajmund Jakob with 3,960
points.
.
Types flown by the 27 participants 10eluded several examples of the Delfin,
Trener and Weihe, one each of Foka,
Mucha and Phoebus, and a Cirrus flown
hors conC(JIlrs by Klau~ Holighaus from
West Germany-Du Flieger.
GeRMAN GLIDING COURSES FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE

i.IDING courses for young EuroG
peans (aged 16 to 25) are being held
at the Eurotlean )':outh Centre 'at
Hirzenhain. 12km from DilIenburg and
35km from Marburg. The courses, .lasting two week~, .comp!ise th~~retical ~md
praclical trammg In glldmg, fll1\hl
Security regulations, meteorology, malOtaining and servicing. ~ailplanes . 3;nd
material, with the possiblltty.of obtammg
the A, Band C gliding certificates.
Dates are: June 1 to 18; June 21 to
July 8; July 12 to 29; August 2 to 19;
August 23 to Sept.ember 9; September 13
to 30 and October 4 to 21. Course fee,
DM 290 (about £33). Details from
Jugendausbildungstelle der Lu,{tsportjugend, .Fritl:. St~mer Hous, D-6341
Hirzenham/DllIkrcls, West Germany.
ELEVEN POLISH HEIGHT
DIAMONDS IN. JANUARY

a single month, January
W ITHIN
1971, at three different mounta.m

sites in Poland, 11 Diamond heights in
waves were achieved,
_
At Jesow Sudecki, on the 12th, 14th
and 15th, five pilots flew 66 hours and
fulfilled conditions for Gold andf?r
height Diamonds. T~en, on.the 26th, SIX
pilots all earned height Diamonds, and
two of them also completed their Gold
Cs at lelenia Gora (formerly Grunau).
On the 27th, Boguslaw Haman acbi~yed
the greatest. height-7,340m (24,081ft).
-At Nowy Targ in the High Tatra, ?n
the 27th two pilets earned height Diamonds ;nd one finished his GQld C;
Andr;zej
Steifko
aC'hieved
9.30Om
(30,S 12ft}-Ost{lll.g-Kurier.
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MOTOR GLIDER
RALLY IN AUSTRIA

HE 3rd International Motor Glider
T
Rally will be held from Sunday,
September 5, to Saturday, September 11,
1971, at Mariazell, Austria. The purpose
of the rallv is to create. interest in, and
to popular{se, the motor glider movement
in the mountain regions. Application
forms, programmes, etc, are obtainable
from Union Fliegerclub, A8630 Mariazell,
Steiermark, Austria.

BRAZILIAN NEWS

KKEHARD SCHUBERT won the
E
13th Brazilian Nationals for the third
time, flying a Urupema against a field of
14 other pilots. The championships were
held in January at Prassununga, Sao
Paulo state, and the machines ranged
from the Urupema to a Grunau Baby.
Lu!tsport. reporting the event, does not
say how many tasks were f1aWn.
The longest flight was' made by
Schul>erl, 404km. This is the longest dis·
tance flight ever carried out in Brazil

and is. owing te tbe country's geography
and the mental outlook of the people, an
exceptional achievement.
NORDIC RECORDS

HE Scandinavian countries have not
T
only their own championships, but
recognise their own records, the latest
of which is a speed of 92.54km/h round
a 300krn triangle by Goran Andersson
of Sweden in a Phoebus C. Finland holds
four of these records, Sweden three, and
Denmark one, the oldest, 525km by
Kaeld Wiehe.
This y~r's Nordic Championships are
in Finland, from June 6 to 20. Denmark's Nationals are at Arnborg: OpeD
Class ending on May 31, and Club Class
from June 5 to 13-Flyv.
LILIENTHA~ MEDAL

FOR GROSSE

HE FAI has announced that the
Lilienthal Medal for 1970 has been
awarded to Hans-Werner Grosse of
Germany, who made the first 1.OOOkm
flight in Europe in his ASW-12, in June
1970.

T

Would you make a competition pilot?

AIRCRAFT INSURANCE

Do you want to enter the Nationals
next year?

Phone, Call or Write

Join us for an enjoyable week of
challenging flying in a BGA rated
competition to be held at the London
Gliding Club from 7 to 15 August
1971.

J. A. HARRISON (BROKERS) LTD.
.. SECURITY HOUSE"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET,
BIRMINGHAM 5
Telephone 021-692-1245 (10 lines)

FOR KEENEST RATES,
SERVICE AND SECURITY
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DUNSTABLE REGIONALS

I

The best wea ther•.• the most gliding•••
the least fuss••• the loudest parties. .•
Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd places, best
team entry and best new entrant;
excellent domestic facilities; local and
after comp. entertainment. Entry fee
£30 (and worth every penny!).
Apply now to: The Comp:etition SftCre.tary,
London Gliding Clu b,
Dunstable, Beds.
rol: Oun... blo 63419

OBITUARIES

ALAN GOODFELLOW

Lancashire Aero Club, and his interest
in gliding resulted from. attendan~ at
the Itford meeting. By hIS persuasion a
PrUfling glider was purchased by. !he
Lancashire Aero Club, and the glidmg
section of the club was created. Alan
was a member of the Lancashire te~m
on the occasion of the historic Pr~tl!ng
competition with the London Ghdmg
Cub at Ivinghoe Beacon in 1930. The
Aero Club's interest in gliding was shortlived, but this inspiration of Alan's ~as
a contribution to the eventual coming
into being of the Derbyshire ~nd Lancashire Gliding Club at CamphJll. He was
a founder member and as a member of
the committee his wisdom and sound
reasoning did much to sort out teething
troubles associated with the extraordinarily rapid growth and development
of CamphilI. His move to London was
a loss both to the Lancashire Aero CI~b
and to Derby and Lanes.. but ~nce 10
London he interested himself In the
activities of the British Gliding Association ,alld took a leading part in permading
the Government of the day into the
initial !:liding subsidy scheme. Alan
joined the Fleet Air Arm at the outbreak
of war for flying duties and was later
posted to executive duties rising to the
rank of Commander.
The end of the war found him still
interested in gliding and busy with the
reconstitution of the British Gliding
Association. That massive and weighty
document, The Memorandum and
Articles of Association of the BOA,
exists as a monument to his work. With
the creation of the Kemsley Flying Trust,
Alan was made a trustee as representing
the gliding movement. With his deep
faith and understanding of the problems
involved with the working of the gliding
clubs he leant favourably toward the
most' marginal of applications for help,
and such was his good judgement the
Trust was never let down.
Those of us who remain in knowledge
of his early work for gliding saythank you, Alan.
B.A.G.M.

Royal Flying Corps in the 1914·18 war
and served in France. In the early '20's,
he was a founder member of the

Slow tow "And some soloists have
been knoWll to make one tow last for
five, even six, hours." (Feature on gliding
in Daily Mail. April 5.)

ALAN SIMPSON, MBE
T IS with de,ep regret that we have to
aCln,ounce the death of
recently
Iretired
club chairman, Major Alan
ou~

Simpson, MBE. Alan, who was on.e. of
the founder members of the Ouse Glidang
Club, has been very. active .in the club
affairs since our begmmngs .In 1960. He
has taken a kee~ interest In ~Ylng f<;>r
many years, holdmlli a power h.cence. 10
the 1930's and glidmg ~p to hiS retirement just before ChrIStmas. He has
helped the gliding .mo~ement. in mao;y
ways, his last contnbutlon being Pubhc
Relations Officer to the 1970 poncaster
Nationals. A man of outstanding personality, he had a most friendly dispositon with a cheery word for everyone.
Alan will be sadly missed by all
members. May we take this opportunity
through the medium of this journal to
convey our deepest sympathy to his
family and in particular his wife Bunty.
RW.B.

Major

A/an Simpson. MBE, who ai.a
Jonuary. Photo: R. W. Bowhill

in

AUN
Goodfellow died on March 19,
1971. He gained his wings with the
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GLIDING CERTIFICATES
No.
1/30

DIAMOND I)ISTANCE
Name
Clab
M. Simons
Waikerie

3/125
3/126
3/127
3fl28
3/129
3/130

DIAMOND HEIGHT
R. W. Clemo Kestrel
H. R. Jarvis
Kestrel
J.J.ElJis
Airw.ys
D. W. E.vans Cambridge
P. D. Boyer
London
P. Young
Clevelands
GOAL
W. Pattison
K. Kidey
M. Simo...
P. J. Poord
G. D. ButlerMadden
B. Docker

2/358
2/359
2/360
2/361
2/362
2/363

24.1.71
24.1.71
9.3.71
9.3.71
9.3.71
18.4.71

DIAMOND
Moonr~kers

Wrellin
Waik,etie.
Adelaide
Suney & Hants

14.8.70
14.8.1tl
4.11.68
7.2.71
20.4.71

Surrey & Hants

20.4.71

GOLD C COMPLETE
RNAS Portsmouth
279 B. Kirby
280 H. R. JarYis
Kestrel
Surrey & Hants
281 N. P. ElJiolt
282 D. W. Evans
Cambridge
Thames Valley
283 1. H. Hobday
284 M. Simons
Waikeric'
285
~~f:ld~C
286 ~. ~'. }7:,~~e
287
D. ButlerMadden Surro)' &. Hants

a.

GOLD
M. Simons
N. P. Elliot
F. J. Fcord
J. a. Ross
D. J. Osborne
N. C. Stagg
R. C. Sharman
R. W. CJemo
H. R. Jarvis
B. a. Nieholls
J. S. Thorne
M. Elsom
K. B. Keeble
P. C .. Wilcockson
P. D. Boyer
H. B. Walrond
A. Long

~.~~b~vans

N. W. Fox
T. H. Hobday
C. Timothy
R. J. Lyndon

(
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9.3.71
14.1.71
1.l0.70
9.3.71
10.3.71
22.12.68
23.2.71.
7.2.71
20.4.71

C HEIGHT
Waikerie
Suney & Hants
Adelaide
Scottish au
Northumbria
C1evelands
Chilterns
Kestrel
Keslrel
Phoenix
Dorset FC

'22.12.68
1.10.70
2.12.70
5.12.70
19.12.70
20.12.70
21.1.71
2.f.1.71
24.1.71
15.2.71
23.2.71
Banncrdown
2.3.11
Banncr:dQwn
2.3.71
2.3.71
London
London
2.3.71
London
2.3.71
Mendips
2.3.71
RNAS Portsmouth
9.3.71
Cambrid'ge
9.3.71
9.3.71
CambriOgc
10.3.71
Thames Vallel'
13.3.71
Essex
26.3.71
Fenland

GOLD C DISTANCE
W. Pauison
Moonrakers
K. Kie]ey
Wrekin
C. J. Ridley
Vicloria
F. J. Foord
Adelaide
Surrey & Hants
a. D. ButlerMadden
B. Docker
Surrey & Hants
No.
2790
2791
2792
2793

Dalt!
6.2.70

SILVER C
Name
Club
Wrcltin
P. Sturgess
Two Rivers
a.cox
D. F. Ballin"er Four Counties
R. SedgewickRough London

\4.8.10
14.8.71
6.1.71
7.2.71
20.4.71

2794
2795
2796
2797
2798
2799
2800
2801
2802
2803
2B04
2805
2B06
280'1
2808
2809
2810
2811
2812
~813

2814

R. F. Aldous
W. R. Longstaff
T. G. Johnston
I. G. Ress
E. E. Puckclt
P. D. Bragg
G. P. Saw
R. Robson
C. C. Rollings
W. Taylor
R. W. Biggs
D. Bryan
B. Rush
I. McLean
D. F. Munday
D. D. Denton
A. R. Dingwall
B. E. Pell .
C. Beer
N. T. Read
F. J. Foond

Airways
Cairn80rm
Yorkshire
Scottish GU
Anglia
WaLkerie
Thames Valley
Northumbria
Airways
Ouse
Surrey & Hants
S. Wal""
Coventry
East Midlands
Bannerdown
Four Counties
Esse.x
Doneaster
Kent
Kent
Adelaide

22.2.7\
2].2.71
19.12.70
10.J.71
20.3.71
22.2.71
15.3.71
27.3.71
30.3.71
29.\0.10
11.4.11
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13.4.11
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17.5.70
17.4.71
17.4.71
18.4.71
17.4.71
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7.2.11

tONDON SAILPLANES LTO. are pleased to
announce that they are now able to take on
additional repair work on all glider types.
Approved facilities and ex.pertise for maior
repairs to glass-fibr,e steel-lube and con'
ventiona I wooden glider structures.
Extensive stocks of glider SPlIres, materials
and instruments. GLl 5 & 3 laminate plywood.
Write or call in any day except S\Jnday-

London Sailplanes Ltd., Triftg Road,
Dunstable Downs. Bed••
Tel. Dunstable 634\9

EnglClnd's only Aviation Bookshop
Th. books! ml""t pllnlr. photos yo", ¥tInt on Aviation
.r. tie:. - we sf.ock nothin9 ~s.!

w.

BUY or EXCHANGE

Send SAE for FRn 32 page catalogue

'BEAUMONT AVIATION LITERATURE
11 Bath street, London, £.C.l
rel.ph ••• 01·253 9512

O;>en 9.30 a'.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily

FOR YOUR NEW DIAMANT
For 1971

20.4.7\
Dale
26.8.70
1.11.70
24.10.70

18.\0.70

Sole U.K. Agents
Thorpe Aviation Limited.
15 Broadway. Peterborough

Telephone: 68818

j}300K REVIEW
Aeromedkine for Aviators. By KEITH E. E. READ. Published by Pitman,
1971. Price, £1.00. Obtainable from BGA, add lOp post.
HE author, an authorised medical examiner for civil aviation, says he has
T
written this book "primarily for private pilots and glider pilots", and he is
obviously well qualified to do so. In his opening chapter he points out that man,
in order to fly like birds, most not only "surround himself with an aerofoil" but
with instruments too, "since all his sensors, except vision, are unreliable in the air".
Each of five of man's principal physiological systems has a chapter to it~e!f, and
here we find that even vision can be unreliable too.
The first, on the atmosphere and respiration, has a very clear exposition of
oxygen systems, in which he recommemls the "demand" system for glider pilots,
b cause the "economiser" can fail in freezing temperatures and is, therefore. only
suitable for heated cabins. In this chapter he treats decompression sickness (due to
rapid fall of atmospheric pressure while climbing) as a serious hazard for both kinds
of pilot, though the reviewe,r has never heard of glider pilots being affected. For
instance: "Go to bed early the night before you intend to gain tbe World Height
Record in a glider." And: "If soaring in mountain wave conditions, it is wi~e to
pre-breathe pure oxygen from take-off level in order to wash out as much nitrogen
as possible from the blood."
The eye can play tricks in an empty sky at high altitudes; one is due to the
horizon being below the horizontal, and if the moon is near it, a "pilot soaring to
very high altitudes in mountain wave formation at night" could imagine himself
to be upside down.
The chapter on the ear, after dealing with ear-drum trouble in quick changes
of height, moves on to the balancing organs in the inner ear, of which most people
have only heard of the semicircular canals, which register angular 3cce'erations.
But the otolith organs, whicb register linear accelerations, can also produce illusions:
sudden accelerations or decelerations can deceive the pilot into thinking his nose
has gone up or down respectively. A glider would be little affected, but one may
guess that the decelerating effect of a gust from in front, by producing an illusion
that the nose had dropped, would cause the pilot to pull back and thus unknowingly
obtain dynamic lift from the gust. But deceleration due to airbrakes could likewise
persuade you that your nose had gone down when it hadn't. ~o beware.
A chapter on "Diseases, Drugs and Drink" should benefit those whom it may
concern. Its final paragraph, "Don't let age persuade you to quit", declares that,
statistically, the over-sixties are as safe in the air as, or even safer than, any other
age group; the author knows a doctor aged 93 who still flies with a valid Medical
Certificate.
The final chapter on "Survival" could save your life: he even tells you how to
Collect water from a desert!
This pocket-sized book is clearly written. interesting throughout, and ~eems
to have omitted nothing; it is highly recommended.
A. E. SLATER

lIenge in the air. By BRYAN PHILPOTT. Published by Model & Allied
Publications Ltd, Hemel Hempstead. Price, £1.75. Obtainable from
th~ BGA (posta~e and packing, 15p).
THIS fact-filled, profusely illustrated book describes the story of the Air Training
. Corps from its prewar beginnings as the Air Defence Cadet Corps. Its mutation
,~to the ATC in 1941, its "finest hours" during the war and its adaptation to peace'
time conditions are meticulously detailed.
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Gliding is featured in its pages as an activity of the ATC from the very beginning.
Derek Piggott's memorable record-breaking height climb in a T-21 inside.a clQud of
some significant dimension is described, as is the early arrangement with Slingsbys
to .5l;lpply. tbe cadet glider. Some indication is also given of the type of gliding
tralftLng gIven to cadets.
But the book's main appeal will probably be to those glider pilots whose first
tastes of gliding were with a cadet force, and would like to know more about an
organisation who~e documentation has been none too thorough up to now.
G.L.

THE MOTOR GLIDER CLASS
Dear Sir,
As a long-standing advocate of separate classes for gliding competitions I find
myself, somewhat paradQxically, disappointed that the CIVV has recommended
that the 1974 World Championships, to be held almost in my own backyard at
Waikeri.e, should include motor gliders <IS a separate class. This, although in many
respects an excellent thing (in that it will stimulate the development of high .performance self-launching sajlplanes) may do little to convince the die-hard glider
pilot that motor gliders are basically no different from sailplanes. Much will depend
on the form that the rules for 'the 1974 meeting finally take, but it is next to certain
that the motorised machines will be treated as sailplanes: the tasks they will be set
will surely be sailplane tasks and any use of the motor Whatever, after crossing the
start line, will invalidate the subsequent flight completely.
There will, if the competition IS to retain the spirit of a true soaring contest, be
no bumbUng round Australia with engines popping. out whenever the going gets
tough. It is not impossible, in the writers view, that the self-launching sailplanes
will be set the same tasks as the Standard Class-if different tasks are set it will
probably be to reduce congestion rather than to make any special conditions for
the motorised aircraft. It is, therefore, rather a pity that the motor glidel'S will be
in a class on their own, since in Australian summer conditions and under the new
Standard Class roles, almost everyone will be carrying ballast and the extra weight
of the launching motors will be an altogether negligible factor. If designers knew
they would be up against ordinary sailplanes in competitions they would strive to
refine the aerodynamics and improve the structUres Qf the motor gliders so that
they could compete on equal terms, at least in good weather. As long as the SLS
is regarded as a different kind of animal, pilots will probably have to accept poorer
gliding performance.
Nonetheless, the decision is a good one, and can only accelerate the d~velopment
of the self-launching movement. Perhaps, eventually, the self-Iaunchrng class will be
the only one surviving.
Ros/rel'or. S A us/ratia.
MARTIN StMONS

TURNING POINT PHOTOGRAPHY
Dear Sir,
Laurence Hill, in his article on turning point photography published in the
February edition ~f S &: G, expressed some comments OD the turning point photographic system used at Marfa. As one of the fortunates who flew in that event I feel
I ,can usefully comment on one of his views,
He stated that he saw liule need to have the glider wing-tip (at Marfa, the left
tip) showing in the turning point photograph. as this would, perforce, reduce the
available downwards deflection of the camera aXIs. Moreover, he felt that the resultant
45-50' of bank needed to get a photograph would be exces~ive.
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From my experience these bank angles posed no problem, even with' a big
ship like the ASW-12. There was no difficulty in taking photos from high altitude
and close to the turning point. On the cOiltrary, the knowledge of the precise pos:tion
of the wing tip in ,elation to each frame made it very easy to "aim" and, having a
precise aimjng reference, helped to overcome blurring due to camera (or rather,
"glider'') movement.
I would strongly support a move to make fixed camera mounts, and the
depiction of a wingtip in turning-point photographs, mandatory in British competitions. It makes photography much e~sier!
Tempomrily in Toronto.
J. DELAFJELD

CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
Dear Sir,
News of the "mysterious" disintegration of a glider while flying in wave in
Nevada a few weeks ago, and re-reading Chris Lovell's aCcount of Ken Riley's
unfortunate experience last year (S & G, December 1970, p484), pTompts me to
report an observation of possible relevance. This concerns an encounter with CAT
in the region of 18,OOOft while flying in the lee of the Ochils (from Portmoak) on
March 9 of this year. I did not report this previously because I had virtually no
previous experience of flying in big waves and thought such happenings might be
usual and therefore unremarkable.
The turbulence I met was moderately severe and very locaJised. It was encountered quite unexpectedly while beating along the wave and climbing steadily
in smooth lift. Full control deflections were required in an attempt to retain an
evcn keel, my impression being that the "463" banked about 45° either way before
stability was regained. The turbulence was associated with greatly augmented lift,
and I looked for it on the next five or six beats, hitting it three or four t'imes. I
thought the "misses" reflected my inability to exactly repeat the beat duec to inaccurate flying. Somewhere above 20,OOOft, 1 lost it altogether.
In trying to locate the CAT thus, I noticed that the be.at before the "point" of
turbulence and increased lift differed by a few degrees from that required after it.
This difference appeared to be consistent and 1 wonder if the CAT was due to some
form of summation effect at the inter-section of two more or less in-phase wave
systems meeting at a shallow angle. I would be very interested to read the eltp!:rts'
comments on this suggestion.
Cambridge.
DAVID W. EVANS
INSTRUCTORS' ATTITUDES
Dear Sir,
I have read with interest Mr Neavcs's admirable article (S & G, February 1971)
on the important subjects of instructors.
.
During the past six yeats, I have flown as an ab initio with three gliding clubs
In England and at Fayence in France. I flew solo in October 1969, at the age of 78.
although I flew the Capstan in a winch launch solo circuit in 1966 successfully. May.
~ be permitted therefore; with a small measure of justification and without undue
Impertinence, to submit the following impressions to Mr Neaves?
The training of new members in a gliding club depends not only on the flying
ability and knowledge. but also on the dedication of the club instructors. Too often
I have noticed that the waiting lists of ab initios are treated arbitrarily so that
certain members appear to miss a fair share of the opportunities for flying. This, I
kn~w, will not be popular, as all clubs li~e to think there is nothing wrong With
theIr field discipline or administration. Nevertheless, it is too easily overlooked :hat
these waiting lists contain full flying members who have paid a substantial entrance
fee. ~s. well as their subscriptions and should be entitled to share equally in the flying
faCIlitIes afforded.
The natural instinct of many instructors is to give more attention to pupils who
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reward their efforts through being quick to learn and whose progress is rapid.
Unless this is watched and controlled, a kind of second-class membership begins to
be created, the successful and the unwanted. in other words tne "also-rans". A
feeling of neglect and frustration sets in and valuable membership becomes lost
through needless disillusion. I have known this create friction and iU-feeJing to the
extent that full enjoyment of the sport is missed through the failure of social goodwill
and friendship. If one compares the club records of flights and time in the air with
the flying log sheets, one sees that the bulk of this is taken up by tbe usual forty to
fifty members who attend regularly while the small balance is shared among the
remainder, usually two-thirds to three-quarters of the full flying membership. .
This reflection wilt not be popular. It will be resented and presented as unfair
in that full advantage is taken of the facilities for flying by those who are present.
These things are seldom written about but are talked about by the "also-rans", who
it is as well to remember provide a considerable portion of the club fuods. We all
know these irritating side lights occur in a lesser or greater degree almost everywhere.
This brings me to the point I am striving to make. The rating of "Instructor"
demands a strength of character and a spint of dedication which in addition to
imparting a proficiency in skill can also command patience, encouragement and a
willingness to endure tbe frequent monotonous and boring sequences in ab initio
instruction. An instructor who is inclined to prejudice or favouritism should be
made aware of this from the start, otherwise the confidence and respect of pupils
may be lost; the good example of the instructor's own self respect may also be
affected. A traint:d glider pilot who accepts the rating of instructor shQuld be ready
to accept the dedication required in dealing impartially with both the good and the
iodifferent, the success with frustrating non-success, the pleasure with the monotony.
so that the spirit of goodwill, mutual help and shared enjoyment pervades the social
atmosphere of the flying field.
In one particular club, in which I have many friends, I noticed that during some
mid-week flying when the CFl was absent, a small group of instructors degenerated
into a collection of imitation lames Bond playboys, with, of course, the inevitable
one or two lames Bond playgirls, and monopolised the flying facilities for their
own advantage. This occurred in a dub with a fine reputation, and in which the
great majority of members would not tolerate this conduct. This is just one of
the many incidents I have noted during my six years in gliding, although. by and
large, the standard of instruction is of a very high excellence both here and in France.
It is the importance of these attitudes to character and dedication which I wish
to emphasise and which, should form part of an instructor's training from the start.
These important considerations I feel should share in a not too minor manner with
the other points in Mr Neaves's excellent article on instructors.
Hythe. Kellt.
MAJOR H. EOMONDS (RET)
DANGERS IN WAVE FLYING
Dear Sir,
The articles on wave flying by lack Harrison were very good and indicate, I feel,
that an awareness of wave is now apparent much more generally throughout the
movement.
Purely from the flight safety point of view, however, he did not include two
points which the less experienced wave flyer may not know about. At CamphiJl,
where wave has been used since pilots called it the "evening thermal", we have
learnt the hard way. with many sadder but wiser pilots.
1. In many wave systems, tbe gaps between clouds tend to close leaving only
an undulating "ridge and furrow" type of effect when looking down on the cloud
from above. Althougb sometimes one can sit there. over the home furrow for hours,
waiting for it to open up again, at other times one cannot. It may not in fact open
up again. Some instruction should, therefore, be given to inexperienced wave soarers
in case they find themselves in this position. A compass course to steeT downwind
to the best landing area is our answer to thi~ problem because:
2:l4

2. The term "standing waves" is a misnomer. In fact, they do anything but
stand, in oUI part !Of the country. As the wind strength increases or decreases, the
wavelength alters and the 'Clouds move up or downwind. Two very nasty things
can happen at this point.
One may be soaring well above the slot through which one popped, confident
that home is still right below. When de~endiIJg back down through- the gap, one
realises a1l too late that the ground below is perhaPS five miles downwind, with the
"down" of the next waVe to get through to return home,
Worse still, if one is soaring the leading edge of wave, perhaps just having fun,
or still climbin,g, it is not unusual to find oneself instantly in 'Cloud, as the cloud
moves forward. By the time it is realised wh'at has hap~ned, the glider is now in
the wave sink, and dropping like a stone. When cloud is finally broken, again it is
almost always downwind and very much lower, w~th sink to get through to get
home. Pilots rarely seem 10 remember that wind strength increases with height.
I have only visited three other wave sites apart from my own, but not once
have any of these points been included in the :advice given. In fact, all one reads
about waves is how wonderful it is, and I must say I agree; there is nothing else
quite like it,
However, let us also put on record the other side of the coin, and at least let
pilots know of the l'lractical hazards as well.
Call1phill.
ERIC R. BoY~E,
eFl, Derby and Lancs.
WASHOUT
Dear Sir,
"Platypus", in his contribution to the April S & G, rightly points tOut that he
should not have left the ground. He may Dot realise it, but the damage caused by
his incident was more than that to his Dart, the cricket club's fence and his pride.
In contrast to the usual standard of aviation reporting in the national Press, the
Cambridge Ev.ening News carried an excellent report which matched the pilot's own
(though, if my memory is correct, it stated that the Dart emerged from cloud at
300ft). The report was reaJJ by professional aviators and air traffic controllers in
tbis area and, as revealed in subsequent conversation, reinforced their antipathy to
gliders and the gliding movement. Thjs is particularly unfortunate at a time when
the Cambr~dge University Gliding Club, like others, 'is facing possible airspace :and
operating restrictions.
Similarly, on a national scale, reports of new special rules zones in the same
issue 'of S & G indicate that, if the gliding movement is to argue against them from
~ position of reasonable strength, it cannot afford "Platypus" tYPe incidents, Duty
Instructors should be aware of this extra responsibility when authorising flights
from their sites.
Cambridge.
J. DEAKIN
NEW BRONZE C RI::QUlREMENTS
Dear Sir,
The original Bfl!)nze C fulfilled a very useful function as a target badge between
first solo and the Silver C. It became a positive check on the safety and accuracy of
the pilot and an incentive to him to read and learn about the more technical aspects
of gliding. It involved no disrul'ltion to the training programme and all the tests
could be done on any type of glider and at any gliding site. For most pilots it came
at a stage when they had been flying solo without dual instruction for a period ()f
Some months so that it Came at an ideal time. It was a requirement towards going
cross-country, but left the tr.aining and cross-country clearance for the individual
club or instructor and in no way inferred that the holder of a Bronze C was entitled
to attempt 'Silver C <listance.
The new requirements will be a real embarrassment to instructors and eFl's
and a frustration to club members. They infer that the BGA considers that 'every
student at the 50 solo launches stage should have a full and comprehensive briefing
on cross-country flying, The majority of students on the satisfactory completion of
the field landing tests for the new Bronze C will ask why they cannot go cross22:>

country. They will ask what is the point in an elaborate briefing and flying test if,
as at most clubs, the pilot will be kept on local soaring for at least another 50 flights
or four to six months flying? They will also ask who is being reasonable, the BGA
or their instructor? The inference is likely to be that their instructor or their club
is holding everyone up from going cross-country.
This is not a satisfactory situation. For most pilots, 50 solo launches is nowhere
nea[ enough experience for safe cross-country flying. This means that the field
landing tests and briefin~ will need to be repeated at a much later date. With
modern gliders, most pilots get their Bronze C duration flights long before the
required 50 flights.
It is unrealistic to suggest that the field landing tests can be quickly and easily
carried 01llt at the majority of sites. The time involved in doing them for every pilot
at Bronze C stage will prove very frustrating to the ab initio piJot~articularly if
they' are to be repeated for cross-country clearance at a lat.er date. (Two actual
field landings take up to three or four hours of two-seater time at most sites, and
this could only be justified as ,a genuine field landing check.)
I believe; therefore, that there is a very real danger that those new requirements
may actually lower the standards for the first CToss-country and this is not desirable.
First, pilots of a much lesser experience will have a better chance of talking instructors
into letting them go because of a satisfactory field landing test. Secondly, the
Bronze C tests, if carried out conscientiously, will be so time consuming that in
many cases no further training may be done just before the first cross-country,
which may be months or even years afterwards.
In my opinion, it is most undesirable that this badge should be or appear to
be . 1~e qualifica~ion for. CTossr.0untry flying. If the idea is to ensure th~t prOJ?Cr
tramIng and bnefings are carped out before the first cross-country, a Simple In.
expensive certificate (nothing to do with the Bronze C) is all that is rc:quired. This
could give the pilots experience and be signed by the CFI or rated instructor
certifying that tests and briefings have been carried out. It could be lodged with
the BGA prior to the first cross-country flight. This would also be useful statistical
evidence for the Safety Officer about variations between clubs and also towards
accident analysis.
We, at Lasham, together with a number of other clubs, will find the new
Bronze C requirements quite incompatible with our training syllabus and flying card
system.
At most, We would be prepared to give SOme field landing training in order to
reduce the risks involved if the pilots get lost or caught out during local soaring_
But on no account would I encourage my instructors to give full and thorough
briefing on cross-country flying to anyone and everyone applying for a Bronze C.
This could only encourage unauthorised away landings and undermine the instructors'
authority and discretionary powers.
I hope this matter will be discussed at the forthcoming CFl's Conference and
reconsidered by the Instructors' Committee and the BGA at the first possible
moment.
In the meantime we will pTobably hold up all future Bronze C applicants until
they reach our Yellow Card stage which is normally at 100 solo launches and 35
solo hours when we consider they should be at cross-country standard.
Alternative solutions:1. Delete cross-country briefings. This, however, would still leave time-consuming
field-landing tests which many clubs will find difficult to complete and repeat at a
later date before the first cross-country. This would be satisfactory to Lasham and
other clubs with the Falke, but would not be desirable for many clubs.
2. Increase the number of launches for the Bronze C to, say, too. This would,
however, defeat the object of the Bronze C as a badge between the A & B and the
Silver. It is not desirable to infer that a certain minimum of experience is sufficient
for the cross-country. and is unsatisfactory as inexperienced pilots need a target
within reasonable reach.
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3 Return to original requirements and introduce a pre-cross-country certificate
I~ying down minimum training and briefing. This would be the ideal solution.
Lasham, Hants.
DEREK PIOOO1T, 'CFI.
ROGER

NEAVES,

CHAIRMAN

OF

THE

INSTRUCTORS'

COMMtTfEE,

OOMMENTS:-

Derek seems to have missed the point of the Bronze C. It is a fact that. pilot may
not go cross-country without it, but the converse, ie, t.hat as soon as the badge is
obtained a pilot will be allowed or ask to be allowed to go away. cannot be valid.
It is emphasised that the CFl has (and I hope always will have) the responsibility
for sending people on cross-countries, providing they have the minimum qualifications.
Cross-cOllntry briefings at many clubs are, unfortunately, not well organised,
and the Instructors' Committee feels that someone sbould be made to sign that
one has been given. Likewise, with the practice field landings. If these are done
twice, Qnce for the Bronze C and once as a pre-cross-country check, can tbis be bad?
At some hill sites or mainly aerotowing clubs, it is possihle for the pilot to be
almost ready for cross-country at the Bronze C stage anyway.
With regard to the field landings, there is the waiver that they may be done
in a suitable bit of the airfield and also (although this was, unfortunately, not
included in the first batch of forms) they may be done in a representative singleseater suitably observed. Furthermore, if a motor two-seater is used it is child's
play to arrange field selection and practice landings. That is one of the beauties
of the machine.
Derek agrees that some training is required to reduce the risk of pilots being
caught out. The answer-the re'visecl Bronze C. If he feels he must hold up Bronze
C tests then he is using the normal prerogative of the CFI. Don't all CFl's Use
this prerogative in some way or other?
As for a .pTe-cross-country certificate, do we really need anotber piece of
paper? In sportmg' gliding we have (or should have) only onc aim, successful and
safe cross-countries. The Bronze C positively helps to achieve this aim.
Advertisements. with ,~mSlra"ce, $hould be Unr to Clle;rOll Press Lld., S Crawford Street. London,
Wl (01-93S 2814). Rale lOp a ,,"ord. Minimum £1.30. Box numb... 401' extra. Replies 10 Box
numbers should b~ sent 10 the same addres.,

FOR SALE

S
-I and trailer. No instruments. Excellent condition. New C of A until
March '72. £2,050. Would consider forming new syndicate with 2 others based
at Lasham. G. R. Paddick, 355 Staines
Road West, Ashford Common. Middx.
Tel: Ashford 55668.
£500 share RF-4D Syndicate of 5. New
July 1968. Fitted 350 channel radio
A. H. Hangared at Tollerton, but willing
to move. J. P. Boneham. Monks Barn,
Newstead Abbey Park, linby, Notts.
Telephone Blidworth 2810.
1?55 Volkswagen engine. Excellent runDlng condition £75. Call Oxford 53105 or
write 66 Summertown House, 369 Banbury Road, Oxford.
18 METRE WElHE. Major C of A 1970.
Resprayed, flame and cream. New easv
load tlaiJeT. Excellent condition. £500
ono. Box SG 361.

BeautifUl, beautiful No. 68 Dart-17R for
sale mid-August. Consistent Nationals
performer, C of A until February 1972.
Slingsby trailer. Phone 01-360 3784
evenings for photograph.
SWALLOW. Offers over £550. Seen Long
Mynd. Mansell, 3 Brookfield, Mawdesley,
Nr. Ormskirk, Lancs. Te!. Mawdesley
681.
T.53 as NEW. Full A.R.B. C. of A.
£1,100. Slingsbys.
• 1081 C •• lli•• B.fI.i.~ iatCfat ~.,.,.,.. . .! •
Huge slOCk.o GO\'ER~MEI''T ~l;RPLUS
CI.OTHING AND EQUIPMENT. inc. Rvinll
Suils from £1.25; fiyinS helmets. anoraks.
outdoor clothing. camping. immen~e variety of
miscellaneoWi el.·GOyemmcnl C~Ulpm(,IU t-v.:r
SO useful-you will be 5ure to nnd .omelhin~
~ou n«d-It1d at a barpin prict too! ~nd
TODAY for our 30-page CATALOGUE-3!p
post free or plea~ call at LAUREN<:t;
CORNER. 62-64 Hampstead Rd.. London.
N.W.1. 2 mins. Euston. Warren SL !l will be
.en WOrl/l w/Iile! POSIII CUllomcrs boy with
confidence-prompt despalch. reflllld locnn.
tee. 'Depl SG.
.
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FOR SALE (Continued)

K-6E 1968. One careful owner. Ounstable type trailer same vintage. Fu,1
competition panel. Many extras. Offers?
Box No. SG 358.

GENUINE reconditioned sleet grey ex l.A.F. Flying
Over.lb. SmallEr
sizes up to 5' 7"

£2.50. larger sizes
6' 3" £2.87
p & p 23p.

up 10

ALL in one artificial horiLon and turnand-slip indicator, with transistorised
inverter. £25. Replies Box No. SG 356.
ALL aluminium Swiss built Glider Trailer,
Original cost £850, sell for £450 ono.
Instrume,lts: Bendix J8 horizon and inverter. Becker 10 channef transceiver
including gliding frequencies, PZL Vario,
PZL compass, Kroneis ASI, Sophisticated
Hornig Electric vario with audio small
Blanik-type turn and slip. Write for
prices to: C. C. Donald, 15 Broadway.
PETERBOROUGH.

E.a M2t. Office..
Ai' ",et,•• 'd.. 1'or
m •• ,urlng air

",o....men' in (eet
pet ",inu'e. (0"'p&ef. with carryinQ
cau. '"Sf,um~nl
~ize

approximately

3~"

.. 3
Price
£S eoch p & p 23p.
H

•

Ex l.A.F. 5.fety ha-rnuses.. known as ,or' harnesses,
adjustable webbing with instanl Quid
relNse, used but in good condition. Ideel for your glider

1i" 8lue Nylon

0' cor. £6.30 eoch p & p 17p.

NEW. thin, soft, back Parachutes. Add
inches of cockpit room. £68. Slingsbys.

1911 Catalogue A8 pages of bf4,itains.. Camping, Ex
W.O. M."quee,. C•• '••n FwnifuJe, Cookfng units elc.,
lOp, including p & p.

THE warmest flying suit ever' made. A,ir

Tarpaufin & Tent Manufacturing Co.

Contract 4717. Medium size.
New co·ndition. £10. FarnborouJh (Hants)
43428.

10113 B,ixtOR H 11 London S.W.2. 01·6,74012113

EAGLE, complete with instruments,
p:lrachutes and trailer. F. G. lrving, Beit
Hall, Prince Consort Road, London,
S.W.7.

BALL Variometers. Winter Variometers.
PZL Variometers, Crossf::1I Variometers,
Ccok Variometers. From Slingsbys.

FALKE spares, engines, wheels, propellers. outriggers, tail forks. All from
Slingsbys.

H-17. Immaculate BGA 490. Basic
panel, canopy, SDan 32 ft.• weight 273 Ibs.
New trailer £200 or part exchange,
written off 1'.31 or similar. Banks. Telephone: Bedford 50062.

Mini~trv

HP-I4C 18 Metre all metal ·high performance sailplane. Best offer accepted
for this superb glider. Provins, Telephone
Scarborough 3092.

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS and REPAIRS
by L.Glover. senior inspector

~~1'-----

I

Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby

rei: Husbands Bosworth 375
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•.ALTHAUS" Venturis for low drag,
accurate, total energy. Fuselage or fin
mounting. Specify. £5.50 matt black or
£6 chromed. Slingsbys.
K-61!. 2 years old. Immaculate condition.
Complete With trailer and comprehensive
blind flymg panel. £2.375. Box SG.354.
Dash mounted PYE CAMBRIDGE.
130.4mcs. Excellent order. £75 ono. Tele~
phone StamfQrd 3888.
"PLAST1C PLANE PATCH PRIMER"
Glassfibre glider repair manual bv Ursula
Hanle. £1.70 post paid. Materials and
spareS catalogue far Gliders and Light
AircrafL 4013 post paid. Slingsbys.

----------------FOR HIRE

SITES

FOR HlRE-Caravan for comps, except Dorset and Northern. '63 Bluebird
22ft 6-berth. £25 per COQlP' period_
ADAMS, The Green, Astbury, Congleton, Cheshire. 026-02 3525.

CAMPHILL-The Pnk Glid"'9 (lent,o
Hili and thermal soeringaoound·oYer 9(0'.0'" De,b,\/:sh..e
counlrnide. W.y. flying up' 10 21,'500 feel. Hol~,.
cours. brochur. awailable from Mrs. R. A-. Har., 70
N.wmaftRoad, Whilto.n,Rolherhem, Yorks.New c4fntr.Uy·..
heeted c~ub accommodation with ,.sldent staff, good
"'eels and cosy ba,. Visitors welcome. Writ.. or ·ph.one:

WANno

EDELWEISS C30 ·or C30s required,
preferably with instruments. Details and
price to Box No. SG 357.

T=2i B with

trailer required. Must be in
good condition. Reply to J. Cryle, Bunnahabhain. Islay.

K-7, Capstan or other, sociable two
seater. K. Crack (LGC), 45 Church
Crescent, London, N3 IBL. 01-346 8()'94.
DART 17R or K-6E. Immediate cash. Tel.
High Wycornbe 26083 (evenings), or
write Box SG 360.
PERSONAL

WOULD anyone exchange their glider
- value £400-£600 - for. my 30·ft.
DRAGON fast sailing boat, value about
£600. Tel. Whitstable 4235.
SITUATIONS WANTED

INSTRUCTOR available for week-day
courses during school holidays. Hugh
Watkins, J 5 Church Walk, P,enn Fields,
Wolverhampton (34995).
Tug Pilot. PPL Gold/Diamond. Available
weekdays/weekends, summer months.
Current-Tiger, Auster. Box No. SO 359.
lNSURANCE

WE are experts in glider and airCFaft insurance. Let Us quote you: the lowest
rates with the most reliable companies.
Write to Brian Gudgin, Marlow.
Gpardner & Cooker 254 Lincoln Road;
eterborough. Telephone 68543.
J(INANCE

FI NANCE for your ,glider purchases.
Advances made on your present glider.
P~terborough &: Fenlands Finance
Llmited, 15 Broadway,' Peterborough.
T elephone 66191.
I

Derby I< Lancs. GUding Cub
Camphill farm, G...atHucklow, Tido,well, IUldon,
De.bylhi'..
Telephone', D298·82·207

PUBLICAnONS

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING. Monthly
publication of the Glidi~ Federation of
Australia. Features a complete coverage of the Australian scene. Subscrip·
tion S5.00 Australian. £3 Sterling or
$7.00 U.S. to Box 1650M, G.P.O. Adelaide, Sou b Auslralia 5046.
SLOPE SOARING with a radiG control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodelling.
Read about this and other aeromodelling
subjects in Aer.QIllodl.'ller and Radio Control Mod~ls and Electronics, the world's
leading magazines. published monthly.
price 15p (3/-) each. Model &. Allied
Publications Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street.
Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
"SOARINO"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Douglas Lamont. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscription: $8.00 outside USA; apply
10 your post office for a form.
Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PIcrORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft and sailplanes.
military aviation news. spotters' notebook" etc. Price 20p from your newsagent
For free specimen copy send 4p in
stamps to Depl S.G., Seymour Press Ltd.,
334 Brixton Road, London, S.W.9.
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi"
Official Gliding MagaZine of the N.Z.
Gliding Association. Printed October and
alternate months. Write N.Z. Gliding
Kiwi. P.O. Box 487, Tauranga. New
Zealand. £1.40 sterling for year's sub~cription (inclusive of postage).

'h' Will.. Dj cOI"se. be kndeT!Jlood ,f,at lite British _Glidin, Auociat;on cannot accept y;~sponsib;tiIY
e dmms made by ad'llerri.'iers in •• Sailplane and Glldin,'·.

0,. I
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CLUB NEWS

OST clubs seem to have made up for the absence of news in the last issue, but
M
. unfortunately, the Easter period doesn't seem to have been as good for flying
as it might have been.
We welcome for the first time in this column two new clubs, The BQI'ders Gliding
Club, operating from Milfield, and the Enstone Eagles Gliding Club, who have
started flying at Enstone, Oxfordshire.
We are very sorry to read John WiIliamson's report of the demise of RAFGSA
Moonrakers Gilding Club, which had a remarkable record over many years. Rearsby
a.irfield closed on May 3 (see p209), and at the time of goin~ to press the precise
future of the Leicestershire G)iding Club has not been settled.
Copy and photographs for the August/September issue· should reach me, typed
dOUble-spaced on foolscap, not later than June 9, at I I Great Spilmans, London,
SE22, telephone 01·693 3033.
NOTE: Copy for the October/November issue should be sent to the Editor,
S & G, BritiSh Gliding Associa,tion, Artillery Mansions, 7S Victoria Street, London,
SWI, telephone 01-799 7548, not later than August 18.
YVONNE BONHAM (Mrs).
April 23.
Club News Edi/or.
BRISTOL & GI,.OUCESTERSHIRE

LTHOUGH we have officially been a
wave-soaring site for a good number
of years, we have not paid enough
attention to this aspect of our site in
the past. Recently, however, there has
been a revival of interest, coinciding with
several weekend days of suitable weather.
Back in December, for example, several
pilots reached 10,OOOft, while Ralph
Hindle flew to Ledbury and back in
wave. Hardly an issue of the club newsletter passes without an article on wave
soaring. Peter Philpot contributed to
this interest in wave by fiying a Diamond
height while on a visit to Portmoak.
We have seen a few changes in aircraft this winter: "2ST' syndicate has
sold its Dart, and flew its Std Cirrus for
the first time on February 27; the
t:agle has been sold to a group up the
road at the Worcester club, and may

A
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be replaced by a K- 13; and the club has
ordered a K-8 to extend its fleet in the
medium performance bracket.
The club dinner/dance was held at
the Hare and Hounds hotel on Friday,
March S. The trophies for 1970 were
presented by John Cochrane, a former
club chairman, and were as follows:
Evening WorJd Trophy for gain of
height, Peter Philpot; Shaun de Salis
Tropby for the besJ dosed circuit flight
from Nympsfield, Tom Bradbury; Guinn~ss Trophy for the best fli~ht in a club
glider. Mike Cleaver; eyril Uwins
Trophy for the longest distance and the
Ladder Pot, Stuart WaIler; and tbe Rex
Young Trophy for the best ab initio,
John Mast.
The annual general me~ting was held
at the club on April 3, and r~ulted in
some major committee changes. After 10
years, Dennis Corrick was replaced as
chairman by Mike Harper. and Eric

Martin handed over the secretary's job
to Brian Mumford. One of the most
encouraging aspects of tbis meeting was
!he interest shown by members in the
club's affairs.
Summer courses began just after
Easter, and once again Tim Bradbury
took on the burden of course instructor.
We wish him, and his pupils, plenty of
soaring in the coming months, but hope
that they don't frighten away the thermals
at weekends.
M.J.C.
THEBORDERS

OUTH of the Borders down Milfield
S
way, a new gliding club has been
born. The site is that of the war-time
aerodrome of Milfield. Situated half-amile from the small village of Milfi.eld,
it lies where the rounded Cheviot foothills meet the Milfield plain, a one-time
glacial lake. Five miles to the south is
the market town of Wooler, 14 miles
north, the historic walled town ,Of
Ber ick-upon-Tweed and to miles to
the east are the beautiful unspoiled
beaches of the Northumberland coast.
The club fills a gap of 160 miles between the Northumbria club at HOOley,
and the Scottish Gliding Union Club at
Portmoak. Should you be driving to the
latter by the A697 to Coldstream and
Edinburgh you will pass the site.
.
Born out of two years' hard labour by
a handful of enthusiasts, the site is now
free. from obstacles, the three runways
havlDg been cleared of twenty years of
growth. There is a clubhouse with lounge,
office and attached building which
houses our present T·2IB and Tutor.
The canteen is so popular that the
powered boys make a flight here as
part I?f their Sunday ritual.
LlvLOg as we do in a rural area and
was
CFl's 1?eing very rare creatures,
only With the advent of Colin Golding
and the advice of the BGA. tbat we be~re Associate Members and we were
a he to take to the air. Colin helps us
~ en be can spare the time from his
!Dstructing with the ATC at Ouslon and
~ monthly.duty at Portmoak, and somelmes he IS able to find us other instructors. Until we can find a CFI of
OUr own we fly on an average on alternate Sundays.

it

If any fully qualified instructor wishes
to take a part-working holiday in tbis
peacefUl setting o·f lovely bills, trout
rivers and golde.n beacbes, we can offer
among other attractions, caravan space
and fishing.
G.W.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
UR Skylark 4 stayed at the Long

O

Mynd until early December, long
enough for Paul sears and Paul Loewenstein to gain their Gold C beights on
December S, completing the former's
Gold C badge_
At the annual club dinner, held on
February 20, our principal guests 'Were
Philip and Kitty Wills. Trophies were
awarded to Tony Maitland, Sigfrid
Neumann, Paul Loewensteiil, Anthony
Edwards and. lastly, to David Evans and
Paul sears. who both flew on the same
day from the Long Mynd to Great
Yarmouth, a distance of 3l3km. A few
weeks later the Midland club's dinner
saw this same ftight gaining them a Mynd
trophy.
This year sees two notable 21st's. Our
eFl, Ted Warner, was presented at the
dinner with a memento of his 21 years
(at least) with the club, and Bluebell, our
venerable T-21B, came of age on May 6.
She continues to fly at Duxford, where a
new diesel powered winch, organised by
John $cott, is proving a great help to
the increasingly popular activities there.
Members have already had notable
wave flights this year. David Evans
cUmbed to 22,OOOft and Norman Fox
to 10,000 during a visit to Portmoak
in Marcb. And over Cambridge one
aftemoon in March, Paul Loewenstein
contacted wave and climbed from
2,800ft to 4,200ft, a rare occurrence in
this area. Let us hope that this heralds
the start of a good soaring season.

V.N.

COVENTRY

very much regret to record the
W Edeath
in March of Doug Fi.ndon,

the victim of a sudden and tragically unexpected heart attack. Doug joined the
Coventry Gliding Club as a result of
seeing how much obvious pleasure his
nephew Alwyn got out of gliding and
at an age when most men would have
231

been content to put their feet up by
the fire at home. Despite tne competition
of younger men in the Club, he WaS a
very determined maD and pressed on to
become a very enthusiastic instructor
and a syndicate shareholder in an
Olympia 2B. Our deepest syml'athies are
extended to Mrs. Filldon and his family.
On Sunday, March 14, our Capstan
unfortunately took off with the airbrakes open and after aborting the acrotow launch it came to rest with its
canopy through the fence al the far end
of the field. By nOthing short of a
miracle the two pilots escaped practically
unscratched, although the cockpit was
virtually destroyed and the main spar
very badly damaged. In the meantime
we have been fortunate enough to do
an exchange with the Rearsby club, who
have lent us a Capstan against the loan
of our Swallow Jor the s.ummer season.
F.W,F.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASH'IRE

HE first thr'ee months of the year did
not produce good gliding weather at
CamphiIl, but after the slow start we
are again happily soaring the skies over
the Peak District, exploring thermal
and wave. Eastel' saw the real start of
thennals for us. Two members attained
their C certificates over tbe holiday
period; one of them staying aloft over an
hour on his first solo soaring flight. Tony
Padgett, Tony Vermont and Derek
Fellows have all gone solo.
The Libelle syndicate began ,flying in
early March and has already totted up
a handsome number of hours.
At the annual general meeting, in
March, Alan Beckett was awarded the
Camphill Trophy for his cross-country
and gains-af-height achievements. This is
the fourth time he has won the trophy.
Trevor Appleby, AMy Miller and
Peter Wheatland have joined the instructors rota; Andy feels that flying
gliders at Camphill is more civilised than
flying Gnats with the RAf over Anglesea.
A Dart syndicate visited Portmoak and
the Super lavelot syndicate recently
dropped in at Dishforth where they were
very well treated. One or two members
were invited to Slingsby's Open Day,
where they were entertained and provided
with an interesting day. We have in turn

T
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had vIsitors from Lasham and Four
Counties, and Val Rowell has been over
from Blackpool once or twice with her
guitar to sing to us. She has even written
a song about us.
John Collins has taken over as social
secretary and is organising a wine and
cheese party, a sOl;ial evening (including
a talk by the police) and a Scots evening.
Eric Boyle, our CFI, is busy arranging
the hire of a motor glider to do a training course here at Camphill. Our normal
summer courses are becoming booked up
after a slow initial response caused
mainly by tbe postal strike. If any of you
find yourselves in the vicinity to Camphill, give us a ring and come over and
join us. You are assured of a warm
welcome.
P.H.
DEVON & SOMERSET

missed an issue due to postal
H AVING
inactivity, it needs a little research

in order to continue where we left off so
to speak. There is little doubt that a
westerly wind on our site at North Hill
offers the best chances for soaring and
cross-eountry flying. The persistent east
winds since Christmas have slightly
curtailed tbese activities, but there have
been days when even under these conditions it has been possible for quite a
number of pilots to exceed one hour.
There are usually six or seven aircraft
lined up at the launch point on club
days and the Tiger has also been kept
busy with aerotows. Since last writing,
the club diary records one new solo and
two Bronze C flights, and also that Nigel
Hatton has completed his 35 bours for
helicopter PPL We look forward to Bill
Scull's visit at the end of April with the
Falke, which coincides with a meeting
of West region instructors.
Whit-week will be a task week, during
which we shall welcome some visitors
from the Kent club. Perhaps the most
important change is tbat Gerry Leat has
been appointed CFI, replacing Mike
Dixon who had to relinquish his post due
to business commitments. We all thank
Mike for his authoritative support during
a difficult period, and wisb Gerry succeSS
in his new role. nave Bindon will assist
him as deputy CFl.
A.E.R.H.

DONCASTER & DISTRICT

Obituary: BRIAN OAlBY
RIAN Dalby was a man who loved
flying. At no time was he happier
h when he was in the air. Those of
t a~"ho flew with him could see th.is
uslearly,
" He worked hard for the gI'd'
I mg
~ovement, training ATC cadets before
'oining tbe Doncaster Club about .two
~ears ago. With us he. was OJ?erahons
Conlr lIer for the Nationals, did much
to organise the tugging, an~ .was also
helping with ,Doncaster Ghdl~g Club
Aviation Services. He was killed on
February 2:5 while JIying a Cond?r fr~m
Redhill to Doncaster. We shaH mIss him,
and our deep sympathy goes to his wife
and children.

B

•
LIDING over the last six or seven
weeks bas been severely hampered
at Doncaster. because of the Condor
accident in February. Ha....ing recently
sold our Auster tug, this has meant that
we have been Bying with the use of only
one single drum winch, which has meant
a consequent drop in the number of
flying hours logged_ We are, however,
DOW back in business again with the
arrival of another Condor tug on April
I I. Despite this severe handicap, .we
have coped weH, on 'some days carrYlOg
out more than 60 launches. The therroals are beginning' to pop now, circuits
are deve1opinl! into soaring flights, and
two short out-and-returns have been
carried out on thermals only.
Over the last month, wave has been
clearly present on many days, but the
absence of a lug has meant that we have
been unable to contact it.
Friday, March 26, saw the arrival of
Our brand new Fal.ke, which has up 10
now provi<led a new novelty for members
on the field. Its operations at the moment
are restricted by the facl that it has not
got ~ ~ul1 C of A, and its present weight
restracllons mean that several members
cannot By it.
h B~b McLean is progressing well in
. OSPltal and hopes to be flying again
I the near future. Despite his absence
~ e workshop has kept going, mainly
ue to the efforts of Les Welburn, who
has spent much of his spare time work-

G

h

ing or supervlsmg others working on
the gliders.
.
We still have a caravan left here sIDce
tbe Nationals. Any claims to ownership?
If not claimed within 48 hours of publication it will be auctioned to cover the
cost of the parking fee!
P.G.T.
DORSET

the five years tbat we have been at
I NTarrant
Rushton, we have made

steady progress. Although we fly at
weekends only, a glance at the annual
statistics will show that we .are a very
active club with a large and enthusia~tic
membership which currently keeps instructors and aircraft busv in all but the
worst of weathers. The club is now
better organised and equip,Ped to cater
for all classes of membership tban ever
before. Last year's total of 4,902 launches
was a record which we have every intention of beating in 197 I.
The club has at tbe moment two
SwallQws, a T-21, a K·13 and an Auster
for aerotows. Autotows are by pulley
with an F·IOO Ford, and when conditions
are especially favourable (as ~hey have
been during one or two days 10 March)
launches of up to 2,OOOft are possible
with tbis set-up at Tarrant Rushton.
Some of our Swallow pilots have been
known to complain if they do not get
1,5OOft, which for 40p must be as good
value as any club can offer.
As a result of training courses run
during 1970 by Alien Palmer (our CH
for the past tltree years). t.he club now
bas (6 assistant instructors, nine fully
rated instructors and 12 tug pilots among
its members. A tribute to Alien's skill
and hard work is the fact that all nine
pilots who completed the assistant instructors' course last autumn passed th~ir
tests, and the four new full¥-rated mstructors, who include our chaIrman, Val
Cockle, also represent a 100% pass rate.
The others were Harry Wolf, Arthur
Parrott and Ted Andrews. This advanced
training programme was carri~d on side
by side with the normal club flymg, helped
by the use of a privately owned Eagle,
loaned for the purpose.
..
The latest addition to club amemtles
is a mobile canteen expertly adapted
from a 33-seater coach by a band of
volunteers under the able and enthusias233
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YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES LTO
are now offering

Emergency repair service. Our staff will work round the clock to
get your glider back in the air.

*
*

K-7 ano K-13 owners all need our latest Cockpit/Nose modification.
Contact us for details.

FOR SALE HP-14c 18 metre, high performance glider, superb condition
with trailer and spares.
Skylark 2, with trailer and instruments.
Olympia 2, available June/July.
Dart-17R's, available mid Summer.

*
*

T-21, Canopies, Dart & Olympia spares, ASI's, PZL's, T & S's for sale.
Always wanted:- Useful glider spares, instruments, parachutes, etc.

Works: Bondgate, Ripon, Yorkshire.

,-

Telephone: Gerry Kemp at Ripon 3360 or
Barrie Goldsborough at Ripon 3784.

COBB-SLA TER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
Write for details of Introductory OTfer
Sole Manufacturers of:

Cook Compasses
and

Cosim Variometers
Irving Venturies

Electric Variometers
with Audio Unit

Water Traps

Barographs Calibrated

Total Energy Units

New Cosim Audio Unit works with PZL, Cesim or Electric Varies
Leaflets from:

'COSIM' WORKS
Derbyshire DE4 2GG
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DARLEY DALE

MATLOCK

Telephone: Oarley Dale 2344/5

tic supervision of Pe~er White. Tbe
scheme met a certam amount of
opposition when. first put forward ~n
committee, but this has melted away m
the cosy comfort and haufe cuisine now
at hand at the la,unch-point. A continuOus and expanding service of refreshments provided by same of our lady
members is filIing a long-felt need, and
the cold sprin~ days of 1971 seem to
have fully ju~tJfied the projeet already.
Another senes of monthly lectures has
been arranged for 1971 to keep members'
theory in step with their practice of
flying. and if it is as interesting and
stimulating as last year's series, members,
will have no cause for complaint. The
lectures are given at the Clubhouse on
the first Tuesday evening of each month.
On Saturday, 27th March, we achieved
98 launches-a record number so far
this year, and even so, at times, all our
gliders were airborne at once, so there
were some good soaring flights made
that day. This seems a good augury for
the summer season anQ we are hoping
for a fai,r crop of Bronze and Silver C's
before the year is out. Task weeks are
planned for May 22·31 and for August
21·30.
M.B.
DUMFRIES & DISTRJCT

T. its new
club is excited with the flying at
site. It has been the best year

sInce the club was reformed in 1963580 launches. with an average time of
18 mi!1utes. Three Silver legs (duration)
and SIX Bronze certificates were gained
during tbe last 12 months.
W now have a five-year lease and
plans for a hangar. The chairman, Ian
~Iack, reported that he felt reasonably
happy with the position of the club at
t AGM, which was held in February.
e extended a welcome to each
member to bring ,along a friend to the
new sIte. It lies approximately to miles
i:0uthwest of Dumfries, at the Glaister's
arm and 1971 promises to be even
better, than
1970.
The cups and prizes for 1970 were
~eSented at a function on March 13.
dee w~re delighted to welcome a
S putatlon from the gliding club at
~rathaven, and hope it will be the first
o many exchanges to come.
G.P.

H

ENSTONE EAGLES

been accepted as a BGA
H· AVING
full member club during last year,

we are now looking forward to our first
full season as such. We have been flying
throughout the winter and now have
eight gliders operating from the site.
Visiting gliders and their crews will be
most welcome during the season, when
we hope to have full Clubhouse facilities.
M.M.
ESSEX

INCE our last report, much has
S
happened at North Weald. Early in
December we had our AGM. which
turned out to be one of the liveliest and
best attended for years. Later in
December and in early January we had
a crop of most successful parties
organised by our new c1ubbouse manager,
John Critch.
Unfortunately the January weather
decided that we would all be better off
grounded, and it was early in February
before most of us flew.
It was also early in February that we
welcomed George Burton to our annual
dinner and dance, and during his afterdinner speech he told us of the rebirth
of British sailplane manufacture at
Slingsby Sailplanes. Our chairman's
trophy was presented this year to vicechairman, Mike Audritt, for the greatest
number of miles flown during the season.
The mild February weather permitted
plenty of pre-season practice flying, which
was just as well, because this year we
had a very early start with thermal soaring during the first weekend in March.
The early start to the season also gave
us a new crop of solo pilots to join the
queue for our fleet, recentlY increased to
five aircraft following the long-awaited
maiden flight of OUI Blanik.
The Easter holiday weekend was
chosen for our task-competition, and
although the weather put paid to the
first two days, our enthusiasm was in
no way dampened and seve'ral members
did very well on the Sunday and Monday.
The tankard for the best flight was
awarded to Martin Southwood. who flew
his Skylark 4 to Frame in Som'erset. This
was our first successful task-competition
weekend, with eleven entrants. No
doubt its success wiII encourage us to
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hold similar events in the futurre.
Remembe:r; We .are based at North
Weald, just northeast of Epping, in
Essex. We fly every weekend, weather
permitting, and all visitors who drop in
are made very welcome. However, please
do not forget we are right under "Red
One".
P.McE.

KENT
March 7 a large crowd received
lecture on aerobatics by lames
BI.ack ·of the British Aerobatic Team.
This was illustrated by a very interesting
film and the effects of g as described
by our lecturer and shown in the film
were certainly "eye-openers".
The foHowing' week we Were shown
the gliding film made at the club by
the Canterbury Cine Club, and we' were
all delighted with the result. The most
popular shot was of the star Rf the film
making what was supposed to be his first
out-landing. This was made in the nicest
looking aircraft in the club, a syndicate
Skylark 4 borrowed for the occasion .. The
result was a most vicious ground loop
which was greeted with a tremendous
cheer from the huge audience.
This same day was the first of a week's
course for instructors which we were:
able to hold as planned due to the
generosity of Mc Cressfie Id of the
Southdown club who lent us a K-13.
During the first day the instructors had
le.ctutes by Derele Piggott and Ray
Stafford Alien which Were very well
received.
By the time this is pI'inted the rebuilding .of our hangar should be complete,
the only delay being due to the fact that
the co"ering sheets arrived rolled to a
61ft diameter instead of radius and had.
la go back. Apart from lhis the reconstruction 'has gone very much to
schedule with a good crowd of regulars
working hard all through a winler
which was, fortunately, fairly miJd.
R.H.J.

O Na

LAKES
E now have first-hand experience of
W
the Falke motor glider, by courtesy
of Slingsby Sailplanes, who loaned us the
o

firsl off lhe production liae for small236

club evaluation. We endoTSe all the remarks made in Bill ScuJrs excellent
article in the last S & G, to which little
·can be added.
However. in addition .to the primary
lraiml1g and operational aspecls which
B~Il covers, this machine opens up much
Wider horizons for dubs in our situation
(w~lI removed from our soaring areas
and thermal sources) in that these areas
can be reached and members instructed
on these si.les, on occasions when their
use . ~~uld be precluded by the impossI~lhly of return. Field landings and
practical navigation exercises for those
~ith cross-country aspirations, aTe an
Insurance for the future. Certainly the
machine haS left many converts to motor
gliders. Whether the club decides to include a motor-glider in future plans. is
still a matter for consideratiQn, but the
machine made sufficient impact to ensure
some hard thinking at the ne"t committee meeting. Your scribe enjoyed fiyingthis machine even when lumbago
made c1i~bing in an experience normally
to be avoided! The fact that two people
can open lhe hangar doors and fly without further effort increased utilisation by
about 40%.
Two Silver heighl gains terminating at:
lI,OOOft and other notable climbs to a
maximum of 14,300ft occurred on a
glorious wa.ve day about the end of
February. On one tow to 4.000ft, the
whole combination soared so successfully
that petrol consumption was about half
normal.
Wave ohen appears during Easter, but
failed us this time" However. work ·continued, and another of our air-scout
colleagues achieved his A and B at the
ripe old age of seventeen.
R.R.H.

LONDON

G LASS-FIBRE
sailplanes are now becoming commonplace at Dunstable,
o·

an.d the appearance of a pre-war, vintage
glIder arouses as much interest as an
ASW-12. Such was the ca~e on March 27
when a Minimoa once more flew over the
Downs. The last time we had one of
these was in the early fifties. and the
arriv.al of this historic glider would have
brought tears 10 the eyes of Philip Wills.
The new owners are Ted Hull and Les

Mou!ster, who can. well be proud of
this immaculate specimen.
The club's annual dinner was graced by
the presenee of the BOA chairman .and
his wife, and w,e heard of the proposed
"takeover" of the club by BEA. The new
company! kno~n as the Lonestar Gliding
CorporatIOn, IS to opera.te betwt?en the
Hebrides and Iceland With a WInch at
mid-p int in the Faeroes, and would fly
Lockheed Tri-stars sans RB211 engin:s.
The proceedings ~nded with the annual
trophies presentatlOn. Peter F1etcher was
awarded the Desoutter Cup for work on
the Short's Nimbus, and Barbara Deans
was given the Derry Trophy for her work
on the club gazette. On the flying side,
the Dent Cup was awarded to John
Cardiff for the longest flight, t.he Foster
Boomerang for the furthest out-andreturn to Mike Garrod, and the Cellon
Cup to David Adams for being the most
outstanding ab initio.
As usual, expeditions to the north
have resulted in some badge c~aiming.
Pete Boyer gained Diamond height at
Portmoak in a K-8, while Gold height
was gained by Bill Walrond and Phil
Wilkinson. There were some unusually
good thermals during February and
March at Dunstable, but the first significant away flight was by Frank Pozetskis
to collect tbe Lasham-Dunstable Plate.
The BGA national coach held a
~uccessful course during March,resulting
tn five new assistant instructors. Anotber
motorised aircraft has been operating
here too-an ASK-14 owned by Letts aod
partners. A Condor has joined our
depleted tug fleet, which should improve
Our launch rate markedly.
1969 was a somewhat disastrous year
financially, but the general committee
gr.eeted the annual accounts for 1970
Uh a sigh of relie~, and we are well on
t e way to redresslOg our losses. Next
tear WIll see the final payments on land
I OU~ht five years ago, so the future is
ooktng much brighter.
M.P.G.

'b

MID

NO

E now have Our two winches, each
fitted with a 3.8 litre Jaguar engine,
!l~ these are proving themse1.ves by
~l~~~g excellent laui1~hes.. Heights of
, ft have been altatned ].11 the K-J3's

a

and on one occasion 2,350ft by the CFL
This gives our P2's more time in a
circuit for tuitio!l and, of course, more
chance of finding a thermal or wave.
On several occasions recently wave has
been contacted immediately after releasing, and climbs to 4,000 .and 5,OOOft
done.
Congratulations to Mike Horan. who
has won the De Havilland Cup for
1970 fOT his climb to over 22,700ft. This
wave flight was done on May 2. and
we hope to have some more excelIent
waves this year.
John Brenner started where he had
left off last year by doing the first crosscountry of this season, with a short
triangle, and it is hoped that more club
members will do more cross<ountry
flights this year.
During March. G. Courtney went solo.
Don LutT gained his Silver C, and our
new K-g arrived, and is now flying.
The annual dinner dance at the Loog
Mynd hotel was a great success once
again, thanks to Marjorie Hobby. T}1e
trophies were awarded during the evening, and members of the Cambridge club
were awarded the Siam Trophy for their
flights to Great Yarmouth. Last year it
was also Won by a non-Midland Gliding
Club member. Is there no one in our
club who can bring it back this year'?
P.M.S.
NORTHUMBRIA

this year is, otT to a good
O URstart.flying
and this may end up a record

year for badge. claims. Aheady We
have bad four solos, three Cs, and five
Brunze Cs completed. Ray Robson
scraped into Catterick ,airfield in a Skylark 2 for Silver distance and on the
same day Jimmy McBeth landed at
Carlton Moor in his Olympia 2B to
claim Silver distance and the WiIls
Conectots Plate. To top otT the list there
are two more Gold C height claims:
Dave Osborne climbed to 16,500 feet in
the Vasama and Vic Lawson to 15,000
feet in the K·7.
Easter weekend was disappointing as
we had planned to hold a dress rehears.al for our members-only Comps
Week in July. The high pressure system
and its associated inversion limited
,thermal activity and Only one task was
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John Young (Ouse Gliding Club) with Iris new, single-drum winch. Photo: Robe'" Bow/rill

set, though several members managed
local soaring flights of two or three
hours duration. The best lift of the
weekend was encountered on Sunday
when a very strong sea breeze front
crossed over the site and whisked al!
those airborne to 3-4,OOOft at more tban
IOkts.
While we continue to search for a
full time instructor, plans to expand our
flying activities have not come to a full
stop. We now operate on Tuesday, Wednes<hy and Friday evenings, and three
ab inilio members courses have been
arranged for June and July.
To look after the inner man. a single
deck bus has been converted into a
canteen. To the rear is a stove, storage
and serving area, and to the front the
seats are arranged in groups of four
around tables. We must thank Bill
Williams for tbe idea and much of th:
work of conversion.
J.R.G.
OUSE

tbe past two months we have
O VER
been very active. A team lead by
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John Young and helped by Les Hey,
Geoff Cline, Norman Richardson and
Stan Park have made the club a new
single drum winch. John took the first
launch in our Capstan and was rewarded
with a flight of an hour.
"Chalky" John Cheesborough gained
his Gold height at Dishforth late in 1970
with a climb to 13,400ft. Our Swallow
has been kept very busy with first solo
flights: Jim Wood is our latest solo pilot.
Cyril Hutley got his Silver C distance on
March 27 by flying to Sturgate. Many
thanks to Jack Tarr and Fluff at Trent
Valley for their help; we hope to call
again soon.
Our clubhouse wil! soon have its new
. bar, and a party has been called for
the end of May to christen it. We are
now awaiting the arrival of our new
tug, and Bob Bowhill and Duncan
Russell are busy gaining PPL's. The
hangar is almost ful!, the latest arrival
being a Blanik formerly owned by the
Cornish club. Alan Park and syndicate
are the new owners.
Steven Hunt has been busv down at
the Hamble Air Training Coilege. Con-

gratulations also to Kevin Atkinson, for
he tOO should be descending on Hamble.
Ste ven and Kevin are the third ~nd iourth
members from our elub to gam a place
at Hamble. We are all looking forward
to a bumper year, and with a: bit of
luck we should have one.
R.W.B.
PERKINS

UR annual dinner and dance was
held at the Windmill at Orton
O
Waterville on Friday, January 22. Thanks
to Terry Sismore and his help>ers, the
evening was very enjoyable. Doug
·pythian. one of our hardest-working
members (he is in the process of building a dual purpose trailer to hold either
the Bocian or Olympia) received from
Mr and Mrs W. Gould of Mii:lhurst,
Sussex, a trophy presented to the club
in memory of their son Ronald, a former
Perkios employee who was killed in a
road accident last year. Although not a
club member, Ronald Gould was very
interested in flying. Mrand Mrs Gould
also presented Doug with a pair of
silver cuff-links as a memento,.
A tankard was presented to Fred Pell
to mark his six-hour flight in the club's
Olympia. Our chairman, Gordon Linford, presented ·our former CFI John
Hulme with an honorary life membership
of the Perk ins Gliding Club for the 13
years that he has been CFl. Thank you,
John, and we hope to See you gliding with
liS from time to time.
Gordon Limol'd and helpers are in
th.e process of building a new tWo-drum
WIDch. while Terry Sismore and Ken
T~nker have been overhauling QUI' old
WIDch ready for the coming season.
1.C.B.
SOUTHDOWN

OUR AGM was held on Saturday.
It'
arch 6, in SelmestolJ village hall.
was, as usual, a good soaring day
and It was with reluctance that we
~towed the gli,ders :away early in the
angar. The Committee waS re-elected
~nd club trophies were presented, but
he drawmg of the raffle was postponed as
many of the tickets had not 'been returned. due. to the postal Strike.
a ~pnl flymg got off to a good start. We
mve(j Of] the field on Saturday April 3
to find good northerly winds ~nd wer~

able to use the bungey. Many members
had their first experience of thIS type of
launch and all had good soaring, Peter
Gellett haviog
hours in his Skylark.
On Sunday the wind was again of good.
strength and from the right direction, but
c10udbase was only a couple of hundred
feet above the hill. However, we launched
Chris Berry in the club Olympia 460, to
attempt his five hours. After some time,
the murk lifted and the bungey was in
business again, with easy ridge soaring
until the weatber again clamped down
and everyone landed at onCe, including
Chris, who had completed the necessary
time.
We hope to have additional members'
courses this year, including an advanced
one for pilots with at least 2S Swallow
launches. Syndicates are planning their
trips to other sites, and we also hope to
have more aerotowing expeditions this
summer.
KJ.P.M.

n

sounlWALES

HE concrete structure of our hangar
T
has appeared on the field, soon
be covered with the approved shade of
10

corrugated sheets. To < fill it. we have
added a resplendent new K· 13. thanks to
the Phi lip Wills Trust and the efforts of
the committee.
Our fleet now comprises the K-J3, a
T-21, two K-6's, a Swallow, a Skylark 3
and a Kite 2. The Swallow pilots have
increased bv six since the autumn,
showing the' results of the hard work
by everyone concerned with winter flying.
A tug syndicate is trying hard. to form
itself. Anyone interested in helping to
fill this, our greatest need, ·should write
fo 250, City Road. Cardiff.
In the meantime. we welcome any
combination party of tug and gliders. to
the most sQutherly wave site in Great
Britain.
I.H.S.
StlRREY·& HANTS

any gLiding dub it is not possible
IandNtothat
do· much less than not flv at all,
is what it's been like nearly all
the time. The odd cross-countrv was
done a Saturday or two ago, up
Banbury and back (2QOkm), but much of

to
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the time there has been eight octas at
800ft. Only at the end of the Easter holiday did the sun come out, but this only
produced two gaggles of about 20 gliders
each, in the few available blue thermals.
The club Dart went to Portmoak in
March and managed 23 hours of thermal
soaring in six days.
OUT illustrious treasurer, Bill Dean,
has become engaged to Christine Graham
White, Margaret Kahn's daughter. There
are rumours of honeymoons at Portmoak . . . Congratulations, Bill.
Wally himself is at the head of a vast
money-making campaign to equal the
£3,000 we have just won from the Sports
Council for new towcaTS, another Falke
and assorted improvements in facilities
and buildings.

C.L.
SWINDON

dinner and dance went off with
O UR
its usual finesse with
people
~re

than ever attending. The raffl'e was a
great success, in spite of the fact that
the CFl, tug pilot and chajrman's
daughter-in-law tool!: the first three
prizes. Some merriment occurred during
the flying achievements awards. A special
award for the Umost publicised" flight
was made to Bernie Keogh for landing
at the Duke of Bedford's estate rather
close to the animals.
We have had a poor start to the year
because of the weather. Our launch rate
so far is down on last year, but we hope
that our two "flying weeks" and a really
old-fashioned summer (with sun and not
just warm rain) will put this right. Bob
Cunningham and a friend of his brought
their SHK from Keevil (their runway was
being re-surfaced) and spent two enjoyable weekends with us. Bob brought his
dog on the second visit. It was a Great
Dane, with the emphasis on great, and
proceeded to eat my lunch. Bob commented On how friendly we all were and
how willing we were to rig the SHK
(little did he know we wanted to fly it
ourselves).
On behalf of the club, I would like
to say a heart-felt thank you to our re·
tiring tow'cat syndicate, David and Eric,
for 0,11 the time and effort they have put
in the job. The new team Alec and
Godfrey are fired with enthusiasm, and
have a'lready ripped out, repaired and
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replaced the engine of the Yellow Peril
inside one morning.
C.R.E.
THAMES VALLEY

HE season seems to have started unT
usually early at Booker. On Friday,
February 19, ehris Rolling managed his
Silver distance to Lasham. lt was a bit
of a struggle, he tells us, but as in most
FebJuaries it weuld have been downright
impossible, we beJieve him. Graham
Saw and Bob Pettifer have sat out their
Silver durations on Chinnor Rjdge. It
was one of the best days we have had
on the ridge, with the wind square on
the hills and splendid cloud streets
running away upwind for the venturesome. Altogether, we feel. a most
promising start to the year.
P.D.W.
ULSTER & SHORTS

ECRETARY Jeremy Bryson returned
S
from a visit to Australia in March
as a member of a trade mission with the
club's first complete Gold C and its first
Diamond. Flying a Schneider Boomerang
and carrying standard outback landing
survival kit (a waterboUle and a pair of
stout walking shoes) he flew a 31lkm
triangle from Benalla. north of Melbourne, in a litde over six hours. Two
local pilots attempting the same route
landed out after the lOkt thermals
weakened, so there is obviously something to be said for long experience at
playing the whims of what pass for thermats here.
After a remarkable winter. we've had
a good start to the season w;th tbe first
thermal soaring in March followed by
a glorious Easter only slightly marred by
a peTSistent inversion. Unfortunately,
our Army landlords at Long Kesh became pre-occupied with
the first
skirmishes in the tribal warfare season.
which led to a spate of helicopter move'
ments grounding us for some hours on the
last of four Easter flying days.
We narrowly missed our aim of getting
our Auster 6 airworthy in time for
Easter after its full C of A and total
re-covering by a small team of members
in a private garage. It flew again on
April 14, and we doubt there is a smarter
tU!!, or even a smarter Anster. anywbere.

As in her ~~t~ybu;sh and.. Lasham da.y~,

"India Hot.:l IS still th~ Yellow Pen.l ,
but in a hghter, unsullied, yeJlow with
blue cheat lines and graphics, light grey
lift struts, flaps, window-surrounds and
intake cowl and new, polished, cowlings.
The structure was sprayed, the cabin
has been relined and a new stoveenamelled panel now houses a fine array
of instruments and a radio. The aircraft
weighed-in 33 pounds lighter than it did
early in February, when the whole
sweat began. If virtue brings its own reward, CFI Grenville Hill and instructor
Joe Taggart, who gave most to this
major effort, should not have to buy
their own club-night beer for years.
To get the dormant Londonderry-based
North-West Soaring Association going
again, a nucleus of enthusiasts there,
grounded by a lack: of instructors, is
joining fOTces with us for the season.
Their Skylark 2 will have its C of A
done by us in the next few weeks and
then based at Long Kesh for the use of
both their members and ours, while a
new group of north-west pilots, it is
hoped, will emerge fr<lOO our training
programme to set up shop again in
Londonderry. The effect of this move
will be to add temporarily, a second
Skylark 2 to the Long Kesh fleet, to the
delight of pilots on the now sUQstantial
Skylark list.
Our K -6E is CJlpected to see increased
use this season over last year's modest
figure, while the Blanik will be used for
dual and solo soaring as well as training.
In May we expect delivery of the Falke,
o~ which our future training programme
will be based.
R.R.R.

WESTWALES

OUR
best Christmas present for some
time was the offer of a grant to-

~a[:s the purchase of a new Scheibe
laa e. The order was soon placed and
w t~ Connrmed, and we now look forar to delivery in September.
th Tb annual dinner and dance, held at
an~th asonic Hall, Haverfordwest, was
me er. great .success. Many former
b mbers and fnends turned up to celef rate .the tenth anniversarY of the
~~m~tlon of the club" and on -this happy
BG~lOnDwe Wet'e delighted to have th~
Ch .
evelopment Officer"
Naoml
nsty, as our guest of honour.

M

The winter and spring week~nds provided some very good flying weather.
Several flights of over an hour's duration
were made in early February by th()se
fortunate ones who C,ontaded weak wave
in the north-westerly air stream. We
suspect that it may be possible to carry
out a g'ood deal of wave flving from
our site, and we are eagerly awaiting
the arrival of the Falke in order to
R.E.
explore this possibility.
YORKSHIRE
HANKS to the tireless efforts of our
directors we can report another highly
successful year both financially and in
terms of flying achievements. A total of
5,000 hours weTe flown off 8,700
launches in 1970, and a greater number
of pilots were flying cross-country.
Our fees remain unchanged for 1971
yet flying facilities are much improved:
and we are aiming for increased efficiency
on the field. Our operations area has
been considerably extended by further
draining, levelling and re-seeding and
virtually all of the field can now be' used
in safety; the days of bogs, dust, ruts
and rocks are gone. The new rigging area
should shortly be surfaced and gliders
can then be pushed straight out to the
launch points with no detours.
The Piper tug is back from its C of A
and overhaul and the Motor Falke has
arrived at last. This can be booked in
advance, so we hope for maximum
ut~lisation. New arrivals amongst the
pnvate <lwners are a Diamaot 18
Std Libelle and K-7.
'
Vi~itors have been comini: and going
all wlOter; workable thermal activity was
reported as late as December and wave
has been constantly in evidence. John
Thorne from Compton Abbas achieved
a height of 12,800ft over Thjrsk in his
SHK in February, and several heights of
over 7,OOOft have been reported since.
The first cr~ss-country flight of the year
(a 70km. triangle) was made by Dick
Stoddart 10 March, and so far five pilots
have gained their five hours.
The young trees oordering the caravan
and car parks appear to be wellestabIished, ffowers bloom in tubs around the
clubhouse doors, members have given
the bedrooms a fresh coat of oail)t and
new furniture is on order for the lounge
and bar.

T
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Congratulations to Joanna Hibbert and
Bob Fort, married on March 13, and to
Susan Blight and Mike Howe, married
on March 15.
Finally, the Northern Regional competition is to be held here in August
and we are hoping for a full entry list.
S.V.G. & P.M.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN (RAF Colerne)

'T-HE season started off in fine form
early in M.arch with three members,
Ken Keeble, Mick Elsom and Brian
Sowerby, taking the K-6 to Portmoak.
Each returned another step up the ladder,
with Gold heights for Ken and Mick and
a Silver duration for Brian. We still
cannot forget an unusual association we
found up there: Gliding and three
COOked meals a day. We 'extend our
thanks to the staff at Portmoak and only
regret tbat such regular culinarv events
Q;re unlike.ly down here.
At the clUb, things are progressing
favourably. The steady output of certificate legs, combined witb the arrival of
new members, is causing Bruce Coutts,
OUT CFl, to mutter under his breath
about more gliders. Tom Bobbin's Sky
has finished its C of A and we are expecting a K-4 as another addition to the
fleet.

B.S.

CHILTERNS (RAF Abingdon)

HINGS have progressed splendidly
T
since oUr disastrous fire at Benson.
Our first concern was to get flying as
soon as possible and MOQnrakers came
to our aid with the loan of a K-4 twoseater. This trainer enabled us to re-start
operations at Bem.on in the first week
of December.
Unfortunately, the lack of hangar
space forced us to rig and de-rig
every flying day, not a ver)' satisfactory
system, but by the end of January we
could rig the K-4 in ten minutes. The
'-hanganlge" consisted of part of the old
station pig farm, with two makeshift
doors, resembling an immovable concrete
trailer!
2<J2

In February we took delivery of a
K-6cR, in superb condition, from the
RAFGSA Centre at Bicester. This gave
the pundits, wbo had been muttering
about "aerodynamic bricks", something
to fly. By this time we had decided that
due .to lack of hangar space and other
service reasons we should tTV to move
the club to a more suitable site, and
Abingdon, ten miles to the northwest of
Benson, was the most favourable site. Indeed, everyone there seemed most enthusiastic about having their own gliding
club. So, with official blessing, tile move
took: place in the first weeks of March.
Installed in a wonderful heated hangar
with lights and electrical doors, we wer~
able to get our second K-4 up to scratch
and to take delivery of .the ex-Moonrakers Bocian lE, a magnificent machine
guaranteed to light up any pilot's eyes.
The first week of Aoril saw the arrival
of our K-8B, again - from Moonrakers
who by this time had ceased to operate:
It is a great pity to see one of the
GSA's founder members close down, but
any Qf the MOQnrakers will be made very
welcome with us.
Finally, on re-equipment, our K-6CR
should be replaced by a K·6E in the near
future.
Operation at Abingdon is not without
its problems at the moment. We have
a direct telephone link with Brize Norton
to try and avoid any conflict with their
MATZ. We are also short of a suitable
club rQom; perhaps something mav be
a.vailable in the future.
The AGM held at Benson on March
~4 was wel} attended, the main points
mvolved bemg the move and re-election
of committee members. The committee
is now as follows:
Chairman, Wing Commander H.

JOHN HULME
Swaffham RO<;l.d,8ottisham
Cambridge. CB5 9DU '
Telephone Bottisham 323

Wood, Metal and Fibreglass Repairs
Glider Hire
C's of A
Spares and Materials
U.K•. Repair Agent for
Dlamant and Phoebus Sailplanes

f,rmitage: CFl, Doug Bridson; Deputy
eFl's, "Jock" Manson alJd Tony Morris:
MT
ember, John Butler; Aircraft
Member, Brian Cogger; Treasurer, John
Husband; Secretary, "Ginge" Lewis and
Membership Secre~ary,. Dick Amor. Bob
Sharman \V,as bullied m~o the new post
of Trailer Member, which was Just as
well, because he had just spent days rewiring them aIL
Bob joined the Kestrel club for a short
winter trip to lssoire early this year and
climbed to Gold C height three timeshis site check wertt to 21,()()()fL The Test
of the dub, who can't afford the luxury
of continental holidays, are determined
to show 'him how to do it in the UK
when we get to Sutton Bank for our
expeditions.

G.M.

CRU ADERS (Cyprus)

A LY, we have bid farewell to Chief
S
flying Instructor George Ross, and
to Deputy CFl ehris Wailer. They have
been pillars of strength over the last two
years, and done much to steer the club
through some difficult crises" A particular debt is owed to Chris for his work
as Aircraft Member, bringing an five
gliders to the hi~hest standard of
integrity. Full 'credi.t is due to George,
In that
no flying accidents occurred
during his reign; he also pioneered the'
summer satellite strip lLt Prastio, which
must surely rank lLffiongst the world's

best soaring sites. Regrettably the gastronomic needs of a thousand sheep have
denied us the use of the original Prastio
common; 'but we have opened up a
new 5,000ft launch run at the nejghbouring village of Gaidhouras.
Our new CrI is Len Barnes, whose
vers,atilit-y as instructor', BGA technical
inspector, lLnd competition pilot is m.ost
welcomed. He is a past member of
Crusaders, where' he first started gliding
six years ago. His remaining instructors
are Roy HesJop, David Edwards, GordQn
Camp, Vernon Bradbrook, and another
past member, Ron Young, who has returned for a six-month tour as a United
Nations helicopter pilot.
Howard Jarvis of the Kestrel club
visited us during March aDd ran a
successful ab initio course for some of
his fellow soldiers. Bronze Cs have been
won by Chuck Hill and Kevinc Alien.
Kevin's father, PhiI, is among recent
first solos, together with Colin Brock,
Dick Bealer, Malcolm Austin and Trevor
Rousseal!l. '
G.W.G.C.
FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Spitalgate,)

HE club report prepared for the
T
April issue began: "Some time has
lapsed since our last write up ..." Unfortunately, the postal strike intervened
and it never went to press. It has now
been so long since we' appeared in these
pages that to fill in all the rnissing news
would be to re-write' the club history.

CMis W(lIl~r(Cnlsaders) soaring an Olympia 401 over Cyprus. Photo: Gordon Camp

Suffice to say that 1970 was a very
successful vear for the club. We ftew
1,700 hours from 6,500 launches, and
after putting the gliders away still found
time to make over £350 in bar profits!
Who said drinking- and flying don't mix'l
Enough of past achievements. We are
now well prepared for tne new soaring
season with two new shop~ 00 the site
and plenty of ideas as to wbat should
be done with them. OUT resident syndicate
has sold its smooth Olympia 2B (No 157),
and invested in a Skylark 3f. Rumour
has it ,they will be looking out for a
cheap Phoebus next vear! Meanwhile, the
club pundits are gaining experience with
their new toy, tbe Std Libelle. The private
Cirrus is, still operating from Spitalgate,
so we have both Britain's World GI,iding
Championships Standard class aircraft on
the site.
Of course "slippery ships" and "pundits" make the news, but the training
programme continues as strong as ever.
A few adventurous souls-- have just
returned from a week's expedition to
Sutton Bank. The weather was very disappointing, but several members were
checked out for aerotows, apd OD the one
good day a Silver height was gained in
thermals.
Next time you are passing through
Grantham don't spare us a thought; pay
us a visit!
R.T.D.
HERON (RNAS Yeovilton)

. . 'ITH
the customary winter mainW
tenance and a drop off ,in soaring
activity, news is pretty scarce.
'The third week of March provided our
first real thermal activity. We were
cautious about committing ourselves to
ambitious cross-countries, but successfuBy completed one out-and-return and
some respectable local soaring. At the
time of writing we have ,completed three
$ilver distances out of five attempts. One
of the misfires toured the local racecourses, made a round trip of Dorset and
landed at Compton Abbas, some 25kms
away.
We ~t.arted our traditional task week
on April 17 and renewed old acquaintances from other Naval cLubs. We will
report on the week in our next notes.
The Heron Flying Group has taken
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delivery of the Beagle I:errier, which
provides the club with aerotows and an
additional facility as a power trainer. Ray
Smith is our eFI Power, and is doing a
sterling job in training budding tug pilots.
Other additions to the fleet include the
Blanik, a new Capstan and a syndicate
Skylark 4.
Our reverse pulley prototype Mk 2
is proving to be a great asset and has
doubled our launch rate. 1 slwuld like
to thank those who responded to my
appeal for information a'bout the reverse
pulley system; we have managed to avoid
many hidden snags by virtuc of their
advice and would be delighted to pass on
our findings to any potential pulley users.
The runways at Yeovilton would rival
a grindstone, and consequently cable repairs, by virtue of their profile,. take the
brunt of the wear. We would like to, try
electrically welding cable breaks and
would be very grateful for any in·
formation regarding the manufacture
and operation of a cable welder.

D.8.

(See "R.esistance welding solid wire"
by K. Nurcombe, S & G February 1967,
p 19-Eo.)
,
HUMBER (RAF Lindholme)

a very good year, in
'OLLOWING
F
which the club came out very well
under the points subsidy scheme'. the

RAF GSA has allocated us a K-CCR,
with a K-8B and a rcfurbished "Wild"
winch to follow. We felt our launch rate
was particularly good, and with the neW
aircraft and winch we are obviously look·
ing forward to doing bcttcr still.
This year is already off to a good start.
In January and February alone we
achieved 80 hQurs from 600 launches with
three aircraft.. Thirty hours of these were
produced in two days with the help of
a little wave at the Sutton Bank hill site
where we had an expedition in February.
CongratUlations to Paul 'Goddard, who
achieved two half·hour legs for his
Bronze 0!1 this occasion, and ooly missed
his five hours duration by 50 minutes
when he was recalled, following a snowstorm warning. Congratulations also to
Terry Wom~lI and Dereck Howdle of
our Rotherham syndicate. B<lth recently
went solo and are looking forward to
getting into their Oly as soon as possible.

LASHAM
(National Gliding Centre)
A modern centre with comprehensive facilities for beginner
a d expert. Motor gliders, auto and aero-tow available every
day.Alltraining is provided by the LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY.
Weekly residential courses throughout the year. P-rofessional
instructors, with Derek Piggott as C.F.I.lnitial training now done
in motor glider and solo on ASK 13.
Training School Fleet: 2 Scheibe Falkes, 2 ASK 13's, 1 K-7
and 1 Capstan.
fter initial solos you may join the Surrey & Hants Gliding
tub who owns the largest single-seater fleet in the country.
Fleet: 4 K-8B's, 1 Skylark 3, 2 Skylark 4s, 1 K-6E,
1 Dart-17R·, 2 Phoebus 17's".
("not available to temporary members)
LASHAM AERODROME, Nr. ALTON, HANTS

Tel. HERRIARD 270

Flying is Fun
AND GROWING FAST AT THE

DORSET FLYING CLUB
and is something anybody can learn
GLIDING, POWER OR PARACHUTING

WE FL Y SEVEN DA YS A WEEK
TRY A TRIAr.. LESSON from
£3
A WEEK'S Gl.IDING HOLIDAY from
£27
COMBINED GLIDING, POWER & PARACHUTING £37
POWER SOLO COURSE or SILVER "C" TO P.P.L. From £65
Private Owners welcome on 1 month subscription's only £1.30
All Aero-tow Launches from £ 1.25
For details write

DORSET FLYING CLUB,
Compton Abbas Airfield, Shaftesbury, Dorset.
Footmell, Magna 328
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From our own ranks, Terry Condliff and
Nobby Clarke of RAF Finningley are
now flying s.olo-well done both of you.
A special thank you now to Gordon
Jones, who has recently had to leave the
club on posting. Gordon has given three
and a half years of dedicated service to
a club not yet four years old. Many of
the older hands remember when Gordon
was the only instructor, and it was
literally his hours of effort that kept the
club flying. Our sincere thanks to Gordon,
good luck in your posting and good
gliding at ~,our next club.
Numerically, our instructor situation
has improved a lot since then, and Yorky
Kitchener, our CFI, is now ably assisted
by DerYk Butler with his brand new
"full cat", Tom Barnes, Chris Anderson,
John Davies, aod soon, we hope, Paul
Miller. In fact. everything is looking
good for the coming season. Meanwhile.
we are all looking forw;lrd t,o celebrating
the club's fourth birthday with a dinner
and dance at the end of April, and who
knows what else there might be to celebrate by then, given good weather. and
a little luck.
J.R.L.
MENDIPS (RAF Locking)

HE end of November saw the AGM
T
and dinner. Both were well attended
and
and enjoyed by all.
Decem~r

January were sp.ent overhauling trailers
and completing C's of A in readiness for
Portmoak in February.
An advance party of seven left with
tne Bocian and K-6 for a week's advanced
ridge and wave flying at Dishforth. Four
more left for Portmoak five days later,
and were joined by the rest of the
party there. Unfortunately, only two days
out of the week were soarable. Alan
Long and Mike Laundy got their Gold
and Silver heights respectIvely. Sandy
Bryce had the great misfortune 10 reach
12.800ft without a barograph. On the
next good day, the cold fr~strated a
five·hour attempt, but the pJlot completed his Bronze C certificate.
F.P.G.
MOONRAKERS (RAFUpavon)

HIS is the last Moonrakers newsletter.
T
.. The club closed down ori March 31,
victim of the trend that has dispersed
most of the Royal Air Force into the
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Midland and Northern counties.
Fonned at Lyneham in the early 1950's,
the club has moved to Keevil and then
to Upavon, where it thrived with membership drawn from the hutted camps of
Yatesbury, Compton Bassett and Melksham. The last of those camps closed
five years ago and the thousands of
young trainees moved north. Starved of
members, Moonrakers has gradually run
down to the point where the RAFGSA
has regretfully decided to redeploy the
equipment based there.
At its peak, the club was among the best
in Britain. Many of the BGA trophies
have been won by its members. Four
times, national champions have come
from the Wiltshire site. Records have
been set. Diamonds won. Half of
Britain's Team in Poland in 1968 were
Moonrakers.
But sheer performance has not been
the c1ub"s only contribution to the gliding
scene. It is in the nature of Service gliding
that the membership changes every few
years, so that the influence of a club
may be felt far and wide. So ,it has been
with Moonrakers. The stalwarts of many
a dub, Service and civilian. first got
"hooked" in the UpavofJ cirCUit. And
many will recall the instant expeditions
to the nearby hills. Most popular of
these was Huish, a site that has known
gliders Jor 40 years or more. 'Those
gentle south-facing slopes have fostered
generations of soaring pilots; their
memory of the place will usually be
associated with warm fronts, a certain
degree of mud, and very damp retrieves!
One such expedition, with three gliders,
marked the closure of the club. During
a fortnight at Shobdon, led by Jack
Harrison, 125 hours were flown. Most
members reached seven or eight thousand feet in the plentiful wave, and Roy
Gaunt got a Gold height. The tatter was
especially well deserved, for Roy .had
done more than anyone over the last
difficult two years to keep the club going.
The club is closed-a page is turned.
Already the gliders are flying from their
new home at Abingdon, where the
Chilterns have' reformed after their fire
last year. The members have dispersed.
The hangar is empty. The rolling chalk
uplands of Salisbury Plain are once more
left to, the skylarks. and the bumble bees.
J.S.W.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)

N SPITE of

wint~r

weather the club

has Irulnaged to fly most weekendsImainly
bashing anQ. some .MYnd
cir~uit

soaring, with everyone gettmg their full
dose of fresh .air. We started this season
very successfully with an ab initio course,
in February. on which all nine pupils
gained their A and B certificates. The
weather w,as very kind to LIS that week,
since, on the 23rd, wave was contacted
over Cosford. ~veral people ~.ent to
6.000ft. Wave flymg was an excltlOg exPerience for our club and everybody
zoomed up to have a try. N. Gregory
and I. Cummings ,gained Bronze legs
then. with Cummings completing his in
March.
Later that month J. Griffin joined the
instructors, having gained his assistant
category.
The more experienced pilots have been
soaring on Wenlock Edge and the Wrekin
with several out-and-returns to Chetwynd
and Much Wenlock.
C.P.

FIVE DAY GLlbtNGCOURSES
May to Ocet()ber at

COVENTRY GliDING CLUB,
H u:.sbands Eosworth A.irfield
Nr. Rugby.
Hostto 197 IN'ationaISportsClassChampionships.
,
.ExceJlent CIUbhf>use.
oar, caravan & camping site
A,ccommodatlpn 3 l"'range-c;l.

'Further details ',rom:
Dept. A.P., Course M_def.
2 S-t. Mary's <rescent,
Loamill9ton Spa. WARKS.
Tol, 0926 20647.

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
(Aberdeenshire) LTO.

WAVE SOARING
Aerotow facilities 7 days per week
Accomodation arranged
Details from: A. ,J. Middle1on,
56 51. Ronan's Drive, Peterculter,
Aberdeenshire
Tel. Culter 2043

OVERSEAS NEWS-See page 21 0

LIDING HOLIDAY'S
Why not learn to fly at our thermal
and hill soaring site in the Cotswolds?
Instroction given in dual-control
sailplane by qualified instructor. £26
per week. With hote'l acoommodation
at £9 per week extr<l. C<lmping
'f<lcilities are avail<lble.
W
ri'e for deta:ils to:
-Glidin9 Holidays BRISTOL & GLOU'CESTERSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Nymp~field. S1on~house. Glos.
'
Telephone Ul.ey 342

BUSINESS
AS USUAL!
Weekly Holiday Courses
at the
KENT GLIDING CLUB

COR ISH GLIDING & FLYING CLUB

Gliding courses in modern fleet from M~ Y
11th - B.G.A. calellorjsed inst'fu~te'fs - "fine
soaring - lovely l:9astaJ ,;airfield _ ideal ,for
a di"~rent family holiday.
AERO-TOW COURSES AVAILABLE.
Details with pleasure from: The Course
~~c etory. Cornish Gliding & Flying
ub. Trevellas Atrfield Perran.

porth. Cornwall.

Tol. Do:oran 862518

Challock, Near Ashford, KeDt

ProfessiOrtal instruction, winch
and aerotow launches
Modern club house and bar
BOOK BY PHONE:

Ring CHALLOCK 307 or 274
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THAMES VAllEY GLIDING CLUB

HIGH WYCOMBE
Weteomes new member's, abinitios, advanced and pr,ivate
owners.
Operational seven cays ,a week
with professional instructors and
staff. Efficient all aerotow operation. Clubroom, Dining Room and
Bar. Easy access from M4 or
M40JA40_ Oetails f~om : SECRETARY,
T.V.G.C., 29 PIPERS CI.OSE, 8URNHAM. BUCKS.
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-~T-
LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
If you. want a really lazy couple of
week's holiday, then we recommend
the beaches of Southern Spain.

BUT

It you really want to learn to glide
and believe gliding is your sport, we
strong.ly recommend a couple of
weeks (or one week) on a tr~ning
course at Dunstable.
Fully residential courses from March
to October with ellipert tuition by
Qualified and highly experienced
professional staff instructors using
mOdern high performance twoseaters. Free Entrance fee to the
Clob to all course members.
Write for 1971 Course Brochure or
Club membership details to, the
Manager or ring 0582 63419.

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LIMITED
1.0N13 MYND. SHROPSHIRE
T••..,hone: Linley 206

BUNGfE LAUNCH???
Where else?

5 mile ridge- frequent wave.
Excellent clubhouse. Icomfortable
bunkhouse. dining room - 3 meals a
day - snug bar.

S day courses for ab--initios, advanced
pilots and private owners.
Club fleet includes K·13's, 460s and
and Swallow.

Further details from: Miss M. HOBBY,
256 Crowmere l?oad.
Shrewsbury. Salop.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION

WYCOMBE GLIDING SCHOOL

pORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL,
BY KINROSS
Telephone: Scotlandwell 243

HOLIDAY &. ADVANCED
GLIDING COURSES

HE WAVE SITE
excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full
catering and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO SEPTEMBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
Write to the Secretary for further
detalls
ADVANCED 800KINGS NECESSARY IN WRITING

WEST WALES GLIDING CLUB
HAVERFORDWEST
Wilhybush Airfi~ld is centrally sit,uated for ovor 70
miles of National Pa,k coaslhne and unspoih be.che-s
lor your family holidays.
Reside.nHal .."d non-reJidonli.1 courses for boginnefs
and advanced pupils froln May to October.
AUlo·tow.ing

and Aero-lowilJg.

Book now for the Summer season
Thermal & hill soaring throughout the year
Training gliders include
Schleicner K-7's and Skylarks
Scheibe Falke motor glider
Professional management and instructors.
Licensed Club. Accommodiltion and food
available.
Glide now in the beautiful Chilterns
Write or phone:

The Manager
Wycombe Gliding School (SG)
Wycombe Air Park
Booker, Marlow
BUCKS.
Tel: High Wycombe 2.9263

Worcestershire Gliding Club
Bidford-on-Avon
SUMMfR HOUDAT COURSES
Weekly, Mey to October.
Fully Inclusive of flrst-dus accommod'totlon,
meals and flying fees.
PrOfessional instructors and staff.
Licensed bar.
£26 PER WEEK

Campir.g and ca,aYan '.ciliti'•• lva.iIA.bJ•.

Brochul4ll & tuft.. informalion horn Gliding Secrel.ry:
136 HAVEN RD., HAVERFORDWESl
hL Ha",.,fordwesl 3136

Book now - Course Secretary,
1 BB Nunnery A.venue,
Oroitwich, Wores.

Tel. Droltwlch 2.349

NORTHERN REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
August 21 st-30th
AT THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
For full deta;/., telephone or write:

THE SECRETARY, YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB. SUnON BANK, THIRSK, YORKS
Tel. SUTTON [lHIRSK) 237

TORVA SAILPLANES are pleased to announce that the TORVA 15
Sports flew for the first" time on May 8, 1971
15 metre Single seater sailplane fitted with flaps and retractable undercarriage

TORVA SAILPLANES:

PAVILLION SQUARE, SCARBORQUGH

